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ABSTRACT

Surface plasmons are collective oscillation of electrons which are coupled to the incident electric field. Excitation of surface plasmon is a route to engineer the behavior of light in nanometer length scale and amplifying the light-matter interaction. This interaction is an outcome of near-field enhancement close to the metal surface which leads to plasmon damping through radiative decay to outgoing photons and nonradiative decay inside and on the surface of the material to create an electron-hole pair via interband or intraband Landau damping. Plasmonics in Dirac systems such as graphene show novel features due to massless electrons and holes around the Dirac cones. Linear band structure of Dirac materials in the low-momentum limit gives rise to the unprecedented optical and electrical properties. Electronical tunability of the plasmon resonance frequency through applying a gate voltage, highly confined electric field, and low plasmon damping are the other special properties of the Dirac plasmons. In this work, I will summarize the theoretical and experimental aspects of the electrostatical tunable systems made from monolayer graphene working in mid-infrared regime. I will demonstrate how a cavity-coupled nanopatterned graphene excites Dirac plasmons and enhances the light-matter interaction. The resonance frequency of the Dirac plasmons is tunable by applying a gate voltage. I will show how different gate-dielectrics, and the external conditions like the polarization and angle of incident light affect on the optical response of the nanostructure systems. I will then show the application of these nanodevices in infrared detection at room temperature by using plasmon-assisted hot carriers generation. An asymmetric nanopatterned graphene shows a high responsivity at room temperature which is unprecedented. At the end, I will demonstrate the properties of surface plasmons on 3D noble metals and its applications in light-funneling, photodetection, and light-focusing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Background and motivation

Light-matter interaction depends on the behavior of the fundamental particles within the volume of the matter. Therefore, the incident light has different impacts on two- and three-dimensional materials [1]. These effects not only set by the inherent properties of light, such as wavelength, polarization, chirality and the angle of incidence, but also depends on the properties of the material like, bandgap, dimensionality, Fermi level, carrier density [1, 2], etc. It is possible to control the optical and electronical properties of the thin films like refractive index, carrier mobility, bandgap and light emission by patterning them at the nanoscale [1-11]. Understanding and engineering the light-matter interaction at the nanoscale is an important and fast-growing field in science and technology. Nanoscale light-matter interaction is the most fundamental phenomenon to design the light absorbers [2, 3, 12], epsilon-zero metamaterials [13-15], optical modulators [16], the light beam steerers [10, 17], photovoltaic devices [18, 19], photodetectors [4, 8, 9], etc. Various strategies have been employed to control the light-matter interaction in nanostructures, such as: (i) coupling the nanostructures to an optical cavity [20], (ii) coupling the nanostructures to a photonic crystal cavity [21, 22], and (iii) excitation of surface plasmons on nanostructures [2, 3, 23].

In nanostructures, the incident electromagnetic wave at right momentum transfer can propagate on the metal-dielectric interface and excite collective oscillation modes of electrons on the metal surface called surface plasmons (SPs) [1, 24]. There are two modes of surface plasmon. The propagating mode called surface plasmon polariton which propagates along the interface of
metal and dielectric with a wavelength much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light. The localized surface plasmons (LSPs) are the other surface plasmon modes which are concentrated on the edges of the nanostructures, enhances the light-matter interaction. The free electrons couple to the incident light and respond collectively by resonant oscillation. The light-matter interaction of LSP is stronger due to tight localization of electric field [25, 26]. The resonance frequency is determined by the properties of light and nanostructure such as dielectric function of metal and surrounding medium, geometrical parameters, light polarization and angle of incidence. The surface plasmon are being used in nanophotonics for light concentration [27], enhancing hot-carrier generation [28-31], phase shift [10, 17, 32], photodetection [4, 33], engineering the optical properties of surface [10, 17, 34], etc. Applying surface plasmon miniaturizes the optical circuits with the feature sizes much smaller than the current technology.

**2D Dirac plasmons**

Exciting surface plasmon on graphene is a distinct technique to increase light absorption with exceptional properties. The surface plasmon couples the incident electromagnetic wave to the conductive medium that gives rise to direct absorption of light by monolayer graphene and provides the opportunity of electrical tunability of the plasmon resonance frequency through applying a gate voltage, high degree of electric field confinement, and low plasmon damping rate [35-38]. The increased light-matter interaction results in enhanced spontaneous emission rate close to the nanostructure edges [27, 39]. Exciting surface plasmons leads to increase light-graphene interaction, which can be utilized for infrared photodetectors [40], optical switching of infrared plasmon [41], and lasing in THz domain [42]. Plasmonics in Dirac systems such as graphene, topological insulators, and Weyl semimetals show distinctive features due to massless electrons
and holes around the Dirac nodes. Linear dispersion relation of Dirac materials around Dirac cones in Brilloine zone gives rise to the unprecedented optical and electrical properties [43].

Recent theoretical work suggests that it is possible to achieve an absorbance above 90% in the mid-IR range by connecting graphene with high carrier mobility of $\mu \sim 10,000 \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs}$ to a silicon diffractive grating [44] and designing graphene nanoribbons [44, 45], or nanodisks [46]. In addition, the theoretically proposed antidot array on high-mobility graphene could achieve an absorbance of 50% in the THz regime [38]. It is to be stressed that these high carrier mobilities can be achieved only for mechanically exfoliated graphene. However, recent experiments tried to excite Dirac plasmon on nanoribbons [39, 47, 48] and nanodisks [49, 50] made of graphene grown by means of chemical vapour deposition (CVD), which resulted in a much lower electron mobility of around $\mu \sim 1,000 \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs}$, demonstrate lower light absorption of 19% and 28%, respectively.

**The behavior of electrons and phonons of graphene**

Graphene is an atomically thick material made from a two-dimensional honeycomb array of carbon atoms, as shown in Figure 1. The interaction of adjacent carbon atoms in graphene creates special electronic and phononic behaviors. Each atom has four valence electrons in four atomic orbitals $s$, $p_x$, $p_y$ and $p_z$. The overlapping of in-plane orbitals $s$, $p_x$ and $p_y$ hybridizes them into three $sp^2$ orbitals which generates strong $\sigma$-band and make rigid hexagonal lattice. The overlapping of the adjacent out-of-plane $p_z$ orbitals is responsible for the low-energy linear behavior of graphene [1, 51]. Around the Dirac points, the energy dispersion of carriers can be described by a low energy Dirac Hamiltonian

$$H_\alpha(k) = \hbar(k) \sigma,$$

(1)
where $h(\mathbf{k}) = [h_x(\mathbf{k}), h_y(\mathbf{k}), 0]$ and $\mathbf{\sigma} = [\sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_z]$ are Pauli matrices. For a small wavevector $\mathbf{q} = \mathbf{k} - \mathbf{K}$, the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are reduced to $h(\mathbf{k}) = \hbar v_F q$, which is a linear function of momentum $q$. The electron-electron interactions can only renormalize some parameters like Fermi velocity ($v_F$), without any effect on the electronic ground state of graphene.

Figure 1: The honeycomb lattice and Brillouin zone of graphene.

(a) The atomic lattice structure of graphene. The arrows $c_1$ and $c_2$ show the lattice vectors of the lattice with two-atom unit cell indicated by A and B. (b) The first Brillouin zone of monolayer graphene with the reciprocal lattice vectors shown by $b_1$ and $b_2$. The band structure of graphene in low-momentum limit has gapless Dirac cones at K and K’ points.

The lattice vibrations of crystal in graphene called phonons have two different modes: Optical and Acoustic. The optical phonon energy is very high ($\omega_0 \approx 200 \text{ meV}$) originating from the rigid carbon-carbon bonds. The out-of-plane phonons called flexural phonons can occur in suspended graphene; however, since for graphene on substrate they get pinned to the substrate, their contribution is negligible. The acoustic phonons have a linear dispersion relation, $\omega_q = s|q|$, where $s \approx 10^6 \text{ cm s}^{-1}$. While the interaction of electrons and optical phonons can be significant at $\omega_0 \approx 200 \text{ meV}$, translational invariance of the graphene lattice makes the coupling of electron and long-wavelength acoustic phonons inefficient [11, 48, 51].
Plasmon decay and hot carriers

Excitation of surface plasmons make it possible to engineer the behavior of light on nanostructures and enhance the light-matter interaction [19, 52-54]. This amplified interaction is a result of the near-field enhancement close to the metal surface, following by plasmon damping via radiative decay and also nonradiative decay inside the material. The nonradiative decay happens due to Ohmic loss or Landau damping, i.e. generation of electron-hole pairs via interband or intraband transitions, electron-phonon interaction, and geometry effects. While the intraband transition occurs in the conduction band, the interband transition happens between other bands (such as the s- or d-band) and the conduction band [55-57].

The direct photon emission due to coherent electron oscillation is the reason of the radiative decay channel of plasmon damping. Increase in the size of nanoparticles enhances the radiative decay of the surface plasmons. In the opposite way, decrease in the size of the nanoparticle makes the non-radiative decay as the main plasmon decay channel.

Nonradiative decay of surface plasmon through Landau damping generates electron-hole pair. If the energy of these plasmon-assisted excited carriers is much larger than the thermally excited electron-hole pairs, they are called hot carriers. Generation of hot-carrier has lots of applications in photodetection, energy harvesting, phase transition and photocatalysis. The hot carriers can be used for chemical reactions [58] in metals and to make photocurrents in a semiconductor for the photovoltaic effect [18, 59]. The energy distribution of the generated hot carriers is a function of the metal band structure. For example, for copper and gold, the energy of the excited holes is higher than electrons; however, for aluminum and silver, the energy of electron are almost equal. The asymmetricity between the generated hot electron and holes by the surface plasmon helps to collect more hot carriers before inelastic scattering. There are several factors to
design hot-carrier-based devices: (i) The energy distribution of the plasmon-assisted hot carriers, (ii) the subsequent elastic and inelastic scatterings, and (iii) the hot-carrier transport. The inelastic scatterings due to the Coulomb interaction give rise to the thermalization of the hot carriers among each other and reaching to their equilibrium temperature. Another inelastic scattering can happen due to the electron-phonon interaction results in the cooling of the carriers and reaching to the equilibrium temperature of the material lattice. For example, in graphene thermalization happens on a time scale of 100 fs, while cooling due to coupling to the phonons is much slower and occurs on a time scale of 10 ps.

The significance of graphene electrons is the ease of the thermalization of excited carriers without cooling by the lattice which is the regime of hot carriers. This regime is very important and attractive for the high-speed energy transportation like photodetectors and optical switches. The week coupling of graphene electrons and lattice makes the population of hot carriers very stable. The scattering of electrons and high energy optical phonons ($\omega_0 \approx 200 \text{ meV}$) is important only at high temperatures due to rigid carbon-carbon bonds. In addition, the large mismatch of the Fermi velocity ($v_F \approx 10^8 \text{ cm s}^{-1}$) and the sound velocity ($s \approx 10^6 \text{ cm s}^{-1}$) is the reason of weak inelastic scattering of electrons and acoustic phonons. As a result, in absence of substrate phonons, due to the inefficient scattering of carriers by the lattice, heating the carriers can keep them out of the equilibrium temperature of the lattice for a long time and increase their transduction length scale. While the hot carriers in the regular semiconductors like GaAs can only be generated at low temperatures [60], they can exist even at room temperature in graphene. These special properties of hot carriers in graphene candidate it as a special material for the hot carriers-based optoelectronics applications such as photodetection, energy harvesting and optical modulation.
**Infrared photodetection**

Infrared (IR) detection and imaging over atmospheric transparent 3-5 µm and 8-12 µm bands are increasingly becoming important for space explorations [61], spectroscopy [2, 11], meteorology [62], chemical/biological identification [63], target tracking [61] and night vision [64]. However, there are two major limitations in mid-IR detection and imaging. First of all, due to the low photon energy of mid-IR radiation, cryogenic cooling is required for high-sensitive detection based on low bandgap materials [62]. Various kinds of microbolometers offer uncooled detection of IR radiations [4, 21]. However, microbolometers suffer from low sensitivity, slow response and tedious multi-step complex lithographic processes [4]. The second drawback is the absence of frequency tunability for multi-spectral infrared detection/imaging. At present all cooled and uncooled mid-IR detectors are being “bucket” detectors generate integrated signal resulting in loss of spectral information [62]. Surface plasmon-assisted photodetection is an efficient way to overcome the current limitations of infrared detections. There are two general approaches to design plasmon-assisted photodetection: (i) Using the lossy plasmons as a mechanism of multispectral photodetection in infrared frequency domain by virtue of bolometric principle [65, 66]. (ii) Plasmon-assisted hot-carrier generation.

**Plasmon-assisted Bolometric Effect**

Light-matter interactions can be controlled by manipulating the electric and magnetic responses of a material. The fundamental order of LSP, the dipolar excitation, has the highest strength and its properties, i.e. resonance frequency and lifetime, are determined by the particle polarizability and lattice sum which depend on the metal/insulator dielectric functions and the geometrical parameters. This dependence gives a way to control and tailor the surface plasmon
resonances to desired frequencies. The main disadvantage of LSP excitation on the metal surface is the large plasmon decay rate mainly due to the finite metal conductivity that decreases the lifetime of the excited surface plasmon and induce losses in the form of heat dissipation. For a long time, this loss was considered to be a major limiting factor in realization of plasmonic devices but later this very loss is used as a benefit.

The lossy plasmons can be used as a mechanism for the “color” sensing in infrared frequency domain by virtue of bolometric principle. A quasi 3D plasmonic crystal consisting of vertically-separated complementary nanohole and nanodisk arrays coupled to an optical cavity is able to excite surface plasmon and increase the light absorption in infrared domain with a very narrow bandwidth. The general behavior of this complex system is determined by the interaction of optical cavity modes, hybrid plasmonic excitation on the disk array and vertical/horizontal coupling of the metallic dipolar elements. The geometric nature of this plasmonic crystal “funnels” the light through the subwavelength holes coupled to the disk array by exciting hybrid plasmon, which is dissipated in the form of resistive loss resulting from induced micro-currents on the edge of dipole elements (holes and disks). Surface patterning with a superlattice to sense the power dissipation with external biasing circuitry can be the detection mechanism. The frequency selective infrared absorption spectroscopy has proven to be a very important tool in the detection and identification of airborne chemicals by comparing infrared light absorption in presence and absence of airborne contaminants. The geometrical tunability and narrow bandwidth of the light absorption not only determines the contaminants, but also their concentration.
Plasmon-induced Photo-thermoelectric Effect

To overcome the limitations of infrared detection, *i.e.*, slow response, cryogenic cooling, spectral tunability, and low sensitivity, a material should be able to strongly absorb infrared radiation with actively tunable frequency bands. Moreover, the incident absorption should be detectable by a high-speed electronic detection mechanism at room temperature with low noise-equivalent power (NEP) [67, 68]. No known “bulk” material fulfils all of these requirements. Apart from the active material, the detection scheme should be efficient to generate strong signal and high detectivity along with ultrafast response time at room temperature. Photothermoelectric effect is an effective detection route to address these concerns [30, 69-72].

Photothermoelectric effect needs an active material with large Seebeck coefficient ($S$) and low electronic heat capacity ($C_p$) to generate an intense signal [71]. The two-dimensional material graphene offers some of these attributes due to its unique and tunable band dispersion relation [73-75]. In addition, since the monolayer graphene has much smaller $C_p$ compared to bulk materials, it can generate much higher temperature difference for a specific absorbed power [71]. The picosecond response time of the photothermoelectric effect in monolayer graphene [1] candidates it as an appropriate material to generate an ultrafast and large photovoltage. However, because of the absence of bandgap and single-atom thickness, graphene absorption across the optical spectrum is very weak (< 3%) [11, 76]. Recent attempts in exploiting photothermoelectric effect to generate photovoltage need high incident power to produce enough potential difference [33, 71, 72]. Furthermore, because of heating both the atomic lattice and the electron system in those detectors, they suffer from slow response [71].
The strong thermoelectricity in graphene which changes the charge mode to the energy mode can be used to increase the collection of hot carriers for photodetection. While in the thermoelectric effect, a spatial temperature gradient is used to generate voltage, in Peltier effect a charge current produces heat. While in the case of the thermoelectric and photothermoelectric effects a thermal gradient is introduced into both the lattice and the electron system, which results in a thermoelectric voltage in equilibrium when the electron diffusion current is equal and opposite to an electric current, plasmon-assisted photothermoelectric detection is based on the efficient heating of the charge carriers only, giving rise to an ultrafast response of the electron system while bypassing the lattice system, thereby leading to the fast buildup of a thermoelectric voltage. This is the plasmon-induced hot-carrier Seebeck effect. This effect is especially pronounced when the electron-electron interaction is much larger than the electron-phonon interaction, which is the case for graphene. The plasmon-induced hot-carrier Seebeck effect takes advantage of the strong asymmetric absorption provided by the LSP-carrier coupling across the detector active area. The strong asymmetry is possible because of the strong absorption of the incident radiation. Due to the ultrafast plasmonic excitation and charge transport in graphene, a fast photoresponse is expected[48].

**Phase shift due to plasmon excitation**

Conventional optical elements such as lenses, waveplates and polarizers function by adding phase delays to the propagating light gradually through optical path. The collected phase by propagating light through these lenses can be defined as $\Delta \varphi = \Delta n |k| \Delta l$, where $\Delta n$ is the refractive index difference between the surrounding medium and lens, $|k|$ is the magnitude of wavenumber and $\Delta l$ is the propagation distance. In the conventional lenses made from natural dielectrics and air medium, $\Delta n$ is small which means that the thicknesses of these dielectric optical
components should be much larger than the wavelength of incoming light to accumulate 0 to $\pi$ phase shift. That means reaching to subwavelength ultrathin lenses by conventional optical lenses is impossible. For fabrication of the compact and integrated optoelectronic devices such as CCD’s, optical detectors, displays and even solar cells, the optical lenses should be miniaturized and ultracompact. Optical aberration (e.g. spherical and chromatic aberrations) is another constraint for operation of conventional dielectric optical lenses. Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limit is a natural obstacle in regular optical lenses due to employing only far-filed and lack of using near-field[77, 78]. Metamaterial optical components by abrupt changing of phase, amplitude or the polarization over the wavelength of the incident light using subwavelength optical scatterer, according to the Huygens principle[79] are able to form the optical wavefront of the incident wave into arbitrary shapes with subwavelength resolution[17, 80-116]. The optical response of these optical scatterers are spatially variable. The change in optical properties are achieved through scattering of the incident light beam by the coupled optical antenna sitting on an array or through transmission/reflection at lossy interface[17, 117-121]. Subwavelength resolution using the metamaterial surface lens can eliminate higher diffraction order and funnel the incident light beam into a single point that functions as propagating mode known as focal point and its location is characterized by the focal length[78, 90, 91, 94, 95, 101, 107, 122]. In addition, possibility of the optical impedance matching with that of free space by metamaterial interface can reduce reflection to the free space, leading to higher transmission efficiency[17]. Going beyond the Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limit requires the involvement of evanescent field components which is possible by metasurfaces with wide range of spatial frequency elements and subwavelength resolution capability going beyond the current imaging technology[78, 104, 122-124].
One approach to engineer the phase response of the metasurface is fabrication of an inhomogeneous two dimensional (2D) or quasi 2D pattern based on metallic or polar dielectric nanostructure[17, 85-87, 89, 90, 92-103, 107-116, 125, 126]. Light beam impinging on a metasurface gives rise to excitation of surface plasmon on the metallic nanostructure with a specified antenna length \( L_{\text{res}} \) leading to coupling of the incident light beam to the metasurface. Strong interaction between the incident light beam and surface plasmon leads to abrupt phase change of the scattered electric field[17, 87, 89, 90, 92, 93, 102, 108, 109, 113, 114, 125, 126]. The generalized optical law for the first time has been shown for the V-shaped optical antenna array[108, 124]. Excitation of surface plasmon is due to charge oscillation inside the optical antenna derived by the incident electric field and in resonance frequency, the deriving optical field is in phase with the optical antenna current, but varying the length of the nanostructure gives rise to change in the resonance frequency and excited current leads or lags the incident field. A (quasi) 2D pattern comprised of optical antenna with different lengths can create a spatial variable phase response surface and mould the optical wavefront to any shape[17, 124].

**The scope of this work**

In this work I study the properties of the surface plasmon on nanopatterned monolayer graphene and quasi three-dimensional gold structures. In addition, I show the application of this plasmon-assisted enhanced light-matter interaction in the novel optoelectronics devices such as photodetectors and optical flat lens. In Chapter 2, a direct enhancement method in the light-graphene interaction is shown based on cavity coupled patterned graphene in a square array whereby the Fermi energy is tuned by means of an external gate voltage, leading to a predicted maximum absorption of 60% and dynamic tunability up to 2 \( \text{µm} \) which closely corroborate experimentally measured absorption of \(~45\%\) and gate voltage tunable spectral shift of \(~2\text{ µm} \) in
monolayer graphene. Such high absorption and large spectral shift in monolayer graphene is observed, for the first time, due to the strong coupling between localized surface plasmon resonances on the nanomesh graphene and optical cavity modes. Unlike other metal pattern based plasmon excitations, this direct excitation of surface plasmon on graphene surface ensures 100% absorption in the monolayer graphene, in the right conditions. Moreover, absence of impurities (metals) like other indirect absorption enhancement methods ensures high carrier mobility.

The coupled system is relatively more tolerant to low carrier mobility of graphene compared to other techniques (when mobility goes down from 960 cm$^2$/V.s to 250 cm$^2$/V.s, the maximum absorption changes from 45% to 31% experimentally). The feature sizes of nanostructures in this design are much larger than the previous nanoribbon/disk designs [49, 50][49, 50][49, 50][49, 50][49, 50][49, 50] (present 330 nm vs 60-100 nm nanoribbon/disk) which reduce fabrication challenges for practical implementation. Further, a large area embossing-based nanoimprinting technique is used to pattern the graphene. This technique is more efficient and scalable compared to the e-beam lithography process typically used in other graphene plasmonic nanostructure designs.

I developed an analytical model based on the many-body physics that considered the effects of the electron-phonon interaction between the substrate and the electrons on the graphene, giving rise to a modified plasmon-phonon dispersion relation which resulted in accurate correspondence between theoretical predictions and experimental observations.

In Chapter 3, I modify the patterning and electronical doping of graphene to enhance the absorption of normal and non-normal incident light. Plasmons are qualitatively characterized by their lifetimes. Longer lifetime results in stronger electric field confinement, which manifests as higher and sharper absorption (lower FWHM) in the spectral response. Nanopatterning of
graphene introduces graphene edges, which play a vital role in modifying the light absorption spectrum. Edge scattering effects, radiative and non-radiative decay arising from Landau damping through interband and intraband transitions contribute collectively to increase the decay rates of the plasmonic excitations. Therefore, the fundamental question that arises is how critical is the role of graphene edge on the LSPs excitation, decay rate and overall absorption behavior of patterned graphene? In this chapter, in order to investigate these aspects I identified complementary nanostructures, i.e. nanoholes and nanodisks, such that the qualitative nature of the edges are similar. A direct comparison of these complementary structures elucidates the differences in the plasmonic excitations, the degree of electrostatic spectral tunability and polarization dependences as a function of incident angle. I have applied theoretical and experimental approaches to gain insight into the underlying physical phenomena.

I demonstrate the effect of graphene nanopatterning and the edges on the plasmon lifetime and the light absorption. The maximum achieved light absorption is experimentally measured 90% (60%) for the cavity coupled graphene nanodisk (nanohole) array for the specified geometry parameters and $E_g = -1eV$ which is independent of the light polarization. An ideal strategy to enhance the light-graphene interaction should be independent of the angle of the incident light ($\theta_i$). I measured for the first time the dependence of the light absorption as a function of $\theta_i$ for s- and p-polarized light and showed they are in very good agreement with the simulated results. At the end I show the peak wavelength and moreover the magnitude of the absorption of the unpolarized light by the patterned graphene are almost independent of the angle of incidence for $\theta_i < 50^\circ$.

In Chapter 4, I show one of the applications of graphene plasmonics in photodetection. Recent reports have shown multiple ways to enhance light-matter interactions on monolayer graphene, however, attempts to convert the absorbed light into significant electrical signal for
photodetection have suffered due to the absence of bandgap. Unless new physical phenomena are discovered to circumvent the absence of bandgap limitation, graphene will remain as a scientific marvel without any practical usage.

In this chapter, I demonstrate, for the first time, an asymmetric plasmon-induced hot-carrier Seebeck photodetection scheme on monolayer graphene at room temperature that exhibits a remarkable responsivity of 2900 V/W, detectivity (D*) of 1.1x10^9 Jones along with an ultrafast response of ~ 100 ns in the technologically relevant 8 – 12 µm band, the performance of which compares favorably even with present cryogenically cooled detection schemes.

This detection scheme is based on the generation of hot-carriers in graphene and outlines the processes involved in their efficient collection at the detector terminals. To develop the plasmon-assisted thermoelectric based photodetector, an asymmetric electronic environment is created by partially patterning the large area monolayer CVD grown graphene between the source and drain. This results in the generation of a high temperature gradient that surpasses the theoretical limit set by the intrinsic Seebeck coefficient of graphene. Along with the temperature rise from intrinsic intraband hot carrier generation in graphene, the plasmon-assisted hot carriers in the patterned section further enhances the effective temperature gradient (ΔT) across the source-drain contacts. The different carrier mobilities of the patterned and unpatterned sections of the channel lead to differential Joule heating during carrier transport, which accentuates the thermal gradient in the system. Interestingly, due to the electrostatic tunability of the graphene dielectric function, ΔT and as a result the photo-thermoelectric voltage are gate-controllable. The presented detector design and choice of constituent materials favor direct integration with the matured silicon-based readout integrated circuit (ROIC), unlike other schemes involving polymers or materials that need heterojunction epitaxial growth on specific substrates for operability. These results outline a novel
strategy for uncooled, tunable and multispectral infrared detection based on practical CVD grown large area graphene sheets.

In Chapter 5, I study the surface plasmon excitation in the noble three-dimensional material like gold and introduce an interesting application for the surface plasmon called light funneling. Diffraction does not allow light to bend through an aperture on an opaque film if the aperture dimension is subwavelength. This can be shown through diffraction analysis that constructive interference in the forward direction cannot take place for an aperture who’s dimension is less than the wavelength of the incident light \([127]\). However, the situation changes if the incident light excites surface plasmon on the patterned film. The reduction in effective plasmon wavelength, the coupling between plasmons on both sides of the film and re-radiation of oscillating electrons at resonance enables tunneling of the photon through the subwavelength opaque aperture – called extraordinary light transmission \([83, 91, 128-140]\). Such extraordinary transmission has been widely studied in the context of single apertures \([83, 91, 138, 140]\) as well as array \([129-131, 133-137, 139]\) in various shapes and geometry. The phenomenon solely depends on dielectric properties of the metal, aperture dimensions and periodicity which affects the transmission through near-field and far-field couplings \([128, 130-132, 134, 136-140]\).

In this chapter, I present a resonant cavity-assisted light funneling through sub-wavelength complimentary hole/disk array in a wavelength regime far away from the natural plasmon resonance of the metallic array in the 3-5 \(\mu\)m band, resulting in 100\% absorption of the incident photon over a narrow bandwidth. The fundamental light-funneling and the subsequent perfect absorption processes originate from the excitation of hybrid localized surface plasmon (hLSP) modes consist of spoof and regular plasmons which are indistinguishable from one another due to the spatial and temporal overlap. Moreover, simple nanoimprint lithography based large area
fabrication process makes this a practical platform for narrowband plasmonic cavity-based devices and sensors. For a given metal and aperture dimension, the absorption band of which is widely tunable across a wide spectral range with the cavity phase.

This approach demonstrates a unique cavity phase driven light funneling through a subwavelength complementary aperture pair where previously observed funneling is not possible due to the absence of natural plasmon resonance at that wavelength range. The cavity phase driven tunable photon capture opens up a new way of enhancing light-matter interactions for practical applications like frequency-selective infrared detection, bio-sensing and light harvesting.

In Chapter 6, I show a novel application of lossy plasmons as a mechanism of “color” sensing in infrared frequency domain by virtue of bolometric principle. I propose quasi 3D plasmonic crystal consisting of vertically-separated complementary nanohole and nanodisk arrays coupled to an optical cavity. The general behavior of this complex system is determined by the interaction of optical cavity modes, hybrid plasmonic excitation on the disk array and vertical/horizontal coupling of the metallic dipolar elements. The geometric nature of this plasmonic crystal “funnels” the light through the subwavelength holes coupled to the disk array by exciting hybrid plasmon, which is dissipated in the form of resistive loss resulting from induced micro-currents on the edge of dipole elements (holes and disks). Surface patterning with a superlattice to sense the power dissipation with external biasing circuitry show promising results with very high spectral selectivity and response time. A 3 dB response time of 100 μs is measured, which outperforms present microbolometer’s typical response time of 10-15 ms. The frequency selective infrared absorption spectroscopy has proven to be a very important tool in the detection and identification of airborne chemicals by comparing infrared light absorption in presence and
absence of airborne contaminants. The geometrical tunability and narrow bandwidth of the light absorption not only determines the contaminants, but also their concentration.

Detection of mid infrared photons is scientifically challenging and expensive process due to the cryogenic cooling requirement. The proposed metasurface bolometer possesses inherent frequency selective detection capability by simple dimensional changes paving the path towards low cost room temperature mid-infrared “color” photon detection with high signal to noise ratio ($D^* \sim 10^8 - 10^9 \text{cm.}\sqrt{\text{Hz/W}}$) when packaged into a commercial detector architecture. In this chapter I theoretically and experimentally demonstrate a “light funnel” to collect and detect multi-color photons with high degree of frequency selectivity and detection sensitivity. The proposed concept attempts to address both efficient photon collection as well as tunable frequency selective detection limitations of present infrared detectors.

Finally, Chapter 7 contains another usage of the surface plasmon called focusing effect. For conventional refractive lenses index contrast is small which means that the thicknesses of these dielectric optical components need to be much larger than the wavelength of incoming light to accumulate 0 to $\pi$ phase shift. That means subwavelength compact planar geometry is not possible in conventional lenses making optical systems bulky. Further, conventional lenses are limited by optical aberrations (e.g. spherical and chromatic) and diffraction limit. Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limit is a natural obstacle in conventional optical lenses due to the far-filed interference and absence of near-field. Various, planar lenses are demonstrated following diffractive optics concept of phase control based on dielectric scatterers on a 2D plane. However, in the mid-infrared wavelength range (3-16 $\mu$m) such engineered dielectric surfaces are not possible due to the lack of optically transparent materials with high index contrast.
Plasmonic nanoantennas enable abrupt change in phase, amplitude and polarization of the incident light using subwavelength optical nanoantenna on a planar surface. Such control of phase according to the Huygens principle allows formation of arbitrary wavefront shapes enabling subwavelength focusing. In this chapter, I propose theoretically and experimentally an ultrathin flat lens working in the mid-IR spectral range with geometrically tunable focal length and sub-diffraction focusing ability. The transmission efficiency of this flat lens is substantially higher compared to other reported plasmonic lenses due to the low metallic fill-fraction and the geometry. The biggest limitation of dielectric as well as metallic flat lenses is bandwidth of operation due to the inherent narrowband resonance. Previously, reported plasmonic flat lens are limited to narrow operation bandwidth in the infrared spectral range. None of these works reported the most critical lens parameter transmission efficiency. The proposed lens in contrast offers wide bandwidth and relatively low loss due to its gradient design and low metallic fill-fraction. For the optimum design the experimentally measured transmission remained > 60% over the entire 4 – 10 μm mid-IR spectral range which promises further improvement in broadband transmission efficiency with improved fabrication procedures. Single (polarization dependent) and bi-layer (polarization independent) designs enable polarization degree of freedom as well as tunable line and point focusing, respectively. Further, such geometry defined tunable optical response overcomes the challenges associated with the unavailability of mid-infrared transparent materials for low footprint planar integration with thermal imaging systems.
CHAPTER 2:  
ENHANCED LIGHT-GRAHENE INTERACTION


Introduction

Graphene, one of the widely studied two dimensional materials, possesses a very high carrier mobility and a fast carrier relaxation time [74, 75, 141-143], making it an attractive candidate for ultrafast electronics and optoelectronic devices such as transistors [144], optical switches [16, 22, 145], mid-infrared (MIR) photodetectors [33, 146], photovoltaic devices [147], ultrafast lasers [148], etc. The performance of such devices critically depends on the extent of light-matter interaction in graphene, which is limited due to its low optical absorption (< 2.5%) in the visible to IR wavelength range. Graphene absorption is low across the wide optical wavelength range. In the visible wavelength range, the light absorption in graphene is ~2.3% [76, 149], in near-infrared (NIR) is < 2%, in MIR < 3% [149] and in far-infrared range < 10% [150]. In nanostructures, light waves propagating at a metal-dielectric interface can excite collective modes of electrons at the metal surface, resulting in the generation of charge density waves called surface plasmons. There are two types of surface plasmon modes, localized surface plasmons and surface plasmon polaritons, propagating along the interface with an effective wavelength much less than that of incident light [151]. Recent studies primarily focused on three approaches to enhance light absorption in mono-layer graphene: (i) excitation of surface plasmons on patterned graphene [39,
(i) plasmonic light focusing on graphene using metal patterns, as a means to increase absorption of light [16, 22, 153, 154], and (iii) cavity-induced absorption enhancement. In the first category graphene nanoresonator arrays show a mere < 12% absorption in the 8 – 12 μm band [39, 48]. In category two, indirect enhancement methods based on plasmonic effects are employed, where some type of metal pattern is used to enhance the light-graphene interactions [16, 20, 22, 155-157]. In these approaches the majority of the energy is dissipated as metallic loss [158], which defeats its purpose. In category three theoretically, it has been predicted that coupling of patterned graphene with an optical cavity can improve absorption to more than 90% [27, 159]. However, the maximum absorption value reported for cavity coupled graphene film was ~ 30% at λ = 1.5 μm [39], ~ 24% absorption in the 5 – 7 μm wavelength range [152] and less than 20% [49] at λ ~8 μm for isolated graphene nanodisks, which cannot be used for practical applications due to lack of electrical continuity. Enhanced tunable absorption on electrically continuous mono-layer graphene is still a scientific challenge.

In this chapter, I demonstrate a direct enhancement method based on cavity-coupled patterned mono-layer graphene whereby the Fermi energy \( E_F \) is tuned by an external gate voltage, leading to a predicted maximum absorption of 60% in the 8-12 μm band and a dynamic tunability of up to 2 μm. For the present demonstration we chose the atmospherically transparent 8-12 μm band, since it is essential for infrared thermal imaging and there is a lack of low bandgap absorbers. This 60% absorption can only be achieved if the combined absorption of surrounding layers is < 40%. However, the ion-gel and the SU-8 polymer films which I used as gate dielectric and cavity spacer layers, respectively, absorb > 50% amount of the incident light. In order to reduce their absorption to around 45% at λ=10 μm, the cavity thickness needs to be decreased to \( L = 1.1 \) μm. Henceforth, I report the experimentally measured absorption of 45% in the patterned graphene
(A=1-R) with respect to the absorption of the structure without graphene as the reference. Remarkably, I achieve a more than 100% improvement in absorption along with a large gate voltage controlled spectral tunability of up to ~2 µm [152]. This is attributed to the strong coupling between localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) on patterned graphene and the optical cavity modes, the operating band of which is defined by the pattern and cavity dimensions. Surface plasmon couples the incident electromagnetic wave (far-field) to the surface wave (near-field). This means the amplitude of the excitation field determines the amount of near-field enhancement [6, 151, 160, 161]. The cavity geometry based on the cavity thickness enhances the excitation field on the patterned graphene due to the constructive interference between the incident field and back reflected field which in turn enhances the LSP on the patterned graphene [6, 151, 160, 161]. The LSPs in the patterned graphene sheet are edge plasmons that are localized at the edge of each hole [162-164]. The proposed design offers distinct advantages over previous studies. Firstly, this coupled system is more tolerant to the low carrier mobility of CVD graphene, which is evident from the nominal decrease in absorption from 45% for carrier mobility of 960 cm²/V.s to 31%, as the carrier mobility decreases to 250 cm²/V.s. Secondly, the feature sizes of nanostructures in this design are much larger than the previous nanoribbon/disk designs [49, 50], which reduces fabrication challenges for practical implementation. Finally, the nanoimprinting based large area low cost patterning makes this approach suitable for both enhanced absorption and optoelectronic applications [1, 2, 8, 11, 165, 166].
**Theoretical model**

**Nanostructure Design**

An array of nanoholes on graphene conserves the continuity of graphene, and by coupling this perforated graphene to an optical cavity, I show that it is possible to achieve constructive interference between the incident and scattered electric fields, giving rise to strong enhancement of the absorption. Consequently, the strong light-matter interaction amplifies direct light absorption in graphene even in conditions of low carrier mobility, unlike other techniques [39, 47, 48, 50, 152] where high carrier mobility is required for absorption enhancement. The system consists of a dielectric slab of thickness $L$ and refractive index $n_a = 1.56$ sandwiched between patterned graphene and an optically thick (200 nm) gold back reflector, as illustrated in Figure 2: Extraordinary absorption in cavity-coupled nanomesh graphene and the effect of carrier mobility on absorption enhancement.a-right (inset). The patterned graphene is obtained by perforating a square array of holes with 330 nm diameter and 400 nm period. A simple embossing based nanoimprinting technique [161, 167] was followed to pattern the graphene sheet. The cavity supports transverse electromagnetic modes when the slab thickness satisfies the phase equation $L = m\lambda/4n_{\text{eff}}$, where $n_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective refractive index of the dielectric slab, $\lambda$ is the incident electromagnetic wavelength, and $m = [1,2,3,\ldots]$ is the $m$-th order of the optical cavity mode. The $n_{\text{eff}}$ value, which includes the effect of patterned graphene is calculated by the effective medium approach [6, 168, 169].
Figure 2: Extraordinary absorption in cavity-coupled nanomesh graphene and the effect of carrier mobility on absorption enhancement.

(a) (left) FDTD and CDA predicted absorption of the patterned graphene. (right) FDTD prediction of absorption as a function of cavity thicknesses for the cavity-coupled case. The white solid and green dotted lines represent constructive and destructive cavity modes respectively. (b) FDTD predicted cavity length and wavelength dependent absorption for high (middle) and low mobility (right). The corresponding wavelength dependent absorption for two cavity thicknesses are shown in (left).

The finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulations (with auto shutoff min of $10^{-8}$, simulation time of 5000 fs and meshing of 0.05 nm) reveal that for odd/even cavity modes excited with x-polarized light, the incident and reflected electric fields interfere constructively/destructively giving rise to a maximum/minimum value in the surface plasmon enhanced absorption for
graphene with electron mobility of $\mu = 960 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ and Fermi energy of $E_F = 1.0 \text{ eV}$ (Figure 2a-right). In the case of destructive interference, the incident and reflected electric fields have a phase difference of $\pi$ such that their interference results in zero net amplitude [6, 151, 160]. The FDTD absorption spectrum (Figure 2a-left) shows two distinct peaks at $\omega_0$ and $\omega_1$, which can be attributed to LSP and SPP modes, respectively. This is evident from the corresponding real $[\text{Re}(E_z)]$ part and intensity ($|E_z|^2$) of the z-component of the electric field distribution for both plasmonic modes, as shown in Figure 3. The nature of the plasmonic mode at $\omega_0$ is further confirmed to be a LSP because of the close correspondence between the FDTD and coupled dipole approximation (CDA) [46, 169] modelled absorption spectra of the patterned graphene without optical cavity (Figure 2a-left) [54].
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**Figure 3: Near-field distribution.**

The real part and the intensity of electric field distribution in z-direction derived from FDTD for different plasmonic modes. The white circle line shows the graphene edges.

Due to the symmetrical square lattice pattern of the holes, the excitation of LSP is independent
of light polarization for normal angle of incidence. The solid white and green dotted lines in the
FDTD calculation in Figure 2a-right show the analytical dispersions of the cavity modes as a
function of wavelength and cavity thickness, which accurately depicts the origin of this
extraordinary absorption arising from the temporal and spatial overlap between the LSP resonance
and the cavity modes. The FDTD simulation shows that a cavity length of $L = 1.6 \mu m$, which
satisfies the cavity resonance condition, needs to be chosen in order to achieve $\sim 60\%$ light
absorption in patterned graphene at around $\lambda = 10 \mu m$, giving rise to about a 30-fold absorption
enhancement compared to pristine graphene. I use the optical cavity to strongly increase the
absorption of the incident light by means of the enhancement of the electric field on the patterned
graphene. The bare pattern graphene absorbs $\sim 12\%$ of the incident light (Figure 2a) which is
theoretically and experimentally enhanced to $\sim 60\%$ and $\sim 45\%$ for specific cavity lengths at $\lambda = 10
\mu m$, respectively. A comparison between the uncoupled and the cavity-coupled systems (Figure
2a-left and right) shows an increase in absorption from $12\%$ to $60\%$, without change in the LSP
resonance frequency for all cavity modes.

**The Parameters of FDTD Simulation**

The FDTD simulation time was set to 5000 fs, the “auto shut-off time”, which defines the
convergence as $10^{-8}$ (this is very small compared to typical simulations for 3D nanostructures ($10^{-5}$)). The monolayer graphene sheet in FDTD simulation is considered as a bulk material with
thickness of 0.5 nm [36, 44]. This means the simulation always completely converges. Moreover,
the periodic boundary condition ensures better convergence. To show the effect of “auto shut-off
time” on the results, the absorption of patterned graphene for different “auto shut-off times” are
overlaid in Figure 4. For all these plots the ripples are present, which means that the ripples are
not artifacts of the FDTD simulation. The simulation for shorter time steps and the results were
same. These ripples are the different modes emerging at lower wavelengths because of diffraction of surface EM waves.

Figure 4: Simulation convergence.

The light absorption of cavity coupled patterned graphene with cavity thickness of $L = 1400$ nm, Period=400 nm, Diameter=330 nm, $E_f = 1.0$ eV and $\mu = 960$ cm$^2$/V.s for different auto shutoff mins.

**Diffraction of the Surface Plasmons**

There is no diffraction for the incident light because the period of the pattern is less than the wavelength of the incident light. But, the wavelength of the propagating surface wave is much less than that of free space, resulting in diffractions that are seen as ripples. For graphene in an asymmetric dielectric medium, the plasmon wavenumber ($k_p$) can be calculated by means of

$$\frac{\varepsilon_1}{q_{z1}} + \frac{\varepsilon_2}{q_{z2}} + 2\sigma^{int\omega}(\omega) = 0,$$

(2)
where $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$ are dielectric functions of adjacent environments, $q_{z1,2} = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{1,2} - (k_p/k)^2}$ and $k$ is the wavenumber of incident EM wave [38, 170]. The plasmon diffraction orders correspond to the solutions of Equation (2) [45], which leads to different peaks at lower wavelengths.

**Coupled Dipole Approximation**

For analytical calculation of the optical extinction of the perforated graphene in the long wavelength limit, each element is considered as an electric dipole in the electrostatic limit with a specific polarizability $\alpha(\omega)$. The polarizability of a generalized ellipsoidal nanoparticle is [46, 171]

$$\alpha(\omega) = \varepsilon_0 V \frac{\varepsilon - \varepsilon_m}{\varepsilon + L_e(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_m)}, \quad (3)$$

where $\varepsilon$ and $\varepsilon_m$ are the dielectric functions of the conductive element and surrounding medium, respectively. The parameter $V$ defines the volume, and the shape factor of the ellipsoid, $L_e$, is given by

$$L_e = \frac{abc}{2} \int_0^\infty \frac{dq}{(a^2 + q)\left\{(q + a^2)(q + b^2)(q + c^2)\right\}^{\frac{1}{2}}}, \quad (4)$$

where $a$ is the diameter of the ellipsoid along the light polarization direction, $b$ and $c$ are the diameters along the other two dimensions. For the graphene disk array, $a = b = d$, where $d$ is the disk diameter and $c = t$, where $t$ is the thickness of graphene. To calculate the light absorption of perforated graphene, the light reflection/transmission of graphene disk array is used as light transmission/reflection of graphene hole array. This is an approximation to calculate the optical responsivity of perforated metal by CDA approach. Derivation of the LSP frequency is possible by calculation of the total electric potential in presence of two-dimensional nanostructure elements.
The total electric potential in space is due to the combination of the radiation of the graphene nanostructure and the external electric field, i.e.

\[
\Phi(r) = \Phi^{\text{ext}}(r) - i \int_{\omega}^{\omega} \int_{0}^{2\pi} d^2 \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla' \cdot \sigma(r', \omega) \nabla' \Phi(r').
\]  

(5)

By considering homogeneous doping of graphene, it can be assumed that the conductivity does not depend on position, and outside graphene the conductivity goes to zero. It means that \( \sigma(r, \omega) = F(r)\sigma(\omega) \), where \( F(r) = 1/0 \) for inside/outside graphene. By defining a dimensionless variable \( R = \frac{r}{d} \), the electric potential is given by

\[
\Phi(r) = \Phi^{\text{ext}}(r) + \eta \int_{0}^{2\pi} d^2 \mathbf{r} \cdot \nabla' \cdot F(R') \nabla' \Phi(R'),
\]

(6)

where

\[
\eta = \frac{e^2 E_F}{\pi \hbar^2 \varepsilon_m d} \frac{1}{\omega(\omega + i\tau^{-1})}.
\]

(7)

Equation. (6) introduces a self-consistent potential that in absence of external potential has real eigenvalues related to the plasmonic modes. The LSP frequency is given by [50]

\[
\omega_p = \frac{e}{\hbar} \sqrt{\mathcal{F} E_F} \frac{1}{\pi \varepsilon_m d} \frac{i}{2\tau},
\]

(8)

where \( \mathcal{F} \) is the eigenvalue of Equation. (6) and can be derived by solving this eigensystem or by using the results from the FDTD simulation. The imaginary part of \( \omega_p \) is responsible for the bandwidth of the absorption peak. In addition, Equation. (8) can be applied for the graphene nanoribbon by replacing \( d \) (diameter) with \( w \) (nanoribbon width) [44].
The lattice contribution $S$ describes the near field and far field coupling of the electric dipoles [172]

\[
S = \sum_{ijkl} \left[ \frac{(1-i k r_{ij})(3\cos^2 \theta_{ij} - 1)e^{i k r_{ij}}}{r_{ij}^3} + \frac{k^2 \sin^2 \theta_{ij} e^{i k r_{ij}}}{r_{ij}} \right],
\]

(9)

where $r_{ij}$ is the distance between electric dipoles $i$ and $j$, $\theta_{ij}$ is the angle between dipole $j$ and $r_{ij}$, and $k = \omega/c$ defines the wavenumber.

The optical reflection coefficient of the disk array can be calculated by using the polarizability and the lattice contribution [46]

\[
r_{\text{disk}} = \frac{\pm i \Xi}{\alpha^{-1} - S},
\]

(10)

where

\[
\Xi = \frac{2 \pi k}{A} \begin{cases} \cos \theta, s - \text{polarization} \\ \cos \theta, p - \text{polarization} \end{cases},
\]

(11)

and $\theta$ is the incident angle, which is zero in my study, $A$ is the area of the unit cell, and positive/negative sign stands for $s/p$ polarization. The transmission coefficient of the disk array can be obtained through $t_{\text{disk}} = 1 + r_{\text{disk}}$.

**The Effect of Carrier Mobility**

The absorption enhancement further depends on the electron mobility [173] and Fermi energy of graphene [35, 37, 48, 152, 157], which in turn is affected by the choice of dielectric material, substrate, and gate bias. It is well known that graphene on a polymer substrate has a low carrier mobility [143, 174] ($< 1000 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$) because of extra scattering processes. Typical scattering centers consist of charge impurities, polymers residues, and coupling centers between
graphene electrons and polar or non-polar optical phonons of the polymer matrix [173, 175, 176].

To study the impact of the reduced carrier mobility of patterned graphene on its absorption spectra, I performed FDTD simulations for two different carrier mobilities (µ) of 960 cm²/V.s and 250 cm²/V.s, while maintaining the same $E_F$ for the cavity-coupled system. In the FDTD simulations, the real and imaginary parts of graphene’s refractive index (n,k) were calculated from the carrier mobility using the random phase approximation (RPA). In RPA, for high frequencies the complex graphene conductivity is given by [74, 75, 142]

$$\sigma(\omega) = \frac{e^2}{i\pi\hbar^2} \left[ \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} d\varepsilon \frac{|\varepsilon|}{\omega(\omega + i\tau^{-1})} \frac{d\rho_F(\varepsilon)}{d\varepsilon} - \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} d\varepsilon \frac{\rho_F(-\varepsilon) - \rho_F(\varepsilon)}{(\omega + i\delta)^2 - 4\varepsilon^2} \right], \quad (12)$$

where $\delta \to 0$ is the infinitesimal parameter that is used to bypass the poles of the integral. The first and second terms correspond to the intraband electron-photon scattering processes and direct electron interband transitions, respectively. By performing the first integral, the intraband scattering is found to be similar to the Drude conductivity at low temperature $k_BT \ll E_F$ [142]

$$\sigma_{\text{intr}}(\omega) \approx i \frac{e^2 E_F}{\pi\hbar^2(\omega + i\tau^{-1})}, \quad (13)$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ is the temperature. At high EM wave frequencies in the visible domain $\hbar\omega \gg (E_F,k_BT)$, where $E_F$ is the Fermi energy with respect to the charge neutrality point (CNP) of the Dirac cone, interband transitions dominate and the light absorbance of graphene is $A = \pi\alpha \approx 2.3\%$, which is independent of wavelength ($\alpha \approx 1/137$ is the fine structure constant) [74]. However, in the mid-IR frequency range and for high Fermi energy $E_F \gg \hbar\omega$, graphene’s optical response is dominated by intraband transitions and the conductivity $(\sigma)$ follows the Drude-Lorentz model [74, 75, 142], i.e. Equation. (13), where $\tau$ is the relaxation time determined by impurity scattering ($\tau_{\text{imp}}$) and electron-phonon ($\tau_{\text{el-ph}}$) interaction time as
According to the charge conservation law, the relation of the bulk current $J_v$ and the surface current $J_s$ for a material is given by [177]

$$\int \int J_s ds = \int \int J_v dV,$$

which means the relation of two- and three-dimensional conductivity is defined by

$$\sigma_{3D} = \frac{\sigma_{2D}}{t},$$

where $t$ describes the thickness of the material. The dielectric function of graphene can be obtained via its AC conductivity by means of [178]

$$\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_g + \frac{i\sigma_{3D}}{\varepsilon_0 \omega},$$

where $\varepsilon_g = 2.5$ is the dielectric constant of graphite. Substituting Equation (15) into Eq. (16) gives the in-plane dielectric function of graphene, i.e.

$$\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_g + \frac{i\sigma^{int}_{2D}}{\varepsilon_0 \omega t} = \varepsilon_g - \frac{e^2 E_F}{\varepsilon_0 \pi \hbar^2 \omega (\omega + i\tau^{-1}) t},$$

whereas the surface-normal component is $\varepsilon_z = 2.5$. The $\varepsilon(\omega)$ values calculated using Equation (17) were used to obtain the $(n,k)$ values for the FDTD simulations performed for different Fermi energies.

Figure 2b-left shows a nominal decrease in the peak absorption from 45% to 31% as the electron mobility is decreased. For a relatively high carrier mobility (960 cm$^2$/V.s) loss is small and therefore the bandwidth of the absorption spectrum is narrow, indicating an increased lifetime of plasmons, as observed in Figures. 2b-middle and 2b-left (blue) for a cavity thickness of $L = 1.1\ \mu m$ (this cavity thickness is chosen to show nearby high frequency weaker resonances). Higher
loss in lower carrier mobility graphene gives rise to reduced plasmon lifetime and broadening of absorption spectrum, as shown in Figures. 2b-right and 2b-left (red). The results from the FDTD simulations demonstrate that my device architecture can induce considerable absorption for low mobility graphene, which is a significant improvement over previously strategized devices that are functional only for high mobility graphene [39, 47-50].

**Fabrication and experimental results**

To experimentally verify the results, the cavity-coupled patterned graphene device was fabricated based on the schematic presented in Figure 5a. Large area CVD grown graphene was transferred on the substrate, and it was verified to be a monolayer by performing Raman characterization, as shown in Figure 5b. Figure 5c shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a nanoimprinted-patterned graphene showing good uniformity in nanohole diameter across the patterned film. Furthermore, the graphene continuity and nano-pattern formation was confirmed by conductive atomic force microscopy (AFM), which shows the difference in conductivity in the holes of the patterned graphene with respect to the surrounding (Figure 5d).

**Device Fabrication Process**

The graphene sheet is grown on a 25 μm thick copper foil in an oven composed of a molten silica tube heated in a split tube furnace. The molten silica tube and copper foil are loaded inside the furnace, evacuated, back filled with hydrogen, and heated up to 1000 °C while keeping a 50 sccm H₂ stream. The subsequent steps include reinstating the copper foil at 1000 °C for 30 minutes, inserting 80 sccm of CH₄ for 30 minutes. Then the furnace is cooled down to room temperature without gas feeding. An optically thick layer of Cr/Au (4 nm / 200 nm) is deposited on a glass substrate as a back reflector using e-beam deposition. A photoresist (SU-8) layer is spin-coated on
the gold back reflector to form an optical cavity, that is cured under UV lamp for 2 hours and baked on a hot plate for 1 hour at 95 °C in order to complete the cross-linking process. A thin layer (~20 nm) of Gold-Palladium (Au-Pd) is sputtered on the dielectric spacer which function as a gate electrode.

Figure 5: Fabricated system and characterizations.
(a) Schematic of the cavity-coupled patterned graphene. (b) The Raman spectrum of grown pristine graphene. The presence of sharp and strong 2D peak proves mono-layer graphene. (c) SEM image of the fabricated patterned graphene on dielectric slab (left) and Conductive AFM image of patterned graphene on copper foil (right).
A CVD-grown graphene sheet is transferred onto the Au-Pd layer using a PMMA transfer layer which is subsequently dissolved in Acetone. The square lattice hole pattern is fabricated following a simple large area nanoimprinting technique [161, 167]. A poly dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp is embossed against a thin photoresist (SU-8) layer that is spun coated on the graphene layer, followed by reactive ion etcher (RIE) in order to perforate the graphene layer. Low carrier mobility nanomesh graphene is prepared by rinsing the residual polymers (PMMA and SU-8) in acetone one time for a few seconds. In contrast, the high carrier mobility sample is prepared by repeating this process for more than ten times in order to reduce polymer residues from the perforated graphene. A high capacitance ion gel film with refractive index of 1.3 [179] is drop-casted on graphene in order to tune its Fermi energy to high values (~1eV). Ion gel is a printable gate dielectric polymer [49, 180] made by mixing ionic liquid ([EMIM][TFSI]) (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) with dry PS-PEO-PS (10-44-10 kg/mol) triblock copolymer (Polymer Source, Inc.) with ratio 1:0.04 in a dry solvent (dichloromethane) (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) and by stirring the mixture overnight. Then it is left for 48 hours inside high vacuum chamber (pressure< 10^{-6} torr) in order to evaporate the remaining solvent. The materials are dried in high vacuum for 24 hours then transferred to the glovebox for 4 days. The gate is fabricated by depositing Cr/Au (3 nm / 40 nm) on Si substrate. A copper wire is connected to the gate by applying silver paste on the side and back. The resulting substrate is flipped upside down and put on top of the ion gel.

**Gate Dielectric**

I used ion gel as the dielectric layer to electrostatically dope patterned graphene. The measured capacitance of the ion gel layer is $C = 2.4 \ \mu$F/cm$^2$ and its absorption in mid-IR spectrum is low. The Fermi energy of graphene is given by $E_F = \hbar v_F (\pi \rho)^{1/2}$, where $v_F \approx 10^6 \ \text{m/s}$ is the
Fermi velocity and $n$ is the electron/hole density obtained from $\rho = C \Delta V/e$, where $\Delta V$ is gate voltage relative to CNP. The reported Fermi energies are calculated based on this relation. To estimate the corresponding Fermi energies experimentally, the conductivity of graphene sheet is calculated based on $\sigma(E_F) = \sigma_{min}(1 + E_F^4/\Delta^4)^{1/2}$, where $\sigma_{min}$ is the minimum conductivity and $\Delta$ is the disorder strength parameter. As shown in Figures 6a and 6b, by fitting this conductivity to the experimental data (red dotted line), $\sigma_{min} = 0.289 \text{ ms}$/0.371 ms and $\Delta = 297 \text{ meV}/177 \text{ meV}$ are obtained for the diagram shown in Figures 6a/6b.

**Figure 6: Carrier mobility measurement.**

(a)-(b) Electrical conductivities of monolayer graphene sheets with different carrier mobilities. Experimental results and analytical calculations for (a) $\mu = 250 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ and (b) $\mu = 960 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ show the dependence of electrical conductivity on Fermi energy. The dotted red diagram is the electrical conductivity by $\sigma(E_F) = \sigma_{min}(1 + E_F^4/\Delta^4)^{1/2}$ and the solid green diagram demonstrates $\sigma = \rho e \mu$.

The relation between conductivity and mobility is $\sigma = \rho e \mu$, where $\mu$ is the carrier mobility of graphene. Fitting this equation (green solid line) to the experimental results yields $\mu = 250/960 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ for Figures 6a/6b. Positive and negative gate voltages correspond to n-doped
and p-doped graphene, with a minimum conductivity occurring at the CNP. According to this analysis we find that the CVD graphene sheet is p-doped during growth and transfer (~ 0.05 eV).

**Light Absorption Measurement**

For graphene absorption measurement, I followed a well-known technique to experimentally measure the reflection spectra of thin films and 2D materials [6, 39, 48-50, 152, 160, 161, 167, 181, 182]. In the experimental measurement with FTIR, I took the reflection spectrum of the structure with unpatterned graphene as the reference such that the FTIR calibrates the spectrum as $R = |r|^2 = 1$ in the entire wavelength range. Following this, the reflection spectrum ($R$) of the structure with patterned graphene is measured with respect to the reference. Due to the presence of the back mirror, the transmission ($T$) is zero and hence absorption ($A$) = $1 - R - T = 1 - R$. This directly yields the absorption measurements shown in Figures 7 and 8 which closely matches with the FDTD predicted absorption spectra.
Figure 7: Fabricated system and dynamic tunable response.

Experimentally measured (solid) and theoretically predicted (dashed) mobility dependent tunable absorption spectra for a high (a) (L=1.1 μm) and low (b) (L=1.6 μm) mobility mono-layer patterned graphene. Right figures showing the comparison of experimental, CDA and theoretical results. Theoretical graphene plasmon frequency follows $\omega_p \propto \sqrt{E_F} \propto n^{1/4}$.

Figure 7 shows the FDTD simulated and experimentally measured electronically tunable absorption spectra of the cavity-coupled devices for high (960 cm$^2$/V.s) (a) and low (250 cm$^2$/V.s) (b) carrier mobility graphene. The carrier mobility is influenced by the degree of oxidation and polymer residues on the graphene surface. In both cases, $E_F$ was varied between 0.7 eV to 1.0 eV. The high and low carrier mobility graphene devices exhibit a large ~2 μm and ~1 μm electrostatic tunability, respectively. The smaller peak in Figure 7b-left around 7.6 μm corresponds to polymer residue, which shows the effect of impurities in graphene’s optical response. An increase in the
Fermi energy leads to an increase in the electron density of graphene (\( \rho \)), which strengthens the electric dipole moment generated by the LSP resonance on the nanopatterned edges and therefore enhances light absorption, as shown in Figure 7b. As seen from Figures 7a-right and 7b-right, there is a good agreement between CDA predictions, experimental measurements, and analytical graphene plasmon frequency \( \omega_p \propto \sqrt{E_F} \propto \rho^{1/4} \) [183]. According to the experimental absorption spectra, the plasmon lifetimes (\( \tau_{pl} = h\Gamma^{-1} \)) for high (960 cm\(^2\)/V.s) and low (250 cm\(^2\)/V.s) carrier mobility graphene are determined to be \( \tau_{PL(high)} \approx 38 \text{fs} \) and \( \tau_{PL(low)} \approx 16 \text{fs} \), respectively, which is compatible with the momentum relaxation time (\( \tau \)).

**Materials Characterization and Measurement**

After RIE and the polymer removal, conductive AFM was used to confirm the presence of a patterned graphene layer on the substrate. After patterning the graphene on copper foil following the same procedure and parameters used to pattern the graphene sheet on the SU-8 layer, conductive AFM (MultiMode, Atomic Force Microscope, Nanoscope III, Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, California) is employed to map of conductivity of the patterned graphene with nanoscale spatial resolution. Conductive (Au coated) cantilevers with spring constant \( k = 0.06 \text{N/m} \) was used. Measurements are performed in contact mode and a full IV curve was collected at each pixel of the image. The Raman spectrum of the grown graphene sheet is measured by WITec Renishaw RM 1000B Micro-Raman Spectrometer with an excitation laser wavelength of 514 nm and a 50x objective lens. The results of conductive AFM and Raman spectroscopy are shown in Figure 5. The mobility is measured by using the model 2450 SourceMeter® SMU instrument and a four-point probe.
Plasmon-phonon Coupling

While the theoretical prediction using the FDTD method is in excellent agreement with the LSP peak locations ($\omega_0$) in the experimental curves (Fig. 8b), it fails to explain the asymmetric line-shape of the resonance.

Figure 8: Energy loss dispersion.

(a) The loss function for graphene with $E_F = 1.0eV$. $k_{spp}$ is the plasmon wavenumber associated with the second mode. $\omega_0$, $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ represent the LSPR, the resonance propagating plasmon frequency without and with plasmon-phonon interaction, respectively. (b) The experimental and theoretical prediction of the plasmon excitation on patterned graphene with period = 400 nm, diameter = 330 nm and $\mu = 960 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ coupled to an optical cavity with cavity thickness of 1.1 $\mu$m.

Hence, we can infer that in my device the effective combination of SU-8 polymer and the ion-gel matrix behaves as a polar substrate. Polar materials have ions of different valence, whose oscillating dipole moment gives rise to the interaction between electrons and optical phonons—called the Fröhlich interaction. The surface optical phonons in polar substrates are Fuchs–Kliewer like [184]. By placing graphene on a polar substrate the long range Fröhlich interaction mediates
the interaction between optical phonons and surface plasmons in graphene [48]. The interaction between polar substrate/graphene phonons and electrons in graphene modifies substantially the graphene plasmon dispersion relation. The white dotted line in Figure 8a represents the plasma frequency of graphene. The dynamic polarizability

\[
\chi(\mathbf{q}, i\omega_n) = -\frac{1}{A} \int_0^\beta d\tau e^{i\omega_n\tau} \left\langle T \rho_{q}(\tau) \rho_{-q}(0) \right\rangle, \tag{18}
\]

determines several important quantities, such as effective electron-electron interaction, plasmon and phonon spectra, and Friedel oscillations. \(\omega_n = \frac{2\pi n}{\beta}\) are Matsubara frequencies, \(T\) is time ordering operator, \(\beta = 1/k_BT\), where \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, and \(n\) is an integer number. \(\rho_{q}\) is the density operator in \(q\)-space and \(A\) denotes the area of the sample. This quantity is calculated in the canonical ensemble for both of the sub-lattice density operators \((\rho = \rho_a + \rho_b)\) [185]. The dynamic polarizability in the RPA regime is given by

\[
\chi^{\text{RPA}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega) = \frac{\chi^0(\mathbf{q}, \omega)}{\varepsilon^{\text{RPA}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega)}, \tag{19}
\]

where \(\chi^0(\mathbf{q}, \omega)\) is the non-interacting (zeroth order) polarizability (single pair bubble) and \(\varepsilon^{\text{RPA}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega) = \varepsilon_m - v_c(\mathbf{q})\chi^0(\mathbf{q}, \omega)\), with \(\varepsilon_m\) being the permittivity of the environment and \(v_c(\mathbf{q}) = e^2/2\varepsilon_0q\) the Coulomb interaction between the carriers. The RPA method corresponds to the expansion of \(1/\varepsilon^{\text{RPA}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega)\), leading to an infinite power series over the bubble diagrams. If optical phonons are also considered, the effective dielectric function in the RPA expansion takes the form [48, 186]

\[
\varepsilon^{\text{RPA}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega) = \varepsilon_m - v_c(\mathbf{q})\chi^0(\mathbf{q}, \omega) - \varepsilon_m \sum_j v_{\text{ph},j}(\mathbf{q}, \omega)\chi^0(\mathbf{q}, \omega) - \varepsilon_m v_{\text{ph}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega)\chi_j^0(\mathbf{q}, \omega). \tag{20}
\]
The third term is the effective dielectric function for different phonon modes \( (l) \) coming from the electron-electron interaction mediated by substrate optical phonons, which couple to the electrons by means of the Fröhlich interaction, \( v_{sph,l}(q, \omega) = |M_{sph}|^2 G^0_l(\omega) \), where \( |M_{sph}|^2 \) is the scattering and \( G^0_l \) is the free phonon Green’s function. The last term of Equation (20) corresponds to graphene’s optical phonon mediated electron-electron interaction, \( v_{oph}(q, \omega) = |M_{oph}|^2 G^0(\omega) \). Here \( |M_{oph}|^2 \) defines the scattering matrix element and \( G^0(\omega) \) is the free phonon Green’s function. In Equation (20), \( \chi^0_{j,j}(q, \omega) \) is the current-current correlation function. By taking the decay rate \( \omega \rightarrow \omega + i \tau^{-1} \) into account, the dynamic polarizability reduces to \( \chi^0(q, \omega) \approx E_F q^2 / \pi \hbar^2 \left( \omega + i \tau^{-1} \right)^2 \) [48, 185]. The momentum relaxation time can be derived by considering the impurity, electron-phonon interaction and the scattering related to nanostructure edges \( \tau = \tau_{DC}^{-1} + \tau_{edge}^{-1} + \tau_{e-ph}^{-1} \) [35, 48], which determines the plasmon lifetime and the absorption spectrum bandwidth. It can be evaluated via the measured DC mobility \( \mu \) of the graphene sample using \( \tau_{DC} = \mu \hbar \sqrt{\pi \rho} / e v_F \), where \( v_F \approx 10^6 \) m/s is the Fermi velocity and \( \rho = (E_F / \hbar v_F)^2 / \pi \) is the charge carrier density. \( \tau_{edge} \approx (1 \times 10^6 / w - w_0)^{-1} \) is due to the scattering from the nanostructure edges, where \( w \) is the edge-to-edge distance of the holes, \( w_0 \approx 7nm \) is the parameter that includes edge effects, and \( \tau_{e-ph} = \hbar / 2 \text{Im}(\Sigma_{e-ph}) \) is related to the scattering because of electron-phonon coupling. \( \text{Im}(\Sigma_{e-ph}) = \gamma |\hbar \omega - \text{sgn} (\hbar \omega - E_F) \hbar \omega_{oph}| \), where \( \Sigma_{e-ph} \) is the electron self-energy, \( \gamma = 18.3 \times 10^{-3} \) is a dimensionless constant describing the electron-phonon coupling coefficient, and \( \hbar \omega_{oph} \approx 0.2eV \) is the graphene optical phonon energy [35]. From this it is evident that the plasmon lifetime is reduced due to the electron-phonon interaction and edge scattering, but the DC
conductivity which is used to calculate the dielectric function of graphene is invariant if the edge-to-edge distance of the pattern is more than the carrier mean free path \( L_{MFP} = v_F \tau_{DC} \).

The modified Drude model is not valid for a patterned graphene sheet only if the edge-to-edge distance is much smaller than the carrier mean free path of electrons and holes. For the chosen pattern and carrier mobility \( \mu = 960 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s} \), the carrier mean free path \( L_{MFP} = v_F \tau_{DC} < 42 \text{ nm} \) is smaller than the edge-to-edge distance \( (=70 \text{ nm}) \), which means that the modified Drude model is a good approximation for the dielectric function of this patterned graphene sheet. In presence of hard boundaries, atomic displacement vanishes at the boundaries, thereby modifying the acoustic and optical phonon dispersion. This means we need to consider a graphene nanoribbon (GNR) with zigzag-edge or armchair-edge and N periods \( (N \text{ is the number atoms between two edges}) \) with several quantized vibration modes. This model is applied in the long wavelength limit; therefore only the lowest vibration modes up to \( N/2 \) appear. By applying the boundary conditions to the displacement equation, the longitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO) optical phonon branches are changed, i.e. \( \omega_n^2 = \omega_{LO}^2 - \lambda^2(q_n^2 + q^2)^2 + \beta_T^2(q_n^2 + q^2) \) and \( \omega_n^2 = \omega_{TO}^2 - \beta_T^2(q_n^2 + q^2) \). This means the optical phonon frequency, which is almost the same for both branches (LO and TO), shifts from \( \omega_{op} \sim 1581 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) to \( \omega_{op} \sim 1591 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) for both zigzag-edge and armchair-edge GNR [187-189]. I used this modified optical phonon frequency in Figure 8. The effect of this change is very small.

The coupling of plasmon and substrate/graphene phonon can be characterized through the loss function \( (Z) \), which is the imaginary part of inverse effective dielectric function calculated via the generalized RPA theory [47, 48]

\[
Z \propto - \text{Im} \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{RPA}} \right). \tag{21}
\]
The loss function represents the amount of energy dissipated by exciting the plasmon coupled to the substrate and optical phonons in graphene. The surface plasmons in graphene are damped through radiative and nonradiative processes [29]. Nonradiative damping transfers the plasmon energy to hot electron-hole excitation by means of intraband transition. Figure 8a shows the loss function for graphene with carrier mobility $\mu = 960 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ and $E_F = 1.0\text{eV}$. The thickness of the optical cavity is chosen to be 1.1 $\mu$m such that the first ($\omega_0$) and second ($\omega_2$) modes lead to 44% and 33% light absorption, respectively. The plasmon assisted electron-hole pair generation in this structure lies outside the Landau intraband damping region, indicated by the shaded area in Figure 8a. A band gap in the plasmon-phonon dispersion relation is formed via Fröhlich interaction between graphene plasmons and optical phonons [190]. This coupling leads to the splitting of the energy into two distinct branches: surface plasmon phonon polaritons (SPPPs) and graphene plasmons (GPs) [39, 48, 185, 186, 190]. The horizontal branch line marked as $\omega_0$ is the LSP mode in Figure 8a and is independent of the plasmon wavevector due to the localization of the LSP. The asymmetric line shape of the first band ($\omega_0$) in Figure 8b, which is observed in experiments, is due to the merging of these two bands (LSP and SPPP). Figure 8a shows a clear blue shift in the GP band at a wavevector ($k_{sp} \approx 5.5 \times 10^5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$), corresponding to the edge-to-edge distance between the holes in presence of edge effect. Interestingly, there exists a discrepancy in the location of the second mode peak of the FDTD curve simulated without accounting for optical phonons ($\omega_1$) from that of the experimental spectrum ($\omega_2$) (Figure 8b). This is attributed to the plasmon-phonon coupling, and I show that by inserting the plasmon-phonon interaction as a perturbation and using $\varepsilon^{\text{RPA}}(\mathbf{q}, \omega)$ in Equation. (20) as effective graphene dielectric function in the FDTD simulations, one can recover the experimentally observed blue shift, as illustrated in Figure 8b by the green dotted line. The simple Drude model cannot capture the plasmon-phonon interactions which leads
to discrepancies between FDTD prediction and experimental measurements as can be observed in Figure 8b. In the long wavelength regime, by substituting $\chi^0(q, \omega) \approx E_r q^2 / \pi \hbar^2 \left( \omega + i \tau^{-1} \right)^2$ and $v_c$ into Equation. (20), the second term on the right-hand side is reduced to the Drude model dielectric function

$$
\varepsilon_{Drude} = -v_c(q) \chi^0(q, \omega) = \frac{e^2 E_r q}{2 \varepsilon_0 \pi \hbar^2 \left( \omega + i \tau^{-1} \right)^2}.
$$

(22)

According to Equation. (22), the in-plane momentum of the pristine graphene should be equal to $q = 2/t$. In Eq. (20), the phonon terms, which are small relative to $\varepsilon^{Drude}$, perturb the original system. In order to include the electron-phonon coupling in the simulation and to predict the experimental results with higher accuracy, Equation. (20) has been used as the input data in the FDTD simulations to generate the plasmon-phonon dispersion diagram of Figure 8(b) with much improved correspondence between prediction and experimental observation. This analysis explains different processes involved in the experimental results and the physical optoelectronic phenomena and highlights the plasmon-phonon interaction leads to the hybridization of the plasmon dispersion relation, which gives rise to a blue shift in the propagating surface plasmon spectrum. However, the main absorption peak ($\omega_0$), which originates from LSP, remains unperturbed due to frequency domain separation between the phonon and LSP resonances.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, I have presented a scheme to increase the light-graphene interaction by the direct excitation of plasmons on patterned monolayer graphene coupled to an optical cavity. My design of a square lattice of holes on graphene, which is experimentally realized following a simple nanoimprinting technique, not only preserves material continuity for electronic conductivity,
which is essential for optoelectronic devices, but also leads to direct plasmon excitation that is independent of the incident light polarization. Therefore, my design outperforms other nanoribbon-based devices whose absorption is polarization-dependent, thereby reducing their performance for unpolarized light. This approach triggers the direct excitation of cavity-coupled plasmon in CVD grown monolayer graphene with a cavity thickness of $L = 1.1 \ \mu m$ and yields an experimentally observed absorption of $\sim 45\%$, which is the highest value reported so far in the $8 - 12 \ \mu m$ band. I showed that a reduction in carrier mobility of graphene decreases the absorption to $\sim 30\%$, which is nonetheless higher than previous studies. Furthermore, electronically controlled dynamic tunability ($\sim 2 \ \mu m$) is successfully demonstrated. I have shown experimentally and theoretically that the carrier mobility of graphene, which is influenced by the defect density, determines the enhanced absorption bandwidth and line-shape. Further, CVD grown graphene quality, pattern, gating optimizations, and alternative low-absorbance dielectrics as gating materials are needed in order to reach the theoretical maximum absorption of $\sim 60\%$ for a cavity thickness of $L = 1.6 \ \mu m$. Such voltage tunable high absorption in monolayer graphene will enable the development of various practical graphene based optoelectronic devices like photodetectors, sensors, modulators, etc.
Introduction

Graphene is one of the most widely studied two dimensional materials due to its special electrical and optical properties. Various promising strategies and ideas are being proposed for optical, electrical and mechanical devices based on monolayer graphene by taking advantage of unique properties, such as high carrier mobility [74, 75, 141-143, 191], fast carrier relaxation time and electrostatic tunability in the devices such as transistors [144], photodetectors [33, 146], optical switches, nanolasers [148] and chemical sensors [192-194]. Compared to other two-dimensional materials, large scale monolayer graphene can be grown easily by using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method with the carrier mobility lower than the mechanical exfoliated flakes and can be subsequently transferred to different substrates which makes real-world graphene based optoelectronic devices viable. However, a major bottleneck is the low light-matter interaction in graphene that needs to be enhanced. Graphene is an ultrathin semi-metal with a Dirac point in the band-structure where the conduction and valence bands cross, leading to a constant light absorption (~2.3%) in the visible regime [76] and low absorption (< 3%) in the mid-IR wavelength ranges[149]. Different strategies have been pursued to increase the interaction of the incident light with monolayer graphene, while preserving its inherent properties such as high carrier mobility and fast relaxation time. To establish the feasibility of graphene based infrared
absorbers and detectors, three critical aspects need to be considered, (i) dependence of absorption to the angle of incidence, (ii) spectral tunability and selectivity for wide band operation, and (iii) polarization dependence. Ideally, polarization and angle independent absorption are desirable properties of an absorber. Coupling the near-field of a metallic metasurface to graphene [16, 20, 22, 155-157] is an indirect solution to increase the light-graphene interaction, despite the high loss of the incident light as resistive ohmic loss in the metal. Additionally, owing to asymmetric metasurface designs most of the absorbers reported till date are sensitive to the polarization of incident light and exhibit limited spectral tunability [39, 47, 195]. In another approach, coupling a pristine [27, 159] and nanopatterned monolayer graphene to an optical cavity has been implemented to enhance absorption. Although, these recent works have experimentally demonstrated the enhancement of absorption for normal incident light [11, 39, 47, 50, 195], little is known about their absorption at higher angles of incidence, incident polarization or pattern edge states in combination with doping level.

In the infrared domain, exciting Dirac plasmons [1] on nanopatterned graphene has been adopted as a route to couple and concentrate the incident light directly on the surface thereby enhancing the infrared absorption [44, 50]. Depending on the nanopattern design, the Dirac plasmons on graphene can be propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) or localized surface plasmons (LSPs) modes. Plasmons are qualitatively characterized by their lifetimes. Longer lifetime results in stronger electric field confinement, which manifests as higher and sharper absorption (lower FWHM) in the spectral response. It has been reported that nanopatterning of graphene introduces graphene edges, which play a vital role in modifying the light absorption spectrum. Edge scattering effects, radiative and non-radiative decay arising from Landau damping through interband and intraband transitions contribute collectively to increase the decay rates of
the plasmonic excitations [1, 11, 29, 48, 158, 163]. Therefore, the fundamental question that arises is how critical is the role of graphene edge on the localized surface plasmon (LSP) excitation, decay rate and overall absorption behavior of patterned graphene? Here, in order to investigate these aspects we identified complementary nanostructures, i.e. nanoholes and nanodisks, such that the qualitative nature of the edges are similar. A direct comparison of these complementary structures elucidates the differences in the plasmonic excitations, the degree of electrostatic spectral tunability and polarization dependences as a function of incident angle. We adopt a combinatorial investigation using theory and experiment to gain insight into the underlying physical phenomena [2, 166].

Here, in order to investigate these aspects I identified complementary nanostructures, i.e. nanoholes and nanodisks, such that the qualitative nature of the edges are similar. A direct comparison of these complementary structures elucidates the differences in the plasmonic excitations, the degree of electrostatic spectral tunability and polarization dependences as a function of incident angle. I adopt a combinatorial investigation using theory and experiment to gain insight into the underlying physical phenomena. Based on this, I demonstrate the effect of graphene nanopatterning and the edges on the plasmon lifetime and the light absorption. The maximum achieved light absorption is experimentally measured to be 90% (60%) for the cavity coupled graphene nanodisk (nanohole) array for the specified geometry and $E_F = -1\text{eV}$. This enhanced absorption is independent of the light polarization. An ideal strategy to enhance the light-graphene interaction should be independent of $\theta_i$. I measure the dependence of the light absorption as a function of $\theta_i$ for s- and p-polarized light, which shows excellent agreement with the simulated results. The wide-angle absorption of unpolarized light by the patterned nanohole/nanodisk graphene devices are almost independent of the angle of incidence for $\theta_i < 50^\circ$. 
Plasmonic resonances in the complementary arrays

Plasmon Lifetime

The architecture of the proposed graphene absorber is illustrated in Figure 9a. Pristine graphene grown on copper foil by CVD method was transferred on Si++ (100 µm)/Al₂O₃ (15 nm)/ITO (10 nm) substrate. A layer of Ti/Au (5 nm/50 nm) was deposited on the transferred graphene to accumulate the electrical charge over the graphene sheet effectively.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 9: Comparison of cavity-coupled hole and disk arrays in graphene.**

(a) Schematic of the optical cavity-coupled patterned graphene. The top layers are depicted separately to be distinguishable. (b) The light absorption spectra of the optical cavity-coupled graphene hole (red) and disk (blue) arrays with P= 400 nm, D= 200 nm, L= 1300 nm and Eᵣ= -1 eV.

The hole/disc diameter (D) and period (P) were varied to tune the LSPR at a desired wavelength whereby the cavity length was chosen to satisfy the quarter wavelength condition \( L = m\lambda /4n_{\text{eff}} \). At this condition, constructive interference of the incident and reflected electric fields on graphene sheet intensifies the LSPs and enhances light-matter interaction, as shown in Figures 2 and 10. Here, \( L \) is the cavity thickness, \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective refractive index of the optical cavity spacer, \( m \) is the \( m \)-th order of the cavity mode and \( \lambda \) is the light wavelength. The optical response
of the designed graphene absorber was simulated by FDTD approach. In these simulations, the mobility of graphene was chosen to be a modest 500 cm²/V.s (scattering rate $\Gamma = 0.02$ eV) to closely resemble the experimentally measured mobility, and the optical constants of graphene corresponding to different Fermi energies were calculated using the Drude model [11, 75].

The total light absorption spectra of the optical cavity-coupled nanopatterned graphene are different for the complementary graphene nanodisk and nanohole arrays with $P = 400$ nm, $D = 200$ nm and $L = 1.3$ $\mu$m, as shown in Figure 9b, such that the peak bandwidth of the graphene nanodisk is smaller than that of its complementary graphene nanohole array. Interestingly, while the plasmon lifetime, which is inversely proportional to the FWHM of the absorption peak in nanodisks is longer, it does not translate to a higher absorption. At resonance the extinction cross-section of any nanopattern exceeds the geometrical area by several factors, which scales differently for the complementary nanohole and nanodisk patterns. This in turn determines the effective absorption amplitude, which is higher in case of the nanohole pattern, in spite of shorter plasmon lifetimes. Therefore, the presence of surface plasmons breaks the symmetry of the complementary nanohole and nanodisk arrays due to their different plasmon decay rates, which suggests that maximum light absorption for respective patterns can be achieved by optimizing the geometrical area of the nanopattern such that the extinction cross-section is highest.

**Geometrical Tunability**

To obtain the maximum light absorption for the cavity-coupled graphene nanohole and nanodisk arrays, the optical response for different geometrical parameters (period and diameter) were simulated for a fixed Fermi energy ($E_F = -1$ eV) at normal angle of incidence. For the
nanohole array, a reduction in edge-to-edge distance can be achieved by either increasing the diameter for a fixed period or decreasing the period for a given diameter.

Figure 10: Exciting surface plasmon on graphene nanodisk and nanohole arrays.

(a) Schematic of the optical cavity-coupled patterned graphene. The light absorption spectra of the optical cavity-coupled graphene nanohole array with $P= 600$ nm, $D= 400$ nm, $E_F= -1$ eV (b) and nanodisk array with $P= 200$ nm, $D= 160$ nm and $E_F= -1$ eV (c) arrays. The left panels show the simulated light absorption spectra of the nanopatterned graphene arrays obtained by FDTD (solid red) and CDA (dashed blue) approaches. The top view and side view of the $z$-component electric field intensity of the graphene nanodisk (d) and nanohole (e) arrays.
By applying both strategies, I observed that the reduction in the edge-to-edge distance leads to a blue shift in the LSPR frequency, as predicted by Equations. (8) and (23) and shown in Figure 11a-b. In this case, the device parameters were optimized to obtain maximum absorption at $\lambda_{\text{res}} = 8\mu$m.

As explained by details in chapter 2, the LSPR frequency of the nanopatterned graphene is given by [11, 44, 50]

$$\omega_{\text{res}} = B \sqrt{\mathcal{F} \frac{E_r}{d}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $B$ is a constant value, $d$ is the edge-to-edge distance of the nanopattern and $\mathcal{F}$ is the eigenvalue of the self-consistent total electric potential equation. For the graphene nanodisk pattern, the increase in diameter for a constant period results in a red shift of the LSPR wavelength, as shown in Figure 11c-d and predicted by Equation. (23), while the decrease in the period for a constant diameter enhances the far-field and near-field coupling of the nanodisks, giving rise to a slight red shift. The amount of light absorption on the graphene nanodisk array depends on the density ratio ($\rho_r$), which is defined as the ratio of the graphene area to the unit cell area. The density ratio can be enhanced by increasing the diameter or decreasing the period. For a cavity thickness of $L = 1.5 \mu$m, the light absorption was found to be a continuous increasing function of the diameter and a decreasing function of period, as shown from Figure 11c-d.
Figure 11: Geometrical tunability.

(a) The light absorption of the cavity-coupled nanohole graphene with the thickness $L = 1.3 \, \mu m$ for different diameters in a constant period ($P = 600 \, nm$) (left) and different periods in a constant diameter ($D = 400 \, nm$) (right). (b) The peak position and the absorption for the graphene nanohole as a function of diameter (left) and period (right). (c) The light absorption of the cavity-coupled nanodisk graphene with the thickness $L = 1.5 \, \mu m$ for different diameters in a constant period ($P = 200 \, nm$) (left) and different periods in a constant diameter ($D = 160 \, nm$) (right). (b) The peak position and the absorption for the graphene nanodisk as a function of diameter (left) and period (right).
**Fabrication and characterization**

**Nanopatterning Monolayer Graphene**

To validate the simulated results, absorber devices were fabricated using period and diameter values that yielded highest absorption for nanoholes and nanodisks respectively. The nanohole and nanodisk arrays are patterned on the transferred monolayer graphene by electron beam lithography (EBL) followed by oxygen RIE. The SEM images in Figure 12a shows the fabricated hole and disk arrays in the transferred graphene. A layer of semi-transparent SU-8 photoresist polymer was spun-coated on the patterned graphene to form the optical cavity followed by 2 hours UV-exposure and one-hour baking (95 °C). A hard layer of Al₂O₃ (50 nm) is deposited on SU-8 to protect SU-8 from metal deposition and an optically thick layer of gold (200 nm) was electron beam evaporated to form the back mirror. The Si⁺⁺ (100 μm) sheet used as the back gate has ~ 70% transmission in mid-IR range, as shown in Figure 13 and light is incident from the silicon side. During the transfer and fabrication process, the monolayer graphene was found to be chemically self-doped as p-type with $E_F \sim -0.6$ eV that can be attributed to residual polymer and presence of p-type Al₂O₃ dielectric layer [196, 197]. Electrostatic tunability of $E_F$ was achieved by applying a voltage across the Al₂O₃ layer such that a negative voltage resulted in accumulation of positive charges (holes) thereby driving the system to a higher Fermi level. The Fermi energy of the nanopatterned graphene can be altered from $-0.55$ eV to $-1.0$ eV as shown in Figure 12b which is associated with a decrease in channel resistance by a factor of 3. The Fermi energies of the patterned graphene corresponding to the different gate-voltages are derived via the measured capacitance of the gate-dielectric and moreover, fitting to the theoretical conductivity. Increase in the Fermi energy of graphene to $|E_F|=1.0$ eV is necessary to intensify the electric dipoles oscillations that allow more photons to couple to the patterned graphene edges. My choice of high-
k hard dielectric ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$) for electrostatically doping graphene provides superior chemical stability in time over the more commonly used ion-gel and very low gate leakage, as shown in Figure 14.

![Fabrication and characterization](image)

**Figure 12: Fabrication and characterization.**  
(a) SEM image of the fabricated graphene nanohole (left) and nanodisk (right). (b) The electrical resistance of the patterned graphene as a function of the gate voltage. (c) The Raman spectroscopy of the pristine and patterned monolayer graphene ($E_F = -0.7$ eV). The electrical resistance and Raman measurements are done on the graphene hole array with $P=600$ nm and $D=400$ nm.

Raman spectroscopy was performed to confirm the quality of graphene before and after nanopatterning. As shown in Figure 12c, the characteristic 2D and G bands of graphene are visible for pristine and patterned graphene, however a red shift ($\Delta \omega \sim 7$ cm$^{-1}$) in the spectrum for patterned graphene was observed which suggests a modification in the dispersion function of the acoustic and optical phonons due to the nanopatterning, as explained in chapter 2.
Figure 13: Light absorption of different layers.

(a) The measured optical absorption of the different layers used to fabricate the cavity-coupled nanopatterned graphene absorber device. (b) The simulated optical absorption of doped silicon with different thicknesses.

The Light Absorption of the Substrate

Since in the fabricated samples light is incident from the silicon side, the light transmission of silicon wafer with thickness of 100 μm should be high enough. The measured transmission spectrum shows that the average light transmission of the doped silicon substrate in mid infrared wavelength regime is ~ 70%. To quantify the amount of incident power reaching the nanopatterned graphene layer, the optical absorption spectra of different layers are measured separately and shown in Figure 13. Based on these diagrams, the net amount of the light power reaching to the graphene layer is ~ 60% of the incident light power at λ = 9 μm. However, by reducing the silicon substrate thickness below 5 μm (Figure 13), the percentage of incident light power on the graphene layer can be increased to over 80%.
The Quality of the Gate Dielectric

The quality of the high-k gate-dielectric for electrostatic doping of graphene is an important factor for the usability of the designed device. The measured capacitance of the hard-dielectric layer which is 15 nm thick layer of Al₂O₃ is \( C = 0.93 \, \mu \text{F/cm}^2 \). Such gate dielectric can be used to electrostatically dope the Fermi level of the self-doped patterned graphene to \( E_F = -1 \, \text{eV} \). The high-k dielectric Al₂O₃ has more stability in time compared to the conventionally used soft-ion gel gate dielectric, as the measured light absorption spectra of the corresponding patterned graphene absorbers in a 6-month interval proves this (Figure S8a-b). The leakage current of the gate-dielectric is another important parameter in power usage which is very low (~10⁻¹¹ A) for 15 nm thick layer of the grown Al₂O₃, as shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14: Characterization and comparison of the hard (Al₂O₃) and soft (ion-gel) gate dielectrics.](image)

The light absorption spectra of the fabricated patterned graphene samples doped by ion gel (a) and Al₂O₃ (b) in a 6-month time interval. (c) The gate leakage electric current of the 15 nm thick layer of Al₂O₃.
Finding the Carrier Mobility

To find the experimental value of the carrier mobility \( \mu \) of the patterned graphene and its Fermi energy, the measured electrical resistance \( R \) of the patterned graphene is fitted to the theoretical formula \( R = R_0 + 1/\rho e \mu \), where \( R_0 \) is the minimum resistance at \( V_G = -1 \text{ V} \), \( \rho = C\Delta V/e \) is the electron density and \( e \) is the Coulomb charge. Based on the diagrams in Figure 15, the carrier mobility of the patterned graphene is \( \mu = 500 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s} \). By using this diagram and the capacitance of the gate-dielectric, the graphene Fermi level corresponding to each gate voltage is derived.

![Graph showing resistance vs. gate voltage and Fermi level](image)

**Figure 15: Electrostatic doping of graphene.**

The experimental and analytical model diagrams are overlaid to find the carrier mobility of the patterned graphene sheet.
**Geometric and electrostatic tunable absorption at normal incidence**

The normal-angle reflection spectra of the fabricated cavity-coupled graphene nanohole and nanodisk absorbers were measured using a Bruker Vertex 80 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). The light reflection from the absorber stack without patterned graphene, \(i.e.\) Si\(^{++}\) (100 \(\mu\)m)/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (15 nm)/ITO (30 nm)/SU-8 \((L)/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (50 nm)/gold (200 nm) was taken as the reference and the light absorption spectra was calculated as \(A=1-R\). As shown in Figure 16a, the light absorption of the graphene nanohole array reaches \(\sim 60\%\) (at \(E_F = -1 \text{ eV}\)), which is 35\% higher than the previously reported maximum absorption in the 8 – 12 \(\mu\)m band in chapter 2. Electrostatic tunability of \(\sim 2.46 \mu\text{m}\) is observed by changing \(E_F\) from -0.55 eV to -1 eV.

**Figure 16**: Experimental and simulated results of enhanced light-matter interaction in the cavity-coupled patterned graphene.

(a) The simulated and measured light absorption of the cavity-coupled graphene nanohole array with \(P=600 \text{ nm}, D=400 \text{ nm and } L=1.3 \mu\text{m}\) for different Fermi energies. (inset) The top view of the z-component near-field profile corresponds to the \(E_F = -1.0 \text{ eV}\). (b) The simulated and measured light absorption of the cavity-coupled graphene nanodisk array with \(P=200 \text{ nm}, D=160 \text{ nm and } L=1.5 \mu\text{m}\) for different Fermi energies. (inset) The top view of the z-component near-field profile corresponds to the \(E_F = -1.0 \text{ eV}\). (c) The resonance wavelength and corresponding light absorption of the cavity-coupled graphene nanodisk and nanohole arrays as a function of Fermi energy.
A near perfect absorption of 90% was recorded for the nanodisk array, which is electrostatically tunable over a spectral width of $\sim 1.11 \, \mu m$. There is in very good agreement with the simulated results. Increase in the Fermi energy to the negative values means more hole density and creation of stronger electric dipoles on the patterned graphene which results in enhanced light absorption along with a blue shift in the LSPR frequency as depicted in Figure 16c. The extraordinary near-field enhancement by factors of 500 and 1100 (inset of Figures 16a and 16b) for nanohole and nanodisk arrays, respectively, explain the high light-matter interaction and infrared absorption values recorded experimentally.

![Graph showing light absorption spectra](image)

**Figure 17:** Experimental and simulated results of enhanced light-matter interaction in the patterned graphene without optical cavity.

(a) The simulated and measured light absorption of the patterned graphene nanohole array with $P=600 \, \text{nm}$, $D=400 \, \text{nm}$ for different Fermi energies. (b) The simulated and measured light absorption of the patterned graphene nanodisk array with $P=200 \, \text{nm}$, $D=160 \, \text{nm}$ for different Fermi energies.

The measured light absorption spectra of the patterned graphene without optical cavity is shown in Figure 17 along with simulated spectra (A=1-T-R) to further elucidate the excellent agreement between experiment and theory. This figure demonstrates the experimental and the corresponding simulated results for the light absorption spectra of the nanohole (Figure 17a) and nanodisk (Figure 17b) patterned graphene without optical cavity which were obtained by the
measured R and T spectra. The light reflection/transmission from the absorber stack without patterned graphene, i.e. Si$^{++}$ (100 μm)/Al$_2$O$_3$ (15 nm)/ITO (30 nm) was taken as the reference for the experimental measurement. The good agreement of simulated and measured spectra validates the experimental results.

Angle dependent infrared absorption

Effect of Angle of Incidence for the Cavity-coupled and Cavity-uncoupled Systems

To validate the operability of any absorber, it is critical to investigate its angular dependence to light. In the seminal work by Thongrattanasiri et. al., it was analytically shown for periodically patterned graphene that under the condition of no transmission, the angular optical response to light, which depends on the polarization, is primarily determined by its mobility and extinction cross-section. Enhanced absorption would necessitate maximizing the extinction cross-section, which can be achieved by pattern optimization such that the decay rate ($\kappa$) is much higher than the radiative ($\kappa_r$) contribution ($\kappa \gg \kappa_r$). The decay rates along with the plasmon frequency $\omega_p$ determines the graphene polarizability given by

$$\alpha(\omega) = \frac{3e^3 \kappa_r}{2\omega_p^2} \frac{1}{\omega_p^2 - \omega^2 - i\kappa / \omega_p^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Under the assumption that the polarizabilities of monolayer graphene nanohole/nanodisk are almost independent of the angle of incidence, the LSPR frequency is expected to not be affected by change in incident angle of light. This is confirmed by the FDTD simulations where the LSPR frequency is found to be almost independent of $\theta_{inc}$, for both nanohole and nanodisk array patterned graphene with and without optical cavity (See Figures 19 and 20). At higher angles of incidence,
the peak absorption of the system differs for the in-plane polarization (p-polarization) and the out-of-plane (s-polarization) light.

**Figure 18: Angle dependent infrared absorption.**

The simulation (top) and experimental (bottom) results for the angular light absorption of the cavity-coupled graphene nanohole (a-b) and nanodisk (c-d) arrays with $E_F = -0.6$ eV as a function of angle of incidence. Inset shows the schematic of the s- and p-polarized incident light. The polarized light measurements are normalized to the light intensity after the polarizer.

For p-polarized light, the absorption magnitude scales with the electric field component parallel to the surface, $E_i \cos \theta_i$ as the angle of incidence increases. In case of s-polarized light, the LSPR frequency is almost independent of the angle of incidence for the nanohole and nanodisk array devices in the cavity coupled (Figure 18) and no-cavity (Figures 19 and 20) systems. However, the magnitude of absorption increases with angle of incidence for s-polarized light in contrast to the results obtained for p-polarized light shown in Figures 19 and 20. While the magnitude of electric field parallel to graphene surface remain unaffected for all angles of incidence (see inset of Figure 18c), the scattering cross-section increases and scales as $E_i \sin \theta_i$. 
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This explains the enhancement in absorption as the angle of incidence increases (Figures 19 and 20). Unlike the no-cavity nanodisk array absorber, the cavity couple system exhibits an increase in absorption for $0^\circ < \theta_i < 50^\circ$ but for higher angles, the absorption drops (Figure 18).

![Diagram of light absorption](image)

**Figure 19:** The absorption of angled incident light by the patterned graphene with nanohole array.

The simulated light absorption of s-polarized (left panel) and p-polarized (right panel) beam by the samples with (a) and without (b) cavity. The corresponding measured light absorption of s-polarized (left panel) and p-polarized (right panel) beam by the samples with (c) and without (d) cavity. The Fermi energy of the graphene samples is $E_F = -0.6$ eV, $P = 600$ nm and $D = 400$ nm.
Figure 20: The absorption of angled incident light by the patterned graphene with nanodisk array.

The simulated light absorption of s-polarized (left panel) and p-polarized (right panel) beam by the samples with (a) and without (b) cavity. The z-component of the nearfield intensity at $\theta_i = 0^\circ$ (left) and $\theta_i = 50^\circ$ (right) of the s-polarized light are shown on top. The corresponding measured light absorption of s-polarized (left panel) and p-polarized (right panel) beam by the samples with (c) and without (d) cavity. The Fermi energy of the graphene samples is $E_F = -0.6$ eV, $P = 600$ nm and $D = 400$ nm.
The temporal and spatial interference between the optical cavity and the graphene plasmonic modes modifies the angular response such that for incident angles $\theta_i > 50^\circ$, destructive interference of the incident ($E_i$) and reflected electric fields ($E_r$) arising from phase difference lowers the light absorption, as shown in Figure 18c. Such behavior in the angular response of cavity-coupled absorbers for s-polarized light is not uncommon and was previously shown in a VO$_2$ based system [198]. The FDTD predictions are well supported by experimental data (shown in Figures 18-20) acquired using an integrating sphere coupled to a FTIR.

**Effect of Light Polarization on the Angular Response**

While the calculations by Thongrattanasiri *et. al.*, were done for ideal graphene with mobility of 10 000 cm/Vs, I show that it can be extended to CVD grown low mobility graphene and successfully models the FDTD and experimental results discussed below. Using Equation (24) to fit the FDTD results at normal incidence, I obtain $\hbar \kappa = 3.5 \times 10^{-2} eV / 6.9 \times 10^{-2} eV$ and $\hbar \kappa_r = 1.22 \times 10^{-4} eV / 4.5 \times 10^{-4} eV$ for the graphene nanodisk/nanohole array respectively (see Figure 22) which satisfies the criteria, $\kappa \gg \kappa_r$. Following that, the absorption of the patterned graphene for various incident angles can be calculated via the total light reflection coefficient ($\mathcal{R} = r_0 + \frac{r(1 \pm r_0)^2}{(1-rr_0)}$) of the cavity-coupled patterned graphene ($A = 1 - |\mathcal{R}|^2$), where $r_0$ is the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the cavity spacer without graphene and the reflection coefficient of the patterned graphene is given by, $r = \pm iS/(\alpha^{-1} - G)$ for the arrays with periods much smaller than the wavelength ($P \ll \lambda$). The lattice sum for this condition is reduced to $G = 5.52/P^3 + i(S - 2(\omega/c)^3 / 3)$ for hexagonal array, where $S$ is a polarization-dependent parameters, *i.e.* $S_s = 2\pi \omega / (cA \cos \theta_i)$, $S_p = 2\pi \omega \cos \theta_i / (cA)$ and $A$ is the unit-cell area. The calculated peak absorption as a function of incident angle for s and p polarized light is overlaid on
the FDTD and experimentally obtained results as shown in Figure 21. Clearly a good agreement between the analytical, simulation and experimental data is evident. Figure 21 shows the maximum absorption for different incident angles at the resonance wavelength shown by the green dash line in Figure 18. The results of the unpolarized light (Figure 21-bottom) shows that the maximum light absorption of the graphene absorber is almost independent of the incident angle for $\theta_i \leq 50^\circ$.

Figure 21: The angular response for the polarized and unpolarized lights.

Comparison of the analytical modeling, simulation and experimental results of s-polarized (top) and p-polarized (middle) and unpolarized (down) incident light for the graphene nanohole (a) and nanodisk (b) arrays with $E_F = -0.6$ eV. The polarized light measurements are normalized to the light intensity after the polarizer.
Plasmon Decay Rate

The decay rates which were used in the graphene polarizability $\alpha$ in Equation (24) were extracted from the simulated extinction cross section per area for a single graphene nanodisk or nanohole and fitting the theoretical extinction cross-section $\sigma^{ext} = (4\pi\omega/c)Im\{\alpha(\omega)\}^9$ to those curves, as shown in Figure 22. The plasmon decay rates show that the plasmon lifetime of the graphene nanodisk is higher than graphene nanohole.

Figure 22: The plasmon decay rates.

The simulated extinction cross sections per area of a single graphene nanodisk with $D = 160$ nm (a) and nanohole with $D = 400$ nm at $E_F = -1$ eV were used to extract the radiative ($h\kappa_r$) and total ($h\kappa$) plasmon decay rates.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I have investigated infrared absorption in an optical cavity-coupled low carrier mobility ($\mu = 500$ cm$^2$/V.s) CVD-grown graphene with hexagonal array of nanoholes and nanodisks in the infrared transparent 8 -12 $\mu$m band. Due to the differences in the extinction cross-section of nanohole and nanodisks for the same diameter, the plasmonic excitation on their
respective edges are different, resulting in qualitatively dissimilar absorption peak profiles. A series of numerical simulations were performed to maximize infrared absorption by scanning over parameters like period and diameter for the hexagonal array of nanohole and nanodisks. The optimized devices exhibit an absorption of 60% for the nanohole array and up to 90% for nanodisk array when the Fermi level of graphene is increased to -1 eV by electrostatic p-doping. Such high absorption is attributed to strong plasmonic excitations at the patterned nano-edges where the localized electric field is amplified by factors of 500 for the nanohole and 1100 for the nanodisk arrays. For the Dirac plasmons excited by the incident light (8-12 µm), the bulk states contribute mostly to the generation of hot carriers via Landau damping with little contribution from the edge states. The Fermi level of the patterned graphene is tuned by applying a voltage across a 15 nm thick layer of Al2O3, which serves as a hard gate dielectric. The high-k Al2O3 is found to be more stable over time compared to the commonly used ionic-gel gate which tend to chemically degrade in few days. A dynamic spectral tunability of 2.46 µm for nanoholes and 1.11 µm for nanodisks is achieved. It is to be stressed that the use of industry standard Al2O3 for capacitive electrostatic gating in my devices makes it a potential candidate for integration with optical design boards unlike many previously reported device architectures that are bulky due to presence of ion-gel based components.

In my demonstration, I showed a 1 mm² area absorber which is considered large area, however, I believe that the total patterned area can be increased to centimeter scale by using techniques such as nanoimprint lithography. However, increase in the active area increases the gate leakage current resulting in inefficient electrostatic doping which is necessary to control the Fermi level for tunable absorption. Therefore, I envision an array of electrically isolated absorbers
spread over centimeter scale, each with reasonable (< 1 mm²) active area, operating in tandem similar to a pixelated detector array.

Finally, by using the optimal devices with highest absorption for nanoholes and nanodisks, I showed a systematic angle dependent (0° - 70°) optical study in the infrared domain. Although the LSPR frequency is independent of the incident angle of light, the evolution of peak absorption for s- and p-polarized light are qualitatively dissimilar, which is attributed to the different scattering cross-sections that the electric field of incident light interacts with on patterned graphene. However, the peak absorption for unpolarized light remains within 5% of its maximum up to θ_l ≤ 50°, which suggests that both the nanoholes and nanodisk array can be operated over a wide range of angles. These angle dependent results provide experimental validation of the theoretical model for patterned graphene devices developed by Thongrattanasiri, et al. [46] based on coupled-dipole approximation. From an application point of view, the key difference between the nanohole/nanodisk arrays is the presence/absence of electrical continuity in graphene. Therefore, while the near perfect absorption of ~ 90% in the nanodisk array can be beneficial for application like wide angle optical modulators, tunable infrared camouflage, etc., the nanohole array offers applicability in next generation wide band, wide angle photodetectors based on electron-hole pair generation by exciting electrostatically tunable plasmons.

The photodetection scheme based on the Dirac plasmon excitation is through non-radiative plasmon decay. Upon plasmonic excitation, there are different channels for non-radiative graphene plasmon decay which depends on the wavelength of the incident light. In the electromagnetic spectral region that the optical phonons of graphene and substrate are active, they can couple to the excited plasmon and transfer the energy of surface plasmon to the atomic lattices. This coupling increases the temperature of the device thereby making bolometric infrared detection possible.
Alternately, one can generate hot-carriers through phonon-assisted and boundary-assisted intraband Landau damping. The number of generated hot carrier which is a function of the Fermi energy of graphene and the perimeter of the holes/disks can be optimized to obtain enhanced electrical signal. Recent studies have attempted to utilize these approaches for detection, however, so far the measured output responsivities have suffered due to low optical absorption. I believe that the design for enhanced absorption presented in this study can help improve the detector performance significantly.
CHAPTER 4:
INFRARED DETECTION BASED ON DIRAC PLASMON-ASSISTED HOT CARRIER GENERATION

Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) materials like graphene has shown a lot of potential as a candidate material for photodetection. Several studies have demonstrated different routes to enhance spectrally tunable infrared light absorption in graphene [11, 12, 49, 195], however, attempts to realize infrared detection in the mid-wave infrared (MWIR 3-5 µm) or the long-wave range (LWIR 8-12 µm) have been poor compared to other commercial semiconductor-based detectors [31, 33, 70, 146, 199]. This low sensitivity is partly due to the inefficient conversion of the absorbed infrared light to electrical signal, which remains a major drawback due to the absence of bandgap and low thickness of monolayer graphene. Generally, bolometers rely on heating the graphene lattice which causes such detection processes slow and low sensitive [8, 33, 199-202]. In this view, a much faster (~ps) infrared detection process is to generate hot-carriers in absence of electron-phonon scattering [28, 30, 70] to rise up the electronic temperature of graphene for infrared sensing by using the photo-thermoelectric effect [48, 71, 72]. It is well-known that by shining light, the intrinsic electronic temperature of graphene increases (ΔT) by means of hot carrier generation that reveals as a Seebeck voltage (ΔV) [28, 30, 71, 203]. Despite the preliminary demonstrations, so far, because of the modest Seebeck coefficient of graphene ~100µV/K, it has not been possible to restrain this effect as an efficient approach that can rival current technologies [28, 70, 71].

The motivation of the present chapter is to identify new ways on how the temperature gradient (ΔT) of the graphene carriers can be engineered with negligible effect on the lattice
temperature in order to increase Seebeck voltage generation for high responsivity, spectrally tunable, ultrafast infrared detection in the long wavelength band at room temperature. The electronic temperature of graphene at a special spectral domain can be engineered by the plasmonic excitation of Dirac fermions which can be manipulated by electrostatic tuning of the Fermi energy. In the previous chapters, spectrally tunable infrared light absorption of ~60% in the 8 – 12 μm was shown for nanopatterned monolayer graphene coupled to an optical cavity [12]. By electrostatic doping of graphene, the permittivity is changed to shift the LSPR frequency [11, 37, 39, 44, 47, 195]. At resonance, because of the potent confinement of electric field at the discrete elements edges, the temperature of the electronic system of graphene rises by means of boundary-assisted intraband Landau damping to excite hot-carriers [48, 158]. Although, the hot-carrier generation leads to a change in the electrical conductance of graphene, the resultant photovoltage arising from the ΔT is restricted by the theoretical Seebeck coefficient of graphene. In this chapter, I present an unprecedented asymmetric plasmon-induced hot-carrier Seebeck photodetection strategy which overcomes the theoretical restrictions. In the asymmetric detector device, the active detector area contains a partially nanopatterned monolayer graphene, such that there exists a large temperature gradient between the hot carriers in the patterned and the unpatterned subregions, as shown in Figure 23. Apart from the temperature rise from intrinsic hot carrier generation in graphene through intraband transition, the plasmon-assisted hot carriers in the patterned region further increases the efficient ΔT across the source-drain contacts. The photodetector device performance is simulated using COMSOL which shows that there exists a large ΔT of 4.7K for the incident power of 155 nW that unveils as a high photo-thermoelectric voltage (0.44 mV) when combined with the ~ 60% infrared light absorption. Due to this record ΔT generation across a 10 μm asymmetrically nanopatterned graphene, the proposed LWIR detectors show a prominent room
temperature responsivity of 2900 V/W, D* of 1.1x10^9 Jones together with an ultrafast time response of ~ 100 ns.

**Plasmon assisted hot carrier generation**

**Asymmetric Photo-thermoelectric Effect**

The plasmon assisted photo-thermoelectric (PTE) photodetector architecture and the basic electronic processes involved are schematically demonstrated in Figure 23. A monolayer graphene between the source and drain contacts creates the active detector area where a region of the graphene is patterned into a hexagonal array of holes. By doing this design, an asymmetry is inherently defines into the system that amplifies infrared detection as explained below. Selective patterning of graphene increases infrared absorption[11, 12] due to localized Dirac plasmon excitations from intraband transitions as shown in the band structure. The intraband transition for electrons above the Dirac point (+\(\varepsilon_F\)) is same as the intraband transition for holes below the Dirac point (−\(\varepsilon_F\)) due to the symmetricity of the graphene linear band structure. As a result, a gradient is defined into the charge carrier density of the graphene channel along the source-drain contacts. This generates a temperature difference across the graphene channel that as I will discuss more in the next sections which plays the main role in infrared detection technique.

Applying the source-drain voltage (\(V_{SD}\)), henceforth named as bias voltage, and the gate voltage (\(V_G\)), generate multiple electronic processes act in favor or against each other that affect the detector response, as demonstrated by arrows in Figure 23a. The graphene channel width is selected to be 10 µm which is close to the diffusion length of the charge carriers[30]. However, in order to amplify carrier collection, the graphene channel width is increased to keep an effective active area of 2000 µm^2 as represented in Figure 23b (left).
Figure 23: Graphene detector architecture.

(a) Schematic of the detector device architecture of the plasmon-assisted hot carrier creation on an asymmetrically nanopatterned graphene. Arrows at the bottom demonstrate different hot carrier diffusion processes. (b) The optical (left) and scanning electron microscope (middle and right) images of the half-patterned monolayer graphene device.

Comprehensive finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were done over varying period and hole diameter to magnify the infrared light absorption in the $8 - 12 \, \mu\text{m}$ band as can be seen in Figure 24 and explained in detail in the previous chapters. The optimized nanopattern geometry which was mentioned in chapter 3 [12], of period $P = 600 \, \text{nm}$ and hole diameter $D = 400 \, \text{nm}$ was selected in the detector designs.

Fabrication

The centimeter-scale monolayer graphene sheet grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique on copper flake was transferred on the Si$^{++}$ (100 $\mu\text{m}$)/Al$_2$O$_3$ (15 nm) substrate. The source and drain electrodes were fabricated by UV-lithography following by Ti/Au (3nm/60nm) deposition (Figure 23b-left). The EBL and oxygen-plasma etching approach were
used to nanopattern the half side of transferred monolayer graphene in a hexagonal array with period $P=600 \text{ nm}$ and diameter $D=400 \text{ nm}$.

![Figure 24: Light absorption maximization.](image.png)

The light absorption spectra as a function period (a) diameter (b) for $E_F=-1.0 \text{ eV}$.

**Experimental Characterizations**

The SEM images, shown in Figures 23b middle and right, demonstrate the hexagonal array of holes in the patterned region along the graphene channel. Raman spectroscopy was done on the transferred graphene to investigate if oxygen etching during the nanopatterning process changed the characteristic optical phonon peaks at $\sim 1590$ (the G peak) and $\sim 2700 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (2D band) associated with monolayer graphene[204]. Figure 25 shows the Raman spectra of the pristine and nanopatterned graphene sheets which proves the absence of graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide (RGO).

In the next step, the effect of nanopatterning on electrostatic doping was studied for half-patterned, full-patterned and unpatterned graphene channels. The changes of channel resistance as
a function of gate voltage was measured by a biasing electrical circuit for the three types of samples in Figure 26a.

![Graphene Raman spectra](image)

**Figure 25: The Raman spectra of the graphene detectors.**

The Raman spectra of the unpatterned and patterned monolayer graphene with zero gate voltage ($E_F = -0.6 \text{ eV}$).

The Fermi level of graphene at 0V is determined to be 0.6 eV, as explained in chapter 3 which shows that the graphene sheet is self-doped to be p-type. Such self-doping effects have been reported in the other papers [196, 197] that happens due to the residual impurities on the graphene sheet. In addition, the Al$_2$O$_3$ gate dielectric is responsible to increase p-type doping in graphene[205, 206]. Therefore, as the gate voltage is altered from +1V to -2V, the hole density on graphene amplified consistent with a shift in Fermi energy from -0.55 eV to -1.0 eV. This results in a reduction in the channel resistance for all three cases (Figure 26a). The carrier mobility of graphene is found to be 500 cm$^2$/V.s for unpatterned channel, which reduces for the half-patterned case (350 cm$^2$/V.s) and is found to be the minimum for the full-patterned device (250 cm$^2$/V.s), as known for pattern-induced enhanced scattering. This clearly represents the role of nanopatterning on the electronic properties of graphene. Consequently, it is crucial to study how the thermoelectric
properties of graphene are changed due to nanopatterning. This will allow us to gain understanding into the fundamental process mechanism of the detector.

Figure 26: The electrical and thermoelectric properties of the graphene samples.

Electrical resistance (a) and Seebeck coefficient (b) of the unpatterned, half-patterned and full-patterned graphene samples (P = 600 nm and D = 400 nm) as a function of gate voltage (Fermi energy) at room temperature. (c) Seebeck coefficient of the half-patterned graphene sample as a function of gate voltage for different temperatures of the substrate.

Seebeck Coefficient Measurement

For 2D materials like graphene, it has been shown that the Seebeck coefficient ($S$) can be obtained using the Mott relation $S = \left(\frac{\pi^2 k_B^2 T}{3e}\right) \left[\frac{d \ln(\sigma(E))}{d E}\right]_{E=E_F}$ [30, 71], where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature and $\sigma$ is the graphene electrical conductivity. By calculating the derivative of the electrical conductivity of the graphene channel from the experimentally measured curves ($\left[\frac{d \ln(\sigma(E))}{d E}\right]_{E=E_F}$), the above equation was exploited to obtain the Seebeck coefficient for all three graphene samples (Figure 26b) as a function of Fermi level. The Seebeck coefficient for the full-patterned graphene sample is found to be the smallest while unpatterned graphene shows the highest Seebeck coefficient. It can be seen that by electronically enhancing the p-doping, as the Fermi level is lowered, the Seebeck coefficient
diminishes which is consistent with the other reports[69, 73] on graphene doped far from the CNP.

At the end, I measure the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient for the half-patterned graphene sample which is finally used for infrared detection. Figure 26c demonstrates the gate voltage dependence of $S$ measured at different substrate temperatures in the range of 80 K – 300 K. The temperature dependent $S$ of the half-patterned graphene sample follows a similar behavior to that reported for pristine graphene[69, 73], which proves that while the magnitude of $S$ may have decreased as a result of nanopatterning (Figure 26b), the thermoelectric properties of the half-patterned graphene can be understood from the framework of pristine graphene. It can also be found that with decrease in temperature, $S$ diminishes which makes the present detection mechanism more efficient at room temperature.

**Photovoltage generation**

**Dirac Plasmon Decay**

By illumination with infrared light, the electronic properties of the half-patterned graphene channel show contrasting electronic trend. When light is shined on the unpatterned region of the graphene channel coupled to an optical cavity (chapter 3), the light absorption is a low value of ~3%, however in the patterned area, due to Dirac LSP excitations, ~ 60% light is absorbed because of strong confinement of electric field near the nanohole edges (Figure 16)[12]. Figure 16 shows that the absorption peak wavelength was tunable over ~ 2.5 μm in the 8 – 12 μm band by electronical doping. Once excited, the LSPs loose energy through various damping pathways like phonon emission, bulk scattering or carrier-carrier edge scattering[1, 48, 158] that affect either the lattice or carrier temperature of graphene depending on which of the above-mentioned damping channels are predominant. Since the LSP resonances (115-155 meV) in our case happen at energies
lower than the optical phonon energy of graphene (200 meV)[204] and far from that of the substrate (~105 meV)[207], plasmon decay through emission of optical phonon has small effect[11, 30, 48, 208, 209]. Therefore, the probable pathway for the plasmon decay is by creation of hot carriers via edge scattering-assisted Landau damping and resistive loss due to plasmon-impurity scattering.

**Nature of Generated Signal**

Multiple processes now contribute to the asymmetric medium within the graphene channel that set the effective thermoelectric response of this complex device when illuminated with infrared light. First, there exists the photo-thermoelectric effect coming from the intrinsic Seebeck coefficient of graphene ($S_1$)[30, 70, 71, 73]. Second, the half-patterned graphene channel can be considered as a section consisting of two series connected thermoelectric materials with different Seebeck coefficients (Figure 2b) for the unpatterned ($S_1$) and patterned ($S_2$) regions which forces the system further into thermoelectric instability. The different Seebeck coefficients of the two sides enforce a directional photo-thermoelectric current assisted by the bias current. The consequent potential gradient can be described as a function of the channel width, $X_L - X_R$:

$$V_S = \int_{X_L}^{X_R} S(x) \frac{\partial T_{cr}(x)}{\partial x} dx,$$

where $X_L$ and $X_R$ are the locations of the left and right electrodes, respectively and $T_{cr}$ is the temperature of the local carrier. Finally, the diversity in carrier mobilities of the patterned and unpatterned regions of the channel give rise to differential Joule heating during carrier transport, which more increases the thermal gradient in the system by enhancing the temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficients in the patterned and unpatterned sections.
FEM Simulation

The COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a software was exploited to model the performance of the graphene detector by using finite element modeling (FEM). The final goal of simulations was to find the time dependent solution for the bias-dependent photo-thermoelectric current, which was further exploited to obtain the photo-thermoelectric voltage ($V_{PTE}$) and the responsivity $R=V_{PTE}/P_{inc}$. The built-in modules “Electric Currents” and “Heat Transfer in Solids” coupled with the multiphysics module “Thermoelectric Effect” were used to simulate the behavior of the detector.

The sample geometry in the simulations was same as the real detector except for the length of the simulated detector, which was reduced to 20µm as compared to 200µm in the experiment, in order to decrease the simulation time. The modeled detector was 20µm wide (electrodes and graphene sheet) and 20µm long. The channel width of detector was 10µm wide and 20µm long, where half of the width of the monolayer graphene sheet was nanopatterned, and the other half remained unpatterned. The gold electrodes were 5µm by 20µm, and the thicknesses of graphene, gold electrodes, aluminum oxide, and silicon substrate were 0.5nm, 50nm, 15nm, and 3µm, respectively. Gold, Silicon, and Aluminum oxide materials were directly inserted from COMSOL material library, while the experimentally obtained parameters were exploited for graphene. The electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were gate voltage-dependent for graphene, obtained experimentally for both the patterned and unpatterned graphene, separately. The temperature independent electrical conductivity was exploited for all materials to remove the bolometric roles in the photoresponse.

The bias voltage was used across the gold electrodes; one side was set to ground, and the other side kept at high potential. Except gold contacts and graphene, everything was set electrically
insulated. The current conservation boundary condition was used for the whole structure, and the initial values were put to \( V=0 \). In order to consider the contact resistance, extra electrical contacts were defined between gold and graphene. The heat flux was used in the form of rectangular pulse of period 4ms, which means for the initial two milliseconds the heat flux was zero, corresponding to the dark mode in the experiment. For the next two milliseconds, nonzero heat flux was used on the patterned section of graphene through laser heating. A Gaussian light beam with the spot size \( R_{\text{spot}} = 2\text{mm} \) and the incident power \( P_{\text{inc}}=153\text{ nW} \) was applied. The absorbed heat flux depended on the light absorption at different Fermi energies. The gate voltage dependence of the light absorption was obtained by using the Lumerical FDTD software, which changed from \( A=34\% \) at \( E_F=-0.55\text{eV} \) to \( A=60\% \) at \( E_F=-1.0\text{eV} \) for the patterned graphene, as discussed by details in chapter 3.

The bottom part of the detector device was kept at a constant temperature using the boundary condition “temperature” in the software. The initial value of the temperature was put to \( T_0=293.15\text{K} \), and the boundary condition “open boundary” was applied across all the sides of the detector device, except the top and bottom surfaces which means the heat flux can flow inside or outside across the cross-sectional boundary depending on the medium temperature. Thermal contacts were put between graphene, aluminum oxide, and silicon to engineer the heat transfer in the vertical direction. The free tetrahedral meshing for gold and the free triangular meshing for the graphene sheet were applied, which were swept in the vertical direction for the entire geometry.

The time dependent solver with very low relative tolerance of \( 10^{-5} \) was exploited to simulate the time dependent thermoelectric photovoltage across the electrodes for different Fermi levels. The dark and light thermoelectric voltages \( V_{\text{TE,D}} \) and \( V_{\text{TE,L}} \) were obtained in absence and presence of the incident light, respectively. The photo-thermoelectric voltage \( V_{\text{PTE}} \) was then obtained by
subtracting the dark from the light voltage, i.e. \( V_{\text{PTE}} = V_{\text{TE, L}} - V_{\text{TE, D}} \). As seen from Figure 27, the COMSOL simulation results are in excellent agreement with the experimentally derived Seebeck voltage \( V_{\text{PTE}} \) as a function of gate voltage and bias voltage.

![Figure 27: FEM simulation results.](image)

(a) The simulated temperature (top-left) and electrical potential (bottom-left) profiles of the graphene detector at \( E_F = -0.85 \) eV, \( \lambda_{\text{res}} = 8.15 \) μm and \( V_{\text{SD}} = 0.9 \) V. (Right) The temperature and potential as a function of position (X) at a constant Y position. (b) The simulated (left) and measured (right) D.C responsivity of the graphene detector device as a function of Fermi energy for the different bias voltages. (Inset) The light absorption (A) and Seebeck coefficient (S) as a function of Fermi level.

**Comparison of FEM Simulation and Experimental Results**

Taking the mentioned factors into consideration, FEM was used at 295 K using COMSOL software that showed that a net temperature difference of \( \Delta T \sim 4.7 \)K (for the incident light power of 155 nW) where the patterned region has enhanced temperature as can be observed in Fig. 27a.
This $\Delta T$ across the graphene channel gave a photo-thermoelectric voltage $V_{PTE}$ of $\approx 0.44$ mV. During the modeling, the Fermi energy of graphene was kept at -0.8 eV, and a bias voltage $V_{SD} = 0.9$V was used. Due to the biasing, both plasmon-assisted thermoelectric and bolometric effects play a part in to the resultant D.C photoresponse of the graphene channel. In order to investigate only the photo-thermoelectric voltage, a specific measurement strategy was exploited that removed bolometric effects from the signal.

Figure 27a-right shows the simulated profile of $\Delta T$ and $V_{PTE}$ acquired across the graphene channel. It is to be noted that creation of such a large position-dependent $\Delta T$ at room temperature exceeds previously reported numbers by an order of magnitude$[28, 70, 71]$, thereby providing the novelty of the proposed detection concept. A series of FEM simulations were done to probe the effect of Fermi energy and bias voltage on the photo-thermoelectric signal (Figure 27b-left). It can be seen that by enhancing the bias voltage, the hot-carriers transport increases substantially such that $V_{PTE}$ amplifies due to efficient carrier collection at the contacts. However, the maximum amount of this bias voltage is restricted by the breakdown electrical current density of graphene$[210]$ which in this case is $12$ A/cm$^2$, hence, $0.9$ V was selected as the upper limit for the bias voltage for an active graphene detector area of $2000 \mu m^2$. Interestingly, for any bias voltage, as the Fermi level of the graphene channel is enhanced from -0.55 eV to -0.8 eV, the photo-thermoelectric voltage amplified and then reduces for higher Fermi energies. This can be interpreted as follows: as demonstrated in Figure 27b-right (inset), the dependence of the light absorption $A(E_F)$ and Seebeck coefficient $S(E_F)$ as a function of Fermi level show opposite behaviors that finally dictates the value of $V_{PTE}$. As explained earlier, increase in the Fermi level amplifies the light absorption due to the expansion of available states for intraband transition which enhances hot-carrier creation, or $\Delta T$, and also amplifies the electrical conductivity of graphene,
which enhances the Seebeck voltage $V_{\text{PTE}}$; however, the resultant $V_{\text{PTE}}$ is in addition a function of Seebeck coefficient ($V_{\text{PTE}} = S(E_F) \Delta T$) which monotonically reduces with $E_F$. Considering these competing processes effects, there is a trade-off where after a threshold Fermi level ($\sim -0.8 \text{ eV}$), the role of increased $\Delta T$ on $V_{\text{PTE}}$ is negatively impacted by the smaller Seebeck coefficient that results in a reduction in $V_{\text{PTE}}$. Therefore, there is an optimized interval of gate ($V_G$) and bias voltage ($V_{\text{SD}}$) for the best efficiency of the graphene detector associated with maximum $V_{\text{PTE}}$ at a favorite spectral wavelength which can be seen from Figure 27b. The results of the FEM simulations were confirmed by doing experimental measurements to quantify the photo-thermoelectric voltage produced as a function of bias and gate voltages (Figure 27b-right). Photoresponse of the graphene detector was measured by shining the active area with a broadband light source. An optical bandpass filter is exploited to remove other wavelengths outside of the 8-12 $\mu\text{m}$ region from the broadband incident light. In addition, due to the fact that the Fermi energies of the patterned and unpatterned graphene are approximately same, the contribution from the photovoltaic effect to the photoresponse is negligible [51]. The experimental diagrams are in a very good agreement with the simulated results, which proves that the measured signal generates from the Seebeck effect.

**D.C photoresponse**

**D.C Photo-thermoelectric Voltage Measurement**

For a constant gate voltage, a D.C bias voltage ($V_{\text{SD}}$) was used across the source-drain (SD) electrodes and the resultant current $I_1 = I_B + I_{\text{TE}}$ and $I_2 = -I_B + I_{\text{TE}}$ were measured for applied voltage $\pm V_{\text{SD}}$, where $I_B$ is the electrical current created by the bias voltage and $I_{\text{TE}}$ is the thermoelectric current ($I_{\text{TE}} = (I_1+I_2)/2$. This thermoelectric current was obtained in dark ($I_{\text{TE-D}}$) and in the presence of mid-IR light ($I_{\text{TE-L}}$). Any contribution related to the bolometric effect is
independent of the polarity of the applied bias voltage, which was thereby omitted in the $I_{\text{TE-L}}$ calculation. Therefore, the photo-thermoelectric current and voltage can be obtained as $I_{\text{PTE}} = I_{\text{TE-L}} - I_{\text{TE-D}}$ and, $V_{\text{PTE}} = R_G I_{\text{PTE}}$ where $R_G$ is the graphene channel electrical resistance, respectively. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 28.

![Circuit diagram of the D.C measurement.](image)

**Figure 28: Circuit diagram of the D.C measurement.**

(a) The schematic of the circuits used to measure the D.C currents correspond to the bias voltages with opposite polarities. (b) The circuit used to measure D.C response.

**Functionality of the D.C Responsivity**

The room temperature D.C behavior of the detector was determined by the responsivity ($\mathcal{R}_{\text{D.C}} = V_{\text{PTE}} / P_{\text{inc}}$) for different bias voltages ($V_{\text{SD}}$) and substrate temperatures ($T_S$), where $P_{\text{inc}}$ is the incident IR power after bandpass filter. So far, the largest reported responsivity at room temperature for the graphene-based detectors is 10V/W [71], where a photo-thermoelectric process was excited by applying different metal electrodes on monolayer graphene. In comparison, the largest responsivity obtained in my work is $2.9 \times 10^3$ V/W, as shown in Figure 29, which is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the previous reports. Figure 29a demonstrates the combined bolometric and the photo-thermoelectric response where the total responsivity enhances by 30% above the photo-thermoelectric mechanism alone. The responsivity follows the identical
behavior as $V_{\text{PTE}}$ and scales linearly with the inserted bias voltage for both thermoelectric and combined thermoelectric-bolometric photoresponses (Figure 29b).

![Graph showing D.C responsivity versus gate voltage and detector temperature](image)

**Figure 29: The trend of D.C responsivity.**

(a) D.C responsivity resulted from photo-thermoelectric (red) and combined photo-thermoelectric and bolometric (blue) effects as a function of gate voltage (Fermi energy) at room temperature and $V_{SD} = 0.5$ V. (b) D.C responsivity of the detector as a function of bias voltage for gate voltage, $V_G = -1.3$ V. (c) D.C responsivity as a function of detector temperature for gate voltage, $V_G = -1.2$ V. (d) The figure of merits, noise equivalent power (NEP) and specific detectivity ($D^*$) of the half-patterned graphene detector as a function of the detector temperature. (B stands for Bolometric, and PTE means Photo-thermoelectric)

Next, the role of ambient temperature on the photoresponse of the photodetector was probed, where $\mathcal{R}(V_G)$ curves were measured at normal temperature intervals within the range of 80 – 320 K. As the temperature is lowered, the responsivity diminishes as demonstrated in Figures 29c. This is opposite to the bolometers where cooling enhances responsivity[21, 70, 202]. In the proposed detector device, the light absorption is approximately independent of temperature, in other words, the hot-carrier production and subsequent generation of $\Delta T$ remains unaffected by the temperature of the detector. However, the Seebeck coefficient of graphene reduces as the
temperature is decreased (Figure 29c); as a result, for the same $\Delta T$, the value of $V_{PTE}$ diminishes gradually from 320 K to 80 K. Therefore, the responsivity of the detector weakens as the temperature is decreased which provides additional proof that Seebeck effect is certainly the predominant phenomenon in the proposed detection mechanism.

**Noise Equivalent Power**

NEP is another important factor of a photodetector where a smaller NEP value is attributed to larger sensitivity of a detector [67, 68]. NEP is obtained by measuring the noise spectral density ($S_n$) and the responsivity (NEP = $S_n / \mathcal{R}$) of the photodetector for different sample temperatures (Figure 29d). Usually, thermal photodetectors suffer from large NEP at room temperature which is the reason they are cooled for better efficiency [21]. In contrast, as demonstrated in Figure 29d the proposed photodetector shows the lowest NEP at room temperature and an enhance in NEP is observed upon decreasing the sample temperature. The NEP of the present photodetector (~ 7 pW/Hz$^{1/2}$) is more than one order of magnitude smaller than thermal photodetectors[21, 70] which demonstrates its superiority as an uncooled, room-temperature mid-IR photodetector. The specific detectivity ($D^*$) is obtained by the NEP and the detector active area (A) as $D^* = \sqrt{A/NEP}$ [cm $\sqrt{HZ/W}$] or [Jones]). The maximum $D^*$ at $E_F$=-0.8 eV and $V_{SD}$= 0.9 V is found to be 1.1x10$^9$ Jones (Figure 29d) which clearly surpass all graphene-based MIR photodetectors reported earlier [20, 21, 28, 31, 33, 70-72, 146, 199-203, 211].

**A.C photoresponse**

**A.C Photoresponse Measurement**

The circuit design for A.C photoresponse is demonstrated in Figure 30. In the measurement setup the detector device was put in front of a broadband blackbody source with a 8 – 12 $\mu$m
bandpass filter in between. The Fermi energy of graphene was kept constant by applying a fixed gate voltage. First, a sinusoidal bias voltage with a positive offset of 0.25 V was used in the dark mode to the source – drain electrodes. Due to this time dependent bias, an A.C voltage was induced across resistor $R_2$ that was at the same frequency as the inserted bias voltage $[V_{SD+}^{dark} = 0.25 + \sin(2\pi f)]$.

![Circuit diagram](image)

**Figure 30: Circuit design of the AC measurement.**

The voltage across $R_2$ was measured by using a lock-in-amplifier. In the next step, in the presence of incident light, the voltage across $R_2$ $[V_{SD+}^{light}]$ was recorded. The A.C photovoltage was obtained by taking the difference $[V_{SD+}^{PV} = V_{SD+}^{light} - V_{SD+}^{dark}]$. The voltage $V_{SD+}^{PV}$ comprises the photoresponse from both photo-thermoelectric and photoconductive processes. Therefore, similar to the D.C responsivity measurement mechanism, in order to remove the photoconductive contribution the A.C photovoltage $[V_{SD+}^{PV}]$ was recorded for a negative offset bias voltage and the subtraction $V_{SD+}^{PV} - V_{SD-}^{PV}$ gives the A.C photo-thermoelectric voltage which is shown in Figure 31.
Nanopatterning Effects on the Photoresponse

To further illustrate the effect of LSPs in hot carrier generation and how the proposed asymmetric system excels in producing a high responsivity detector, I compare the A.C photoresponse of three detectors that were designed with (i) half-patterned, (ii) full-patterned and (iii) unpatterned graphene channels, respectively.

Figure 31: The effect of nanopatterning and the response time.

(a) The schematic demonstrates the A.C photocurrent for different measurement cases. (b) A.C responsivity values of the half-patterned (red), full-patterned (green) and unpatterned (blue) graphene photodetectors for the positive (solid) and negative (dashed) offsets (0.25 V) at circuit frequency \( f = 20\text{Hz} \). (c) A.C responsivity values as a function of circuit frequency for \( V_G = -2\text{V} \). The crosshair demonstrated in dashed lines corresponds to the cut-off frequency.

I claim that for the unpatterned and full-patterned detectors, the photoresponse essentially generated from the bolometric effect. In addition, due to the symmetric design of the unpatterned and full-patterned detectors, it is predicted that the polarity of bias voltage should not change the photoresponse. In the opposite way, due to the asymmetric design of the half-patterned detector, a
bias voltage in the direction of $\Delta T$ supports the collection of hot-carriers compared to the opposite direction bias. For the zero-bias situation, the asymmetric case is predicted to generate a finite photoresponse, however, the symmetric devices should give zero photoresponse due to the omnidirectional scattering of hot carriers. Figure 31a schematically shows my hypotheses that were examined by the following measurements. The experimentally recorded responsivity at $f = 20$Hz demonstrated in Figure 31b proves the working hypothesis. The full-patterned detector device demonstrated larger responsivity than the unpatterened case, which is attributed to the amplified infrared absorption. On the other hand, the half-patterned device generated significantly larger responsivity created from higher $\Delta T$ across the graphene channel. Moreover, it can be found that the polarity of bias voltage has essential role on the responsivity of the half-patterned detector device unlike the symmetric full-patterned and unpatterened devices. As mentioned earlier, the positive bias condition (source voltage: 0 to 0.5V) helps the drift of the hot-carriers (holes) generated on the patterned region towards the drain (ground), whereas in the negative bias mode (source voltage: 0 to -0.5 V), the flow of holes unto the drain (ground) is banned gives rise to lowered responsivity as shown in Figure 31b.

**Response Time**

The time response of the half-patterned detector was recorded to characterize the operational bandwidth. Due to the ultrafast Dirac plasmonic excitation and moreover charge transport in monolayer graphene, an ultrafast photoresponse is predicted [48]. Since, light modulation by using a mechanical chopping mechanism was not a doable technique for high speed measurements, I pursued an alternate approach to study the A.C photoresponse by electronic modulation of the source-drain bias voltage, as discussed in the previous section with a circuit frequency from 200 Hz to 100 MHz. The corresponding A.C responsivity as a function of circuit
frequency is demonstrated in Figure 31c. I observed a steady responsivity up to 8 MHz corresponding to a 3dB cut-off response time of $\tau_{res}=125$ ns. It is important to mention that the measured response time is larger than the Dirac plasmon lifetime ($\sim 10^{-15}$ sec) and is restricted by the capacitance of the external measurement circuitry [67].

**Single-pixel imaging**

The proposed asymmetric graphene detector device is a multispectral gate voltage tunable infrared detector. This opens up the possibility for making an uncooled multi-pixel infrared camera with a performance comparable to the commercial cooled cameras. To demonstrate the real performance of the photodetector, a single-pixel imaging method [212] was exploited to image a Pegasus and UCF logo made on a sapphire substrate. A special measurement setup was used for the single-pixel imaging, as shown in Figure 32. The results in greyscale are demonstrated in Figure 33 for different gate voltages. As mentioned earlier, the photo-thermoelectric voltage is a decreasing function of gate voltage ($V_G > -1.5$ V) or $E_F$ ($E_F > -0.8$ V). The resultant image contrast from the single-pixel photodetector is a function of the gate voltage, as shown in Figure 33 that validates the active tuning ability of the proposed graphene photodetector.

![Figure 32: Single-pixel imaging.](image)

(a) The schematic of the single-pixel imaging setup. (b) The results of imaging.
**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this chapter demonstrates a distinguished room temperature photodetection mechanism using 2D monolayer graphene that is feasible by the interaction between several physical phenomena: (i) tunable amplified infrared absorption provided by localized Dirac plasmonic excitations, (ii) graphene carrier mobility engineering and (iii) excitation of asymmetric hot carriers and resultant electronic photo-thermoelectric process. The unprecedented asymmetric graphene channel design made generation of high temperature gradient possible ($\Delta T \sim 4.7K$, $P_{in} = 155$ nW) which is essential to the notable photoresponse. I recognized different processes contributing to the photoresponse and mentioned conclusive proofs that the ultrafast ($\tau_{res} \sim 100$ ns), high responsivity (2900 V/W) and high $D^* \sim 1.1 \times 10^9$ Jones are attributed to the photo-thermoelectric effect. The usage of CVD-grown monolayer graphene as the active material of the infrared detector, provides scalability to focal plane arrays vital for lightweight, high responsivity, uncooled and low cost LWIR infrared cameras. In addition, my photodetector design and selection of constituent materials favor direct integration with the developed silicon based ROIC, unlike other mechanisms using polymers or materials that require heterojunction epitaxial growth on specific substrates for working. The proposed frequency-tunable graphene photodetector not only presents spectroscopic detection but also pave the path towards dynamic multi-spectral imaging in the infrared region, which is absent in the present infrared imaging technologies.
CHAPTER 5:
SURFACE PLASMON EXCITATION ON QUASI-3D NANOSTRUCTURES


Introduction

Subwavelength metal-dielectric resonators are excellent tools to enhance the light-matter interaction or control the phase of forward or backward scattering via local plasma oscillations [10, 17]. This is a direct result of enhancement of electric field at the surface plasmon resonance frequency which inherently depends on metal and dielectric optical properties and the geometry of the system [1, 24]. Such a unique properties offer a rich and broad gamut of applications, such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [161], biosensing [213], and flat optics [10, 17]. Furthermore, these systems also allow fundamental physics study and understanding, such as cavity quantum electrodynamics [214, 215], energy transfer [216] and superchiral light generation [217]. One of the disadvantages of surface plasmons is the inherent short lifetime resulted in broad resonance spectrum due to the damped electron oscillations in the metals [158, 218]. Coupling of plasmonic structures to the systems with narrow resonances is one route to reduce the resonance bandwidth which has been achieved by optical cavity coupling [6, 11, 23, 161], free space coupling [219, 220], higher order plasmon resonance coupling [221], and coupling to Fano resonances [222].

Out of these methods, the photonic cavity resonant coupling has shown many interesting phenomena such as amplified spontaneous emission [223], plasmon-cavity mode splitting [6, 7, 224], narrowband infrared radiation source [225], and efficient light trapping for solar cells [226, 227]. All of
these were based on excitation of natural plasmon resonance and its coherent interaction with the cavity. Prior works theoretically showed perfect absorption in coupled metal/dielectric systems [228-230].

Here, a cavity-assisted surface plasmon excitation on hole/disk array has been used to trap the incident photons which subsequently get absorbed as plasma loss. We show that the extraordinary transmission through the hole-disk system leads to ‘funneling’ of photons when coupled with an optical cavity. The cavity-induced and geometrically tunable funneling of photons through a subwavelength aperture (λ >> diameter(D)) leads to complete light absorption. This cavity-coupled hole-disk array behaves as a multi-resonance system in the other two wavelength regimes (λ ~ D and λ << D) as reported in our earlier works [6, 161] which was based on excitation of natural plasmon resonance in the visible spectral range (0.5-1.2 µm) and its coherent interaction with the cavity, the physics of which is completely different compared to the present manuscript. However, in the subwavelength regime (λ >> D) the complimentary aperture pair, a hole and disk, when driven in-phase by the cavity to excite cavity-induced hybrid surface plasmons funnels ~100% of the incident photons through the subwavelength aperture. For given disk and aperture dimensions, the peak absorption wavelength is tunable across a wide spectral range with the cavity phase.

There are two types of interaction between the optical cavity mode and the plasmonic mode. The first interaction type is related to the natural plasmonic modes of the hole-disk array which happens in the visible-near infrared wavelength regime where LSPR depends solely on the geometrical parameters of the array. The coherent interaction of the plasmonic and cavity modes hybridizes resonance mode and splits the absorption peak frequency [6, 11, 12, 161]. Another interaction happens far from the natural LSPR, imposed by the fundamental cavity resonant mode which depends on the cavity phase [217]. Placing the disk array in the antinodes locations of the cavity excites the surface plasmon via the spatial coupling between these two modes. Since the frequency of the trapped light excites the localized surface plasmon
on the disk array, the LSP mode temporally coupled in-phase to the cavity mode. This strong coupling of the cavity and LSP mode and the very narrow bandwidth of the fundamental cavity resonance induces spectral narrowing of the perfect absorption of light [3].

At present all cooled and uncooled mid-IR detectors being “bucket” detectors generate integrated spectral images in binary color formats (choices of any two pseudo colors) eliminating the spectral information. Also, the narrowband infrared absorption spectroscopy has proven to be a very important tool in the detection and identification of airborne chemicals where pattern recognition is used as a post processing step to compare the infrared spectrum of library molecules against the infrared spectra of airborne contaminants [8, 231]. Present broadband detectors are not sensitive enough to perform low concentration chemical detection from IR radiation. In particular, detection sensitivity of microbolometer arrays operating in the mid-IR region is limited by the black-body radiation limit. To date very little research work has been performed on frequency selective uncooled devices. In this context the proposed narrowband absorber paves the path for frequency selective detection of infrared radiation. In order to demonstrate the feasibility, we designed and fabricated 3 spectrally de-tuned detectors and reported as a separate publication [9, 232].

**Light coupling**

Quasi-3D Nanostructure Design

A 3D cartoon of the cavity-coupled hole-disk system is shown in Figure 33a. The square array of hole-disk has a period P, diameter D and the separation between the hole-array and disk-array is RD (relief-depth). The height of the cavity, measured from the surface of mirror at the bottom to the top hole-array is C. The thickness of gold for the hole and disk array is kept constant at 30 nm, and for back mirror it is kept constant (200 nm) as shown in Figure 33b. The cavity spacer dielectric has refractive index of 1.56. The absorption spectrum of the tri-layer system is shown in Figure 33c for the parameters P = 1.14.
µm, D = 0.76 µm, RD = 280 nm and C = 0.87 µm. A cross-sectional electric field in the structure at the resonance wavelength (λ = 4.4 µm) is shown in the inset of Figure 33c. The underlying mechanism of absorption can be understood by analyzing the resonant coupling between the constituents in the structure, namely hole-disk coupling, disk-disk coupling and moreover, the cavity and disk-array coupling. Cavity-coupled disk array absorbs less than 10% of incident light, as shown in Figure 33c which highlights the role of hole-disk coupling in the photon trapping. The angular response of the absorber using rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) approach and experimental measurement shows the perfect absorption up to θ_{inc}= 45° has less than 20% change [232].

**Figure 33:** The light absorption of the quasi-3D nanostructure.

(a) 3D (b) cross-sectional (unit cell) schematics of the cavity-coupled hole-disk system. (c) Simulated (FDTD) light absorption in the cavity-coupled hole-disk array of period P = 1.14 µm, side D = 0.76 µm, C = 870 nm and relief depth RD = 280 nm. Inset: Computed electric field distribution inside the structure at resonance.
The Effect of Quality Factor of the Optical Cavity

Since the surface plasmon on the disk array is excited by the fundamental cavity resonant mode, its spectral bandwidth depends on the FWHM of the optical cavity. Higher Q-factor of the cavity induces narrower absorption bandwidth. To show the role of cavity in the narrowing of the bandwidth, we simulated the absorber system for different back mirror thicknesses (0-20 nm). As shown in Figures 34a-c, with the decrease in the back-mirror thickness, the Q of the cavity reduces, resulting in both higher FWHM and reflection.

**Figure 34:** The optical properties of the cavity and metasurface.

(a) The reflection spectra as a function of wavelength and thickness of back mirror. (b) The reflection spectra for different back-mirror thicknesses as indicated in (a) by the dashed lines. (c) The Q factor of the cavity-coupled absorber as a function of the back-mirror thickness. (d) The phase shift of the transmitted electric field through the disk array.

Figure 34d shows the phase shift of the transmitted light imposed by the disk array from FDTD simulation. Most of the radiated energy from the disk in the upward direction is reflected back from the hole-array, due to the subwavelength hole diameter, which acquires a phase shift of
\[ \Delta \varphi \approx \pi \] during reflection [6]. The reflected field by passing through the disk array gathers another phase shift (\( \varphi_{disk} \)) like Figure 34d. It means the reflected field acquires a total phase of \( \varphi_{ref} = 2\varphi_{disk} + \pi \) which is in-phase with the downward radiation (\( \varphi_{trans} = \varphi_{disk} \)) over the spectral bandwidth \( \lambda = 3 \, \mu m - 5 \, \mu m \), \( \varphi_{disk} \approx \pi \) resulting in constructive interference (\( \varphi_{ref} = \varphi_{disk} + 2\pi \)) and the transmission peak (blue) as seen in Figure 35a.

![Figure 35: The dispersion of the optical cavity.](image)

(a) The light transmission of a 30 nm thick film without pattern (red), with subwavelength hole (green) and coupled hole-disk (blue) arrays. The black diagram shows the absorption of coupled hole-disk array. (b) FDTD predicted change in absorption as a function of wavelength and cavity length of the system for same system parameters as given in (a). The line cut (white, dotted line) represents the plot in Fig.1(c). (c, d, e) Cartoons depict the reason for red-shift of resonant absorption peak as a function of cavity height. Strength of excited charges on the disk as a function of its depth in the cavity, excitation is strongest at the antinode (shown in d) in the center of the optical cavity corresponding to first cavity mode. [T – Transmission and A – Absorption, H-Hole Array, D-Disk Array, H/D-Hole-Disk Array, U-Unpatterned]

### The Dispersion of the Optical Cavity

To understand the origin of the narrow band absorption in the cavity-coupled hole-disk array, first, it is imperative to understand the mechanism of light funneling into the cavity through the cavity-
uncoupled subwavelength hole-disk array. The light transmission of unpatterned gold film (red), the hole array (green), the light transmission (blue) and absorption (black) of the hole-disk array is shown in Figure 35a. While the light transmission of a 30 nm thick flat gold film is less than 1\% and for hole array is 7\% at 3-9 µm, the hole-disk array has a transmission peak of 23 \% at 4.4µm and absorption stays constant ~5\% throughout the chosen wavelength range. It is well-known that an array of subwavelength holes has an intrinsic extraordinary transmission of light compared to apertures of same dimensions predicted by aperture theory and larger than planar metal film of same thickness, which is attributed to the excitation of surface plasmons on the edges of the holes and subsequent reradiation on the other side [233, 234]. In mid-IR spectral region, in absence of natural plasmons, a perforated metal surface supports bounded surface waves or spoof plasmons to couple the incident light to the metal and create localized charges around the holes [235, 236]. In this coupled hole/disk system these localized charges on the hole create complimentary charge oscillations on the disk which can radiate light more efficiently compared to the hole. This is a direct result of electric dipole moment of the disk-array at resonance wavelength which is stronger than hole-array due to the higher charge concentration and longer lifetime of plasmons on the isolated disks (hence less number of channels for radiation and resistive loss decay) [1, 24, 237].

The extraordinary transmission of the hole-disk array when coupled to a photonic cavity enables efficient coupling of light further. The simulated (FDTD) absorption spectrum as a function of cavity length and wavelength is shown in Figure 35b for parameters P = 1.140 µm, D = 0.760 µm and RD = 280 nm. The predicted first order (m = 1) Fabry-Perot cavity mode (C = mλ/2n_eff) corresponding to a simple planar cavity (magenta) has been plotted on top of the FDTD simulation. The presence of the disk array in the cavity not only adds an extra phase to the original cavity response, but also enhances the coupling of incident light even further. These roles of the hole-array are explained in detail below.
The deviation of the resonant absorption wavelength of the cavity-coupled hole-disk array from that of a simple cavity (Figure 35a magenta plot) is due to the accrued extra phase-shift in presence of the disk-array inside the cavity [10, 23].

**Figure 36: Loss process in the cavity-coupled hole-disk system.**

FDTD predicted (a) E-field, (b) H-field, (c) current distribution on the disk clearly shows the current drift towards the edges due to the electric (FE) and magnetic (FB) forces and (d) power loss distribution. (e) Schematic of charge distribution on the disk and corresponding electric (FE) and magnetic (FB) forces due to the coupling and the resultant shift of the charges to the edges of the disks.

For the cavity resonance to exist, there must be an electric field antinode at $C_0/2$ or $\lambda/(4n_{\text{eff}})$ height in the cavity, where $n_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective refractive index of the cavity spacer in presence of surface plasmon sets the optical cavity length ($C_0$) shorter than the length of physical cavity ($C$). In this position, there is cavity-assisted surface plasmon excitation on the disk array [217]. For a constant RD, when the cavity length is increased, the disk-array passes through the position of enhanced electric field in the center of the cavity, introducing large phase shift due to stronger electron plasma oscillations and red-shifts the total response. As the cavity height becomes much larger than RD, this phase shift becomes comparatively low and the response of the two systems asymptotically converges (in Figure 35b for $C>2\mu m$). This is pictorially represented in Figure 35c-e. The light absorption of the cavity-coupled hole-disk array is near unity in the
shaded region (Figure 35a-b), which corresponds to the resonance wavelength of the hole-disk array. As mentioned above, the presence of the disk-array in the cavity red-shifts the resonance by excitation of charge oscillations on the surface. These oscillations are further enhanced when the position of disk-array is close to \( C_d/2 \) (antinode). This enhancement in the excited surface charges is coupled back to the upper hole-array strengthening the charge oscillations that are already present. This effect leads to artificial enhancement of the light coupling into the cavity. The presence of the cavity also dictates strict phase-matching condition for the complete absorption of light and hence the resulting bandwidth is very narrow (\( \Delta \lambda/\lambda_{\text{res}} \approx 0.062 \), FWHM=270 nm at \( \lambda_{\text{res}} = 4.4 \mu\text{m} \)).

**Loss Mechanism**

To understand the location of the losses in the cavity-coupled hole-disk array, full-vectorial simulation of Maxwell’s equations is carried out and the electric field, magnetic field and current distribution on the surface of disk array are shown in Figures 36a-c, respectively for x-polarized light. As shown in these figures, due to the small lattice constant of disk array and edge-to-edge distance, charges on any disk element experience diagonal electric and adjacent magnetic forces. In addition, the charge oscillations on the disk also experience the charge oscillations on the hole due to strong hole-disk coupling as seen from the electric field distribution in Figure 33c (inset). This combination of in-phase forces split the excited micro-currents on the disks to the edges. The surface plasma oscillations decay due to the resistive loss and hot-carrier generation due to Landau damping [1, 29, 158, 218] which are responsible for the complete absorption of the incident light. The coupled hole-disk array functions like a two-element optical antenna and induces extraordinary transmission through the sub-wavelength hole/disk array where the transmission efficiency depends on the coupling strength. The hole/disk coupling strength enhances further in presence of the cavity inducing 100% coupling of the incident photons to the coupled system and zero back reflection. The edge current density on the hole-disk (\( J \)) array generates an Ohmic loss \( P = J \cdot E \),
where $E$ is the electric field and $P$ is the power loss. This power loss is responsible for the light absorption, as shown in Figure 36d. Figure 36e pictorially demonstrates the creation of microcurrent.

**Experimental results**

Due to the plasmonic nature of the resonance, the resonant absorption wavelength scales as a function of hole/disk size, as shown in Figure 37.

![Figure 37: Characterization and measurement results](image)

(a) SEM images for five cavity-coupled absorbers with periods ($P = 1.1$, 1.14, 1.6, 1.66 and 1.74µm in frames A-E) with diameter to period ratio is kept constant ($D/P = 0.6$). Inset shows the cross section of the quasi-3D structure. (b) Measured absorption spectra for the periods shown in part (a) along with simulated spectra for each pattern.

The proposed system is fabricated following a simple large area nanoimprinting technique. A PDMS stamp is embossed against a photoresist (SU-8) layer spin coated on a glass substrate coated with optically thick (200 nm) gold mirror and followed by 2 hours UV-exposure and one-hour post exposure bake ($T= 95^\circ C$). This step forms the hole-array impression on SU-8 which further serves as the dielectric spacer ($C=870nm$)
in the cavity. The blanket e-beam deposition of thin layer (30 nm) of gold completes the simple fabrication process. The deposited gold forms the top perforated hole pattern on the raised region of the polymer imprint and the bottom disk array in the recessed region. Figure 37a shows the SEM images of five such representative systems with varied hole/disk diameter for constant D/P = (0.60-0.66). The corresponding optical photon capture via absorption measurements using a microscope-coupled FTIR (Hyperion 1000-Vertex 80, Bruker Inc.) along with FDTD simulation predictions appear in Figure 37b. As predicted, near 100% of the incident radiation is captured which is geometrically tunable.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this chapter demonstrates a unique cavity phase driven perfect absorption based on hybrid plasmons induced extraordinary transmission through a subwavelength complementary aperture array producing a light funneling effect for three-dimensional noble metals. Photonic microcavity coupling of a subwavelength hole-disk array, a two-element metal/dielectric composite structure with enhanced extraordinary transmission, leads to 100% coupling of incident light to the cavity system and subsequent absorption. This light-funneling process arises from the temporal and spatial coupling of the broadband localized surface plasmon resonance on the coupled hole-disk array and the photonic modes of the optical cavity, which induces spectral narrowing of the perfect absorption of light. The cavity-phase driven and geometrically tunable photon capture and absorption when couple with a large area nanoimprinting based low cost fabrication process, opens up a new way of enhancing light-matter interactions for practical applications like frequency selective infrared detection, bio-sensing, light harvesting, etc.
CHAPTER 6: PLASMON-ASSISTED MID-INFRARED PHOTODETECTION USING 3D NOBLE METALS


**Introduction**

As mentioned in the previous chapters, surface plasmon is collective oscillation of electrons on metal-insulator interface excited by an electromagnetic wave; the surface plasmons can be either in the SPP or LSP mode [238, 239]. The fundamental order of LSP, the dipolar excitation, has the highest strength and its properties, i.e. resonance frequency and lifetime, are determined by the particle polarizability and lattice sum which depend on the metal/insulator dielectric functions and the geometrical parameters [12, 237, 240, 241]. This dependence gives a way to control and tailor the surface plasmon resonances to desired frequencies. Surface plasmons have the potential to be used in integrated photonic circuits [238, 242], SERS measurements [237], flat optics [10], hot-electron injected sensors [238, 242] and metamaterials with properties such as near-zero [243], negative [244] and hyperbolic [245] index of refraction. The prime difficulty in bringing these concepts to full-fledged applications is the large plasmon decay rate mainly due to the finite metal conductivity that decreases the lifetime of the excited surface plasmon and induce losses in the form of heat dissipation [246, 247]. For a long time, this loss was considered to be a major limiting factor in realization of plasmonic devices but later this very loss is used as a benefit. The narrowband perfect light absorption has been shown theoretically and experimentally through critical coupling by resonant plasmonic systems [7, 229, 248-256]. Devices, which use narrowband
plasmonic absorbers, were demonstrated for perfect metamaterial absorbers [257], spatial modulators [240, 258] and narrowband infrared detection [8, 9, 65, 66, 259-267].

In this chapter, I extend further on to the use of lossy plasmons as a mechanism of “color” sensing in infrared frequency domain by virtue of bolometric principle [65, 66]. I propose quasi 3D plasmonic crystal consisting of vertically-separated complementary nanohole and nanodisk arrays coupled to an optical cavity. The general behavior of this complex system is determined by the interaction of optical cavity modes, spoof plasmonic excitation on the perforated film [235, 236], hybrid plasmonic excitation on the disk array and vertical/horizontal coupling of the metallic dipolar elements, as explained by details in our previous work [240]. The purpose of exploiting mid-IR plasmon is increasing the absorption in a very small volume (low thermal mass) of the device, resulted in lower noise and higher output signal [236, 268]. The geometric nature of this plasmonic crystal “funnels” the light through the subwavelength holes coupled to the disk array by exciting hybrid plasmon, which is dissipated in the form of resistive loss resulting from induced micro-currents on the edge of dipole elements (holes and disks). Surface patterning with a superlattice to sense the power dissipation with external biasing circuitry show promising results with very high spectral selectivity and response time. A 3 dB response time of 100 μs is measured, which outperforms present microbolometer’s typical response time of 10-15 ms [266, 267, 269]. The frequency selective infrared absorption spectroscopy has proven to be a very important tool in the detection and identification of airborne chemicals by comparing infrared light absorption in presence and absence of airborne contaminants. The geometrical tunability and narrow bandwidth of the light absorption not only determines the contaminants, but also their concentration. At present both cooled and uncooled mid-IR detectors are being broadband “bucket” detectors generate integrated spectral response. Such broadband detectors are not accurate enough to
perform narrow-band low concentration chemical detection from IR radiation [266, 270-273]. There are quite a few IR detector concepts at the research level which are potential candidates for frequency selective detectors [252, 274, 275]. The proposed quasi-3D plasmonic absorber possesses inherent frequency selective detection capability paving the path towards low cost room temperature infrared “color” photon detection with high signal to noise ratio when packaged into a commercial detector architecture. The optical response of the proposed nanodevice is independent of the light polarization and angle of incidence; moreover, nanoimprinting based simple, large area and low-cost fabrication technique makes this detector realizable for the practical applications [4, 9].

**Quasi-3D plasmonic crystal “light funnel”**

**Nanostructure Design**

Figure 38a-top schematically illustrates the proposed plasmonic crystal and the corresponding light funneling phenomenon. The quasi-3D imprinted surface is composed of a subwavelength perforated film and its complementary disk array with period P and diameter D, separated from the film by RD coupled to an optical cavity with thickness L. The composite system functions like a “light funnel” as can be observed from the 3D FDTD simulation of energy flow, represented by the Poynting vector in Fig. 1(a-bottom). The simulation results show that the plane-wave incident on the top surface collapses into the subwavelength aperture like a liquid flow through a mechanical funnel, resulting in perfect capture of the incident photons at the resonance wavelength $\lambda_{res} = 4.4 \, \mu m$ for $P = 1.14 \, \mu m$, $D = 0.760 \, \mu m$, $RD = 0.28 \, \mu m$ and $L = 0.87 \, \mu m$. A close correlation is observed between the simulated (solid black) and measured (solid purple) absorption spectra shown in Figure 38b. In order to understand the origin of the light funneling, transmission
spectra of the constituent perforated film (dashed blue) and the coupled hole-disk arrays (solid blue) are overlaid in Figure 38b. Further, analytical CDA (black dashed line) is plotted in Figure 38b. The good agreement of the experiment, FDTD simulation and CDA approach validates the underlying physics of the light absorption spectrum which is the temporal and spatial interaction of the coupled electric dipole arrays and the Fabry-Perot modes of the cavity as described in detailed in our separate publication [240, 276].

![Figure 38: Cavity-coupled quasi-3D plasmonic crystal “Light Funnel”.](image)

(a) schematic illustration (top) and computed (bottom) 3D pointing vector of the incident radiation ($\lambda_{res} = 4.4 \, \mu m$). (b) Predicted transmission of the hole-array (dashed-blue) and hole-disk array (blue) through the subwavelength hole and hole-disk array of period $P = 1.14 \, \mu m$, diameter $D = 0.76 \, \mu m$ and relief depth $RD = 280 \, nm$. The absorption with full-wave electromagnetic simulation (black) of the cavity-coupled system along with the analytical coupled dipole approximation (CDA) prediction (black-dotted) have been overlaid for comparison for cavity thickness $L = 0.87 \, \mu m$ ($\lambda_{res}=4.4 \, \mu m$). The corresponding experimental verification of absorption is plotted in (purple).
Angular Optical Response

The light funneling effect is almost angle independent over a wide angle of incident which can be seen from the RCWA simulation as well as experimental measurement in Figure 39a (top and bottom respectively). The angle dependent absorption measurement is carried out in an IR integrating sphere setup which is susceptible to noise and requires long integration times for reliable data collection. Hence, a sample with larger cavity thickness \( L = 1.040 \, \mu m, \lambda_{res} = 4.8 \, \mu m \) is chosen so the resonance is away from the carbon dioxide absorption line \( (\lambda_{CO2} \sim 4.4 \, \mu m) \) to remove a major noise source by design.

**Figure 39: Angular optical response and power loss.**

Structural parameters for study of angle dependence of resonance wavelength: \( P=1140nm, D=760nm, C=1040nm \) and \( \lambda_{res} = 4.8 \, \mu m, \theta^\circ = 0 \). (a) (top) Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) prediction and (bottom) experimentally measured angular absorption of the plasmonic crystal (b) Current density \( (J) \) (left) and loss profile of the metal (right) at resonance wavelength.

The plasmonic crystal captures energy with close to 100% efficiency across a wide angular span like a “light funnel”. Beyond a steep angular range (> 60°), due to the change of dipole polarizability and the coupling between elements, a shift in the plasmon excitation wavelength of
the two complementary arrays is observed. Moreover, the change in the effective cavity length detunes the combined resonance and diminishes absorption as analytically and numerically demonstrated in our earlier findings[240]. The good agreement between RCWA prediction and experimental measurement in Figure 39a strongly supports the effectiveness of light funneling over wide angles of incidence.

CST Microwave Studio and FDTD, Lumerical inc. were used for electromagnetic simulations. Dispersion for gold is obtained by fitting Palik’s experimental data [277] with Drude model, and refractive index of SU-8 is considered as 1.56. To accurately perform simulations for the samples, which were fabricated, exact values of diameter and the rounding radius of hole is obtained from SEM images. Angle dependent RCWA simulations were conducted with a custom-built MATLAB script to understand the angle dependent behavior of the structure due to the limitations of FDTD method for oblique angles of incidence. To measure the absorption spectra of the sample for the normal incident light, a 2.5x, 0.07 numerical aperture IR transparent ZnSe objective lens on an optical microscope (Hyperion 1000) coupled to a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Vertex 80, Bruker Corp.) and a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) photodetector was used. Since the MCT photodetector is cryogenically cooled, it offers much higher signal to noise ratio and hence needs lower integration time. This setup is designed just for characterization of normal angle of incidence. In order to quantify the wavelength dependent absorption for non-normal angle of incidence a special gold coated integrating sphere (Bruker Inc.) coupled to a FTIR spectrometer is used. The integrating sphere has its own room temperature bolometer to detect the scattered photons. Since bolometer has higher noise compared to the cryogenic detector, we increased the integration time (10 min) to obtain reflection spectrum with lower noise. Reflection spectra were normalized to a gold mirror with 96% reflectivity over the wavelengths examined.
Plasmon Loss Mechanism

An analysis of the fields inside the composite structure reveals the absorption and subsequent dissipation mechanisms, as shown in Figure 39b. The incident plane-wave induces in-phase charge oscillations, LSP, in the direction of the electric field around the edges of the holes on the top surface, as seen from Figure 39b-left. The near-field coupling induces complementary charge oscillations (coupled LSP) in the disc concentrated around the edges. In the presence of a mirror at a distance $L$ the charge oscillations and the electric dipole magnitude on the disk array are reinforced due to the electric field antinode in the center of the cavity ($L_{\text{eff}} = (2m + 1) \lambda / 2n_{\text{eff}}$). The reinforced charge oscillations on the disc-array in turn increase the near field coupling with the hole-array (positive feedback) leading to the transmission enhancement with 100% coupling efficiency and the funneling behavior of the structure. The strength of the positive feedback depends on two factors- the strength of near field coupling between holes and disk (hence the distance between them) and the position of the disk array in the cavity, i.e., the intensity of electric field ‘seen’ by the disc array. Moreover, the lateral coupling between the disk and hole-array is also important for the high amplitude of absorption. Increase in the distance between elements decreases the coupling between them, which in turn reduces the total absorption in the structure. Increasing the angle effectively reduces the effective pattern period and red shifts the resonance. At the same time, the effective distance between the hole and disk is increased compared to the period, which in turn blue shifts the resonance (dominant effect) and the overall coupling strength diminishes as well. This is verified in Figure 39a-top (angular measurements) and bottom (angle dependent RCWA simulation).

The bulk of the light is absorbed along the edges of hole and disc array as seen from Figure 39b-right and it is important to understand the reason behind this phenomenon. The discs
are part of a lattice composed of discrete elements and the Coulomb interaction with the neighboring discs force the induced charges on the discs to move to the edges but more predominantly to the corners. Counter-propagating LSP on the edges of hole and disk form a magnetic dipole and one pair of hole-disk supports two such magnetic dipoles on opposite edges, as shown in Figure 39b-left. The localized nature of the current density on hole-disc is responsible for the paired magnetic dipoles to incur high Ohmic losses $P = J.E$, where $J$ is the current density; $E$ is the electric field and $P$ is the loss power density). The simulated 3D current distribution is shown in Figure 39b-left which clearly verifies the origin of the photon capture and dissipation on the edges of the hole-disk as observed in Figure 39b-right.

**Light detection**

Detection Circuit

Ideal surface plasmons with zero damping have many interesting properties like near-zero index and infinite phase velocity which are theoretically predicted [278-280] but the translation of these ideas into practical realm is limited due to the inherent losses in metals that are used to fabricate such structures. In most applications, the presence of metal is not desirable due to the loss; however, sensing applications can take advantage of the plasmon damping and plasmon-phonon coupling to sense change in the electrical conductivity. In this proposed system, the change in resistance of the plasmonic crystal due to the absorbed electromagnetic radiation is measured with the help of a DC biasing circuit. Schematic illustration of the circuit is shown in Figures 40a-b. The scanning electron microscopy image of the fabricated super-lattice is shown in Figure 40c. The circuit uses a simple voltage divider scheme to bias the detector, as shown in Figure 40d. The plasmonic film absorbs the incident radiation and produces thermal energy which
in turn manifests in the form of resistance change. The continuous perforated film enables electronic probing of the induced “micro-current” plasmon loss on each nanohole via the weak bias current ($I_B$). The input impedance is increased from a few ohms to kilo-ohm range with the superposition of a serpentine super-lattice pattern to amplify the resistive change ($\Delta R \approx R_D \alpha \Delta T$, where $R_D$ is the detector resistance at room temperature, $\alpha$ is the thermal coefficient of resistance and $\Delta T$ is the induced temperature change due to absorbed radiation) and reduce the background heating (Joule heating [65, 260, 266, 267]) due to the bias current.

**Detector Fabrication**

As seen from the SEM images in Figure 40c, the device consists of the gold serpentine absorber with hole-disk nanopattern supported by a polymer base (SU-8 2000.5). A gold mirror on glass substrate supports the polymer. In this manner, the polymer acts as the cavity dielectric, moreover, the polymer curing process minimizes and makes the absorption in the polymer negligible. Large area (4 mm x 4 mm) square arrays of subwavelength cylindrical depressions were molded onto the surface of a thin layer of a photo curable epoxy (SU-8 2000.5, MicroChem), by pressing the substrate against a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, 10:1 Sylgard 184) mold containing the inverse pattern. The thickness of the epoxy was controlled through the spin-coating process. A gold-coated microscope glass slide served as the substrate. To form the detector super-lattice serpentine pattern, after imprinting, a prolonged UV exposure (30 min) and post exposure bake (95 deg for 60 min) was conducted to make SU-8 fully cross-linked to make it resistant to acetone during subsequent liftoff process. A UV lithography step was performed on top of this imprinted array of holes followed by blanket deposition of gold (~30 nm) and lift-off process to form serpentine layout with contact pads to facilitate electrical measurements. The size of serpentine pattern is 1 mm x 1 mm and width of each line in the serpentine
pattern is 25 \( \mu \text{m} \) for the present design. A conductive silver epoxy is used to attach wires to the contact pads for electrical interfacing with measurement setup.

**Figure 40: Photodetection mechanism.**

(a) 3D cartoon depicting the structure of the detector, (b) upper gold film formatted in the form of a serpentine pattern (superlattice) to form a path with significant resistance and contact pads for interfacing with external biasing circuit (c) SEM image of the fabricated detector with hole-disk nano-pattern and gold film in the form of serpentine pattern and (d) interfacing circuit in voltage divider bias mode (right) as used in the experiments.

The super-lattice pattern plays the important role of enhancing the signal to noise ratio albeit bit reduction (~5%) in overall photon capture efficiency due to the reduction in active area. The plasmonic surface with \( D = 0.760 \ \mu \text{m}, \ P = 1.14 \ \mu \text{m} \) and the gold thickness of 30 nm results in ~4 ohm/mm² resistance which is increased to ~ 7k ohm/mm² with the serpentine pattern with 25 \( \mu \text{m} \) width and 85% duty cycle. The schematic of the measurement circuit is shown in Figure 40b.
**Bolometer performance**

**Responsivity**

The measured photon capture/absorption spectra of three fabricated spectrally selective plasmonic infrared detectors are plotted along with the normalized black body radiation at T = 1200° C in Figure 41a. The spectral detuning of detectors (λ₁ = 4.2 µm, λ₂ = 4.5 µm and λ₃ = 4.8 µm) is achieved through cavity thickness variation (L₁ = 0.760 µm, L₂ = 0.920 µm and L₃ = 1.040 µm) for constant diameter, D = 0.760 µm and period, P = 1.14 µm. The corresponding measured voltage change (ΔVₒ) divided by the respective detector electrical resistance ΔVₒ/Rₘ as a function of bias current for the three narrowband (FWHM ~ 300 nm) frequency selective plasmonic detectors at ambient temperature and pressure are shown in Figure 41b. The signal voltage is normalized with respect to the detector resistance to remove the effect of detector-to-detector resistance variation from the results. The normalized voltage scales according to the absorbed incident power at the absorption wavelength for a given source temperature. Such spectrally resolved detection is not possible with the conventional broadband bucket detectors. A measure of the sensitivity of a radiation sensor is calculated from its NEP. Out of the various noise sources such as photon noise, thermal fluctuation noise, 1/f noise and thermal noise; resistive detector like this one have thermal noise (Johnson noise) as the dominant source of noise which is directly proportional to the square root of the resistance of the sensor [270, 273].

The figure of merit of a detector that considers NEP, detector area (A) and bandwidth (Δf) of operation is specific detectivity \( D_{FS}^* \) (\( D^* = \sqrt{A\Delta f / NEP} \) cm√Hz/W), the suffix ‘FS’ stands for frequency selective in order to distinguish it from the traditional D* of broadband detectors). A Simulink model is developed to solve the heat equations for the current device
architecture to understand its theoretical performance limits and emulate the thermal equations for a given device geometry. It takes geometric parameters of the device, thermal and electrical constants of the constituent materials, incident radiation power and the chopping frequency as the input parameters to generate the time dependent voltage response and time constant.

Figure 41: The bolometer performance.

(a) Normalized black-body spectrum along with frequency selective absorption spectra of three detectors at 4.2 µm (m=1), 4.5 µm (m=2) and 4.8 µm (m=3). (b) Normalized detector output $\Delta V_m/R_m$ for $m = 1$ to 3. Inset shows the absorbed incident power of the detectors at a constant source temperature of 1200°C. The individual detector response follows the absorbed incident power. (c) Predicted (with Simulink model) and measured specific detectivity of the frequency selective detectors. (d) Simulated (dotted blue) and measured (with $3\omega$ method) detector frequency response. The measured 3 dB roll-off indicates a response time of 100 µs.

Detectivity and Response Time

The simulated detectivity and time response are plotted in Figures 41c and 41d, respectively. Thermal noise limited measured detectivity of three detectors as a function of bias current is plotted in Figure 41c. The measured $D_{FS}^*$ of the three frequency-selective plasmonic
detectors closely follow the theoretical limit. The measured frequency selective D* for the present case is not directly comparable to cooled or uncooled broadband IR detectors due to their broadband energy absorption, as the signal and the noise generation processes both depend on the bandwidth [265]. Further, the frequency response of the detector is measured with AC electrical $3\omega$ method [260, 281-283] and is plotted in Figure 41d. A 3 dB response time of 100 µs is measured which outperforms present microbolometers response time of 10-15 ms [266, 267, 269].

Present commercially available suspended Vanadium Oxide (VO$_x$) based microbolometers response time ranges between 6-20 ms (European space agency; FLIR) with the responsivity of 600 kV/W. In addition, ULIS Inc. reported a time response of 2.5 ms which is the record for the commercial high-sensitive room temperature microbolometers. The short surface plasmon life time ($\sim 10^{-15}$s) [238] and extremely fast thermal dissipation ($\sim 10^{-9}$s) [247] due to the ultra-low thermal mass makes plasmonic detectors on the faster side compared to bulk absorption based thermal detectors. Further design optimization with reduction in thermal conductivity based on a suspended detector architecture, partial vacuum seal and electrical noise reduction following well-known commercial IR detector fabrication procedures will drastically improve the present frequency selective plasmonic detector signal to noise ratio (D* $\sim 10^8$ - $10^9$ cm.$\sqrt{Hz}/W$) [270, 271, 273]. The bolometers made from perforated gold on ZnO can reach to the maximum responsivity of $R_{max}$=10 mV/W which is smaller than our value ($R_{max}$=15 mV/W) [249]. Single nanowire-based infrared bolometer is reported to possess the responsivity of $R_{max}$=70 mV/W, but it lacked the spectral tunability. Excitation of plasmon on gold nanowire sitting on SiO$_2$ can increase the $R_{max}$ to 400 mV/W, at the cost of polarization dependency and complex fabrication steps [284]. The proposed detector when fabricated in a suspended architecture can reach to higher responsivity and D*. The predicted responsivity of the suspended proposed microbolometer working at room
temperature is $R_{\text{max}} \approx 1 \text{kV/W} - 10 \text{kV/W}$, $D^* \approx 5 \times 10^7 \text{cmHz}^{1/2} \text{W}^{-1} - 2 \times 10^9 \text{cmHz}^{1/2} \text{W}^{-1}$, while the time constant is $\tau = 0.5 \text{ms} - 1 \text{s}$ for a similar pixel dimension [68, 285, 286].

**Conclusion**

Frequency selective detection of low energy photons is a scientific challenge using natural materials. A hypothetical surface which functions like a light funnel with very low thermal mass in order to enhance photon collection and suppress background thermal noise is the ideal solution to address both low temperature and frequency selective detection limitations of present detection systems. In this chapter, I presented a cavity‐coupled quasi‐three dimensional plasmonic crystal which induces impedance matching to the free space giving rise to extraordinary transmission through the sub‐wavelength aperture array like a “light funnel” in coupling low energy incident photons resulting in frequency selective perfect (~100%) absorption of the incident radiation and zero back reflection. The peak wavelength of absorption of the incident light is almost independent of the angle of incidence and remains within 20% of its maximum (100%) up to $\theta_i \leq 45^\circ$. This perfect absorption results from the incident light‐driven localized edge “micro‐plasma” currents on the lossy metallic surfaces. The wide‐angle light funneling is validated with experimental measurements. Further, a super‐lattice based electronic biasing circuit converts the absorbed narrow linewidth ($\Delta \lambda/\lambda_0 < 0.075$) photon energy inside the sub‐wavelength thick film ($< \lambda/100$) to voltage output with high signal to noise ratio close to the theoretical limit.

Metal based plasmonic nanostructures suffer from metallic loss, but here I took advantage of such a high resistive loss for the detection of photons. Such controlled infrared absorption when implemented in conjunction with simple large area imprinting techniques leads to development of a new class of frequency selective, low cost, uncooled infrared detectors. My initial studies presented above have shown that a frequency selective plasmonic surface can
alleviate some of the limitations of present IR detectors and offer significant improvements in frequency selective detection paving the path towards IR “color” imaging by pixel/sub-pixel formation with plasmonic surfaces tuned to various IR bands.
CHAPTER 7:
PLASMON-ASSISTED LIGHT FOCUSING

Introduction

Conventional optical elements such as lenses, waveplates and polarizers function by adding gradual phase delays to the propagating light. The accumulated phase by propagating light through a lens is defined as $\Delta \varphi = \Delta n |k| \Delta l$, where $\Delta n$ is the refractive index difference between the surrounding medium and the lens, $|k|$ is the magnitude of the wavenumber and $\Delta l$ is the propagation distance. For conventional refractive lenses $\Delta n$ is small, which means that the thicknesses of these dielectric optical components need to be much larger than the wavelength of incoming light to accumulate 0 to $\pi$ phase shifts. That means sub-wavelength compact planar geometry is not possible in conventional lenses making optical systems bulky. Furthermore, conventional lenses are limited by optical aberrations (e.g. spherical and chromatic) and diffraction limit [77]. The Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limit is a natural obstacle in conventional optical lenses due to the far-field interference and absence of near-field [78]. Various planar lenses have been demonstrated following the diffractive optics concept of phase control based on dielectric scatterers on a 2D plane [17, 96, 97, 116, 287-289]. However, in the mid-infrared wavelength range (3-16 $\mu$m) such engineered dielectric surfaces are elusive due to the low spectral bandwidth [288, 289] and high thermal noise in long wavelengths [290, 291].
In contrast, plasmonic nanoantennas [92, 108, 109, 124, 292, 293] enable abrupt change in phase, amplitude and polarization of the incident light using sub-wavelength optical scatterers on a planar surface. Such control of phase according to the Huygens principle [79] allows the formation of arbitrary wavefront shapes enabling sub-wavelength focusing [17, 96, 97]. Spatially distributed plasmonic nanoantennas suppress higher diffraction orders and concentrate the incident light beam beyond the Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limited focal point [90, 91, 94, 122]. In addition, possibility of the optical impedance matching with the free space by the patterned plasmonic interface reduces back scattering, leading to higher transmission efficiency [6, 17]. Going beyond the Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limit requires the involvement of evanescent fields with large spatial frequency components which is possible by plasmonic nanoantennas, enabling sub-wavelength resolution capability going beyond the current imaging technologies [78, 104, 122-124].

In this chapter, I propose and experimentally demonstrate an ultrathin flat lens working in the mid-IR spectral range with geometrically tunable focal length and sub-wavelength focusing ability. The transmission efficiency of this flat lens is substantially higher compared to other reported plasmonic lenses due to the low metallic fill-fraction and the geometry [108, 109, 124, 294, 295]. The biggest limitation of dielectric as well as metallic flat lenses is the bandwidth of operation due to the inherent narrowband resonance [288, 289]. Previously, reported plasmonic flat lenses were limited to $\lambda \sim 1.0 \mu m$-$1.9 \mu m$ [108], $\lambda \sim 5.2 \mu m$-$9.9 \mu m$ [109], and $\lambda \sim 5 \mu m$-$10 \mu m$ [124] operation bandwidths in the infrared spectral range. None of these works reported the most critical lens parameter transmission efficiency. In contrast, my proposed lens offers a wide operation bandwidth due to its gradient design. For the optimum design the experimentally measured transmission remained $> 70\%$ over the entire $4 - 10 \mu m$ mid-IR spectral range, which
promises further improvement in broadband transmission efficiency with improved fabrication procedures. Single (polarization dependent) and bi-layer (polarization independent) designs enable the polarization degree of freedom as well as tunable line and point focusing, respectively. Furthermore, such geometry defined tunable optical response overcomes the challenges associated with the unavailability of mid-infrared transparent materials for low footprint planar integration with thermal imaging systems [10, 296].

Controlling phase response on a 2D plane based on polar dielectric scatterers is well known in the literature as diffractive optics [17, 94, 96, 97, 101, 287]. However, as pointed out earlier, in the mid-IR spectral range most dielectrics are non-transparent. I demonstrate coupled gradient gold disk arrays as low loss broadband focusing element with a plasmon resonance in the mid infrared spectral range, far away from the natural plasmon resonance of gold. My proposed gold arrays work as follows. The incident light beam excites surface plasmons on the metallic nanostructure with a specified diameter ($L_{res}$), leading to coupling of the incident light beam to the array like an optical antenna. Strong interaction between the incident light beam and surface plasmon leads to an abrupt phase change of the scattered electric field [1, 11, 17, 87, 89, 90, 92, 93, 102, 108, 109, 113, 114, 125, 126]. Excitation of surface plasmons is due to the charge oscillation on the on the metallic elements driven by the incident electric field, and at the plasmon resonance frequency the driving optical field is in phase with the induced current. The change in the length of the nanostructure gives rise to the change in the resonance frequency and consequently the excited current leads or lags the incident field. A 2D pattern comprised of gradient gold disks with optimum diameter ratio creates a spatially varying phase response, which enables the modulation of the optical wavefront such that the energy is focused in forward direction [17, 124].
**Focusing mechanism**

**Spatially Varying Gradient Phase Response**

Figure 42a shows the proposed plasmonic lens, which is composed of an adiabatically tapered ultra-thin (45 nm) gold nanodisk array along one direction. Such a discrete gradient sub-wavelength gold disk array functions like an optical antenna array by concentrating the electromagnetic energy to a given direction based on the excitation of surface plasmons.

---

**Figure 42: Gradient phase shift and focusing.**

(a) (left) Schematic of the polarization-dependent plasmonic lens. The period (P) is constant and disk diameters (D) are variable. (right) Schematic of position dependent phase shifts by different disk arrays which leads to curved phase front. (b) (left) Phase shift of the incident light by coupled and detached disk arrays. The solid blue line shows the analytical phase shift for F=40 µm and \( \lambda = 5.0 \) µm derived from Eq. (1). Top inset is the side view of the simulated nanostructure. (right) FDTD result of the focusing effect for Y-polarized light incident from bottom side of plasmonic lens with P=1.3 µm, \( D_0 = 1.0 \) µm and \( \Delta D = 0.1 \) µm at \( \lambda = 5.0 \) µm.
The abrupt phase shift originates from the excitation of two nondegenerate eigenmodes on the asymmetric pattern. The change in the in-plane size of the nanodisk elements for a constant period \( P \) changes the phase of the scattered optical field, thus enabling the creation of a curved phase front. For the line focus, the disk is arranged in a 2D array with a gradual change in diameter only in one direction, as shown in Figure 42a-left. The central 1D disk array adds the maximum phase shift to the scattered electromagnetic wave due to the excitation of the surface plasmon at the resonance wavelength \( \lambda_{\text{res}} \). The gradual decrease in the size of elements along the orthogonal direction gives rise to a weaker driving current and a lower phase delay, leading to the creation of a cylindrical wavefront. It means that in order to have a perfect optical flat lens operating at a specified wavelength \( \lambda_m \), the central arrays should be designed such that \( \lambda_{\text{res}} = \lambda_m \). Such a gradient pattern creates a spatially varying phase response, giving rise to the focusing effect, as shown schematically in Figure 42a-right.

**Cylindrical Optical Lens Phase Distribution**

This single layer design acts as a far-field cylindrical optical flat lens at mid-IR frequencies for the polarization perpendicular to the direction of the diameter variation if the spatial distribution of the optical phase response \( \phi \) follows [17, 94, 98]

\[
\phi(x) = 2n\pi + \frac{2\pi f}{\lambda} - \frac{2\pi \sqrt{f^2 + x^2}}{\lambda},
\]

where \( x \) is position, \( n \) is an integer, \( f \) denotes the focal length and \( \lambda \) stands for the wavelength of the incident light. To study the behavior of such a lens on-resonance and off-resonance, two flat lenses with different periods (\( P = 1.3 \) \( \mu \)m and \( P = 2 \) \( \mu \)m) for a constant diameter difference of \( \Delta D = (D_2 - D_1) = 100 \) nm and constant central disk diameter of \( D_0 = 1 \) \( \mu \)m are designed. The flat lens
with period $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$ has a resonance wavelength at $\lambda = 4.56 \, \mu m$, and the one with period $P = 2.0 \, \mu m$ at $\lambda = 6.5 \, \mu m$. The resonance wavelength of a lens pattern corresponds to the dip in the far-field transmission spectra which is same as the dip in the transmission efficiency at the focal point ($\lambda_{res} = 4.56 \, \mu m$ for $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$ and $\lambda_{res} = 6.5 \, \mu m$ for $P = 2.0 \, \mu m$), as shown with a dashed line in Figure 52a. Figure 42b-left compares the required phase defined by Equation. (25) with the extracted phase shift of the flat lens with period $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$. FDTD simulation is used to estimate the phase from the $z$-component of the electric field for both the 1D coupled array (in the direction of diameter variation) and the 2D coupled array. From this FDTD phase prediction, it can be concluded that the coupling is negligible along the direction perpendicular to the diameter variation. The focal length $f$ used in Equation. (25) for this design is derived from the FDTD simulation. To calculate the phase response corresponding to each array element analytically, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [32, 177, 297-299] along with the geometry-dependent polarizability of each element ($\alpha$) [300] can be used to derive the radiated electric field and consequently the phase shift. The FDTD predicted field intensity distribution demonstrating focusing as predicted is shown in Figure 42b-right. The slight mismatch between the ideal phase distribution and the numerically simulated phase due to the nanostructure diameter and the location variation, which do not exactly follow Equation. (25), result in smaller side lobes in the focal volume, as can be seen in Figure 42b-right.

**Lenses design parameters**

**Figure of Merit of Optical Lenses**

The figure of merit of any lens is defined by bandwidth, efficiency, focal length and depth of focus. The resistive plasma loss and adiabatic shape variation of this low-Q system makes
the proposed design broadband in nature, which enables the lens to operate across a wide wavelength range as predicted by the FDTD simulation in Figure 43a.

Figure 43: Focal length and efficiency variation.

(a) Focal length (blue line-circle) and FWHM/Wavelength (red line) as functions of the wavelength of the incident light for $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$, $\Delta D = 0.1 \, \mu m$ and $D_0 = 1 \, \mu m$. (b) Focal length (blue line-circle) and efficiency (red line) as functions of the pattern period for $\Delta D = 0.1 \, \mu m$, $D_0 = 1 \, \mu m$ and $\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu m$. (c) Focal length (blue line-circle) and FWHM/Wavelength (red line) as functions of the diameter difference for $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$, $D_0 = 1 \, \mu m$ and $\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu m$. (d) Focal length (blue line-circle) and efficiency (red line) as functions of the central diameter ($D_0$) for $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$, $D_{\text{edge}} = 0.1 \, \mu m$ and $\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu m$.

The plasmonic surface possesses the unique ability to impedance match with the free-space which reduces back reflection and consequently increases the transmission efficiency. In addition, the efficiency of the designed lens depends on the metallic plasma loss, the period, the diameter and the thickness of metallic elements of the 2D pattern.
Volume of Focal Point

The size of the focal point is characterized by the full width half maximum with respect to the wavelength (FWHM/wavelength), which plays the crucial role in energy concentration at that point and consequently the resolving power of our proposed plasmonic lens. For the present design the FWHM/wavelength is a decaying function of wavelength, reaching the minimum value at the resonance wavelength ($\lambda_{\text{res}} = 4.56 \, \mu\text{m}$) of the nanostructure and becomes less than 1, sub-wavelength concentration, for higher wavelengths, as shown in Figure 43a. Figure 43a further shows that our proposed flat lens has chromatic aberration for lower wavelengths ($< \lambda_{\text{res}}$), but has almost constant focal length at higher wavelengths ($> \lambda_{\text{res}}$), thereby minimizing the chromatic aberration. These aberrations are much smaller compared to other reported flat lenses [112, 301].

Efficiency of the Flat Lens

Figure 43b shows the predicted efficiency of the flat lens as a function of period $P$ for a fixed differential diameter $\Delta D = 100 \, \text{nm}$. The increase in period $P$ of this 2D array not only enhances the efficiency, but also increases the focal length linearly. The larger the period $P$, the lower is the metallic fill-fraction for a constant $\Delta D$, which reduces loss and hence leads to a higher transmission efficiency. On the other hand, an increase in $\Delta D$ at fixed period $P$ and wavelength ($\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu\text{m}$) leads to a sharper change in the diameter and the phase, giving rise to sub-wavelength concentration FWHM/wavelength ($< 1$) due to involvement of near-field interference and shorter focal length, as can be seen from Figure 43c. The increase in the central diameter ($D_0$) at fixed period ($P = 1.3 \, \mu\text{m}$), wavelength ($\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu\text{m}$) and the edge diameter (diameter of the last disk, $D_{\text{edge}} = 100 \, \text{nm}$) gives rise to larger focal length and lower transmission efficiency, as can be seen
from Figure 43d. To evaluate the chromatic aberration in Figure 43a, a fixed image plane position at the focal point of the resonance wavelength $\lambda_{\text{res}}$ is used as the reference and the FWHMs corresponding to the different wavelengths are calculated at this plane. But in Figure 43c, the FWHM/Wavelength are calculated at the focal point correspond to each $\Delta D$ at $\lambda_m= 5\mu m$.

**Figure 44: Phase shift.**

The phase shift of the nanoantenna element as a function of diameter $D$ in a constant period $P$ (a) and period in a constant diameter $D$ (b).

**Focal Length Trend**

From Figure 43 it can be concluded that the focal length is a linear function of the period $P$ (Figure 43b), a power function of $\Delta D$ (Figure 43c) and a power function of $D_0$ (Figure 43d), which can be combined into: $F = 113 \ (P)-109.6$, $F = 0.9071(\Delta D)^{1.676.3.032}$ and $F = 44.13(D_0)^{1.522.4.193}$. This set of equations can be easily used to design flat lenses with variable focal length. Based on limitations of the lithography, if we assume $\Delta D_{\text{min}}= 10 \ nm$ and $D_{\text{edge}}= 100 \ nm$, the largest flat lens size for $P = 1.3 \ \mu m$ is $\sim 300 \ \mu m$ and for $P= 2.0 \ \mu m$ is $\sim 800 \ \mu m$. Increasing the period $P$ and $D_0$ gives larger lens sizes, and the corresponding focal length can be calculated using the above-mentioned set of equations.
According to Equation. (25), the focal length depends on the phase shift profile, means \( \varphi(x) \) versus \( x \). The phase shift of a nanoantenna element is a linear function of period \( P \) and nonlinear function of diameter \( D \), as seen from Figure 44 which is extracted from FDTD simulation. Varying the period while keeping other parameters constant means only the positions of the nanoantenna elements are varying linearly (\( x \propto P \)), but the number and size of elements are constant. It means according to Equation. (25) and Figure 44, for the zeroth-order (\( n = 0 \)), the focal length should be a linear function of period \( P \), too (\( f \propto P \)). Unlike the period, as shown in Figure 44b, the phase change is a non-linear function of diameter \( D \). Changing \( D_0 \) and \( \Delta D \) for constant period \( P \), means the number and the size of nanoantenna elements are being changed, while \( x \) profile is constant. So, according to Equation. (25) the focal length \( f \) is a non-linear function of \( D_0 \) and \( \Delta D \).

**Polarization dependent flat lens**

**The Effect of Periodicity**

To study experimentally the effect of the period \( P \), transmission efficiency and field intensity profile, two flat lenses with different periods (\( P = 1.3 \) \( \mu \)m and \( P = 2.0 \) \( \mu \)m) are fabricated and measured. To increase the overall size of the lens, there can be more than one nanoantenna element with the same diameter instead of gradual decrease in the diameters while maintaining small periods (\( P<2\mu m \)) for sufficient near-field interactions. The SEM images of these two lenses with \( D_0 = 1 \) \( \mu \)m, \( D_{\text{edge}} = 100 \) nm, \( \Delta D = 100 \) nm and gold thickness of 45 nm are shown in Figures 45a-left (\( P = 1.3 \) \( \mu \)m) and 45a-right (\( P = 2 \) \( \mu \)m). The diffraction-limited confocal measurement technique is used to scan the spatial field intensity. A plane wave light beam with large spot size and uniform power after passing through a linear polarizer, band pass filter (\( \lambda_c = 5.0 \) \( \mu \)m with
bandwidth of 70.0 nm) and a pinhole impinges on the sample and a high numerical aperture objective lens (NA~0.9) is coupled to a FTIR spectrometer to collect photons. A 3D automatic stage is used to change the position of the flat lens sample to scan the focal point, and the light is collected using an objective lens and a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) photodetector, as schematically shown in Figure 46.

Figure 45: SEM image and top view of electric field intensity at focus of the single layer flat lens.

(a) SEM image of the plasmonic lens with the period of P = 1.3 μm (left) and P = 2.0 μm (right). (b-c) The simulated (b) and the measured (c) cross sections of the light field intensities in X-Y plane for the plasmonic lenses with P = 1.3 μm (left) and P = 2.0 μm (right). (d) Comparison of the simulated (red) and measured (blue) of the cross sections of the light intensities along Y-axis for the patterns with P = 1.3 μm (left) and P = 2.0 μm (right). The operating wavelength is λ_m= 5.0 μm.
The applied mesh in FDTD simulation is 10 nm in x-y direction and 5 nm in z direction. The intensity accuracy is 0.01 (1/100 $I_0$). In the measurement, the focal spot of the objective lens is ~ 6 μm and the step size of the 3D stage is 100 nm. A high sensitive MCT photodetector working at 77 °C is used for photon collection.

![Figure 46: Schematic of the confocal measurement method.](image)

**Confocal Measurement**

In the confocal measurement, the 3-dimensional field intensity of the focal point is scanned by using a 3D automatic motor. A bandpass filter for $\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu m$ with the bandwidth of 70 nm along with a linear polarizer is located in front of the infrared source of FTIR. An aspheric lens with low numerical aperture (NA= 0.2) is used to focus the light beam uniformly on the sample which is attached to a 3D automatic motor. A high NA aspheric lens (NA =0.9) between two
confocal pinholes is utilized to collect the transmitted photons and send them to a cooled MCT. The scanning, measurement and motor motion are controlled by a Labview program.

**Field Intensity of the Focal Line**

Figures 45b and 45c compare the FDTD predicted and the measured field intensity in the cross-section of the focal volume at the x-y plane (top view) for the two lenses, respectively. Since the single layer flat lens can only focus the TE mode light, there is a focal line instead of focal point, and the results show very good agreement between the FDTD prediction and experimental measurement. From these plots it can also be observed that the larger period P gives rise to larger FWHM. The increase in the period P decreases the metallic fill-fraction and consequently the plasmonic light-matter interactions. This in turn reduces the amount of transmitted light which accumulates phase shift, leading to a larger focal volume or FWHM.

For quantitative comparison, the simulated and measured field intensity in the cross-section of the focal line along y-axis are overlaid in Figs. 45d-left (P = 1.3 µm) and 45d-right (P = 2.0 µm), which show a good match between simulation and measurement for both lenses. In order to reveal the focal volume, the cross-section of the focal line in the y-z plane (side view) is scanned and compared with the FDTD-predictions, as shown in Figures 47a-b for both patterns (P = 1.3 µm and P = 2.0 µm).
Figure 47: Focal point measurement of the single layer flat lens.

(a-b) The simulated (a) and the measured (b) cross section of the light field intensity in Y-Z plane for the plasmonic lens with $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$ (left) and $P = 2.0 \, \mu m$ (right). (c) Comparison of the simulated (red) and measured (blue) cross section of the light intensity along Z-axis for the patterns with $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$ (left) and $P = 2.0 \, \mu m$ (right). The operating wavelength is $\lambda_m = 5.0 \, \mu m$.

The presence of side lopes is due to the mismatch between the ideal phase predicted by Equation. (25) and the actual phase response of the designed plasmonic pattern. Similar to the cross-section of the field intensity in y-direction (Figure 45), the simulated and measured field intensity along z-axis are overlaid in Figures 47c-left ($P = 1.3 \, \mu m$) and 47c-right ($P = 2.0 \, \mu m$) with good agreement
for both periods. Minor discrepancies are mainly due to the fabrication tolerances, finite diffraction-limited confocal measurement and the IR detector shot noise.

**Polarization independent flat lens**

**The Advantages of Double-layer Flat Lens**

The unique feature of the proposed design is that when two such lenses are stacked together with an optimum spacing between them, as schematically shown in Figure 48a-top, the resulting bi-layer flat lens with 90° rotated layers functions as a polarization independent point focusing lens with the ability of funneling both TE and TM modes of the incident light. The double-layer lens has two main advantages compared to concentric design. The first one is that it makes it possible to control the focal length for each polarization, independently, which gives a great degree of freedom to design novel polarization-dependent flat lens. Possibility of removing oblique and coma aberrations is another advantage of this design. The second layer can be designed such that the rays coming from off-axis light source do not directed away from the optical axis.

**Fabrication**

The one-layer flat lens is patterned on a bilayer electron resist (MMA/PMMA) spin-coated on silicon wafer (100 μm thickness), which has more than 70% transmission in mid-IR wavelengths, using electron beam lithography, developed in MIBK/IPA (3:1) following by deposition of Ti/Au (3 nm/45 nm) and lift-off process.
Figure 48: Focal point measurement of the polarization independent bilayer flat lens.

(a) (top) The schematic of the bilayer plasmonic lens in presence of incident linear 45°-polarized light. (middle) The optical image of the fabricated bilayer plasmonic lens. (bottom) Focal length as function of the separation distance of bilayer plasmonic lens for $P = 2.0\ \mu m$, $\Delta D = 0.1\ \mu m$ and $D_0 = 1\ \mu m$ at $\lambda = 5.0\ \mu m$. The simulated (top) and the measured (bottom) cross section of the light field intensity in X-Y plane for the bilayer flat lens with the period of $P = 1.3\ \mu m$ (b) and $P = 2.0\ \mu m$ (c).

Using a bilayer electron resist helps to lift-off the remaining resist without sonication and damaging the nanostructure. To fabricate the bilayer flat lens, after patterning MMA/PMMA on silicon (100 $\mu m$) substrate by EBL, following by Ti/Au (3 nm/45 nm) deposition and lift-off process, a layer of SU-8 polymer with thickness of 200 nm which has low light absorption in mid-IR is spin-coated on the fabricated layer following by 2 hours UV exposure and one-hour baking (95°C) to become hard enough against polymer solvent (acetone) and decrease light absorption. A
thin layer of Al₂O₃ (20 nm) is deposited on this layer to spin-coat a uniform layer of MMA/PMMA on that and patterning it with EBL.

![Figure 49: The light absorption spectrum of SU-8 polymer.](image)

Due to the ease of interface finding, silicon wafer is used to fabricate the pattern using electron-beam lithography. But it is possible to use an IR transparent substrate such as sapphire instead to increase the light transmission to more than 95%. To fabricate the pattern on top of that, the nanoimprint lithography can be used to decrease the cost and increase throughput. Four markers are used to write the next layer exactly 90° rotated with respect to the first layer. Another Ti/Au (3 nm/45 nm) deposition and lift-off process is done to prepare the bilayer flat lens.

The optical image of the fabricated bi-layer lens is shown in Figure 48a-middle. Since the separation distance between these two layers is 200 nm, their focal lengths are almost the same, which leads to the creation of a single focal point for an arbitrary linearly polarized light. Furthermore, the decrease in the separation distance does not have a prominent effect on the focal length, which means that the far-field coupling between these layers does not change their focal...
lengths substantially, but enhances the transmission efficiency a bit, as can be seen from Figures 48a-bottom and 49.

**Filed Intensity of the Focal Point**

![Figure 50: Comparison of the focal point in X-Z and Y-Z planes for the bi-layer lens with P=1.3 μm.](image)

(a) The FDTD simulated (left) and measured cross section of the field intensity of the focal volume in y-z plane for the flat lens with period of P= 1.3 μm. (b) The FDTD simulated (left) and measured cross section of the field intensity of the focal volume in x-z plane for the flat lens with period of P= 1.3 μm.

Figures 48b and 48c compare the cross-section of the simulated and measured field intensity in the x-y plane (top view) for 45° linear polarized normal incident light. Comparison of Figures 48b and 48c not only proves the polarization-independency of the bi-layer flat lens, but
also shows that the increase in the period P gives rise to larger focal volume, similar to the single layer lens. In Figure 48, the simulated focal points are close to circle, while the measured ones look like a cross-like. There are two reasons for this effect which are related to the fabrication.

![Figure 51: Comparison of the focal point in X-Z and Y-Z planes for the bi-layer lens with P=2.0 μm.](image)

The first one is the misalignment between the first and second layers which creates discrepancy between simulation and the fabrication. Another reason is that the electron beam lithography system for writing any pattern needs to find the interface by using a laser beam. But due to the non-reflective dielectric spacer on top of the first layer, it finds the interface improperly. It means the second layer is a little bit different from the perfect pattern leading to the discrepancy between the simulation (ideal circle) and measurement (cross-like).
Figures 50 and 51 show the simulated and measured cross-sectional field intensity in the y-z and x-z plane (side view), which clearly show the same focal length and focus pattern for the perpendicular planes, thereby proving the polarization-independency of such a bi-layer flat lens. Comparing Figures 45, 47, 48 and 50-51, it is evident that the bi-layer lens further reduces the FWHM due to the double excitation of plasmon resonances passing through two layers (FWHM/Wavelength = 1.03/0.87 [single layer/bilayer] for P = 1.3 μm and = 1.20/1.05 [single layer/bilayer] for P = 2.0 μm at λ = 5.0 μm).

Any type of flat lens with continuous or discrete phase distribution has the monochromatic aberration like coma for the oblique or non-normal illumination. It means for an ideal Airy disc object the resultant image would be a comet-like spot similar to other singlet lenses. For having an optical lens free from coma and spherical aberrations, the Abbe sine condition should be established which means the ratio between the sine of the angle of the ray radiated from the object and the sine of the angle of the same ray reaching to the image should be constant for the rays. The optical lens which is designed to overcome both spherical and coma aberrations is aplanatic lens which is patterned on a spherical interface and used commonly in optical microscopes [126, 302, 303]. Here, the double-layer flat lens can be modified as an aplanatic lens, such that the first layer is designed to behave like the spherical interface for the second layer. For the current design, since the first layer has a cylindrical focal line, under certain conditions it can satisfy the Abbe sine condition and decrease the spherical and coma aberrations which are two different types of monochromatic aberrations.

**Transmission efficiency**

A crucial parameter of any type of optical lens is the amount of incident light that is focused in the forward direction is called transmission efficiency of the lens.
Figure 52: Transmission efficiency.

(a) The simulated (red) and the measured (blue) transmission efficiencies of the single layer plasmonic lenses with the periods of $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$ (left) and $P = 2.0 \, \mu m$ (right). (b) The simulated (green) and the measured (Polarization = $0^\circ$ (black), $45^\circ$ (blue) and $90^\circ$ (red)) transmission efficiencies of the bilayer plasmonic lenses with the periods of $P = 1.3 \, \mu m$ (left) and $P = 2.0 \, \mu m$ (right).

Conventional refractive lens based on CaF$_2$ can reach $< 95 \%$ up to $\lambda = 6 \, \mu m$ and based on ZnSe can reach $< 70 \%$ up to $\lambda = 16 \, \mu m$ [Janis Research Company, LLC]. However, our proposed plasmonic flat lens does not allow such high transmission efficiency due to the metallic loss but enable almost aberration free subwavelength focusing with extremely low planar physical footprint ($<< \lambda$). As predicted in Figure 43b, the present design allows higher transmission efficiency with larger pattern period $P$ due to the lower metallic fill-fraction. Furthermore, due to the reduced near-
field and far-field interactions between plasmonic nanoantennas with the increase in period $P$, there is a red shift in the resonance wavelength pushing the lowest transmission at the resonance wavelength ($\lambda_{\text{res}} = 6.5 \, \mu\text{m}$) away from the designed wavelength ($\lambda = 5.0 \, \mu\text{m}$). However, the larger period $P$ shifts the focal length to higher values due to the wider phase response distribution according to Equation. (25) and the weakening of coupling between neighboring disks, as can be observed in Figure 43b.

Figure 52a overlays the simulated and the measured transmission efficiencies of the single layer flat lenses with $P = 1.3 \, \mu\text{m}$ (left) and $P = 2.0 \, \mu\text{m}$ (right). Comparison of these two plots not only validates the simulated results, but also proves that the increase in the period enhances the transmission efficiency, besides keeping the focusing effect, which is shown by the cross section of field intensity in the $y$-$z$ plane for different wavelengths. At the wavelengths above resonance, a broadband transmission efficiency higher than 60% is achieved, which is much higher compared to the other reported metasurface-based flat lenses operating in the mid-IR spectral range [17, 92]. Figure 52b shows the measured transmission efficiency of the bi-layer lens at the focal point for different linear-polarized incident light ($\text{pol} = 0^\circ, 45^\circ$ and $90^\circ$), which closely matches with the FDTD prediction of transmission of $0^\circ$ linear-polarized light. Near perfect overlap between these plots further validates polarization-independency of this bilayer lens. Minor discrepancies originate from the mismatch between the alignment of the two layers during fabrication compared to the simulated supercell. Similar to the single layer plasmonic lens, the increase in the period $P$ gives rise to higher transmission efficiency while maintaining focusing effect for the entire mid-IR wavelengths, as can be observed in Figure 52b. The bilayer flat lens acts like a spherical lens with ultrathin thickness ($\sim300 \, \text{nm}$), the focal volume of which is further tunable by geometrical parameters of two independent layers over broad spectral range. In order
to calculate the transmission efficiency from simulation and measurement, the incident light is taken as the reference and the amount of light transmitted at the focal point with respect to that reference has been considered as the transmission efficiency. This means the reflection loss from the first interface of the substrate has been contributed in the efficiency calculation.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, various, planar lenses are demonstrated following the diffractive optics concept of phase control based on dielectric scatterers on a 2D plane. However, in the mid-infrared wavelength range (3-16 μm) such engineered dielectric surfaces are not possible due to the low spectral bandwidth and high thermal noise in long wavelengths. Plasmonic nanostructures enable abrupt change in phase, amplitude and polarization of the incident light using subwavelength optical scatterer on a planar surface. I demonstrated a novel flat plasmonic lens based on gold in single and bi-layer geometry to focus polarized and unpolarized light beams. The focal length and spot size are tunable with geometrical parameters providing design flexibility. The gradient design offers unique broadband near aberration free operation unlike other flat lenses. The design enables sub-wavelength focusing beyond the Abbe-Rayleigh diffraction limit while maintaining high transmission efficiency (~60%) with excellent agreement between electromagnetic simulations and confocal measurements. High transmission efficiency compared to the current flat lenses along with low FWHM of the focal point and ultrathin thickness make this lens a right candidate for the compact thermal imaging systems and photonic integrated circuits.
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